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STANDARD FIRE CONTROL SYMBOLS

1. Ordnance Pamphlet 1700 establishes a set of standard fire control
symbols applicable to describirlg the fire control problem as solved by Naval
fire control systems.

2. This publication serves two main purposes:

.a. As a reference dictionary in which fire control symbols are listed
alphabetically, defined, and illustrated j and

b. As a reference. handbook in which related terms are grouped and
distinctions among them clearly defined and illu~trated.

Thus, Ordnance Pamphlet 1700 is intended for use by all Naval personnel in
their study of ordnance equipment and instruction material. It is also intended
for use by design personnel as a guide for their preparation of suitable instruc
tion material.

3. The first issue of OP 1700 is limited to symbolization of the quantities
applicable to solutions of the gun fire control problem. Subsequent revisions
are expected to include subsurface and missile fire control symbols.

4. Ordnance Pamphlet 1700, when completed, will supersede OD 3447. The
present edition of OP 1700 supersedes the surface and antiaircraft sections of
OD 3447.

5. This publication is RESTRICTED and shall be safeguarded in accordance
with the security provisions of U. S. Navy Regulations. It is forbidden to
make extracts from or to copy this classified document without specific approval
of the Chief of Naval Operations-or originator, as applicable, except as provided
for in article 9-10 of the United States Navy Security Manual for Classified
Matter.

11. J;;.~.
A. G. NOBLE

Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy
Chiej, Bureau oj Ordnance
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STANDARD FIRE CONTROL SYMBOLS

Introduction

This pamphlet establishes a system of symbols and definitions for the sur
face, antiaircraft, and underwater fire control problems. It includes mathe
matical quantities associated with the geometrical analysIs, and computational
and mechanization quantities involved in solving these problems by fire control
equipments. Fire control terms, with their accepted definitions. and graphic
symbols for mechanical and electrical devices, are included. .

Standards established for symbols and definitions in this pamphlet should
be followed in the preparation, use, and study of all ordn9nce publications, data,
drawings, and correspondence. If quantities not previously symbolized are
used, new symbols shall be constructed in accordance with the pattern formu
lated in this book. New symbols and definitions which may be required should
be submitted to the Bureau of Ordnance for approval.

This book comprises the following four parts:
1. Symbol system, explaining how symbols are formed, how t.hey are

modified to denote special kinds of quantities, and how symbols for new quan
. tities may be constructed.

2. Antiaircraft related quantities for use in work on specific parts of the
gun fire control problem where it is desired to have on hand a.11 values used to
express a basic quantity. Special problems ansing in the use of symbols are
explained here. Separate cha.pters are used for the steps of the gun fire control
problem.

3. Dictionary of symbols for quantities currently in use, or whose future
use ma.y be anticipated, arranged alphabetically.

4. Appendices of letters with their meanings when used as basic symbols,
basic symbol modifiers, and quantity modifiers, arra.nged alphabetically.
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SYMBOL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
This part of the pampWet explains the tyPes of quantities sym

boiized, the way \n which symbols for these quantities are constructed,
and the rules for forming new symbols. Each class of quantities is
given with its name and the symbol used to represent it. Also
included are the modifying letters and numerals with their meaning
when used as basic symbol modifiers and when used as quantity
modifiers.

SCOPE OF THE SYMBOL SYSTEM
The system is designed to include symbols for:
1. Geometrical quantities used in solving the

general gun and underwater fire control prob
lems

2. Quantities resulting .from computations
made in solving the fire control problem

3. Quantities resulting from mechanization in
fire control equipments

The system makes available symbols for the
geometrical elements necessary to express quan
tities used in existing fire control mechanisms,
quantities used in research studies, and quan
tities likely to be useful in the future.

Geometrical Quantities
,The quantities and geometrical elements sym

bolized are those necessary to express the follow
ing five steps in solving the general gun fire
control problem:

1. Determination of present target position
with respect to own ship, expressed in various
coordinates, and considering parallax effects.

2. Determination of linear and angular move
ment and directions of movement between own
ship and target, referred to various frames of
reference, and considering parallax effects.
. 3. Expression of wind quantities.

4. Expression of linear and angular offsets
resulting from ballistics and prediction.

RESTRICTED

5. Expression of orders positioning the gun
along the line of fire, considering parallax effects.

Computational Quantities

The quantities symbolized are those necessary
to express:

1. Portions of, and additions and corrections
to geometrical quantities, such as deck tilt
correction, increments, etc.

2. Methods by which geometrical quantities
are obtained, as computed, designated, esti
mated, etc.

Computational quantities covered are those
which in the mechanization of the geometrical
quantities appear to have a general usefulness
for example, deck tilt correction or trunnion tilt
correction. For the present, highly specialized
computational quantities are not symbolized.

Mechanization Quantities

Mechanization quantities symbolized are
those which are associated with geometrical
quantities, although they- may not be directly
connected with them-for example, rate control
quantities.

For the· present, quantities resulting solely
from instrumentation design, and having no

.association with geometrical quantities, are not
symbolized-for example, the angle of tilt of the
traverse and elevation gyros.

5
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STRUCTURE OF THE SYMBOL SYSTEM

The plan of the symbol system follows the
general pattern of the previous system of OD
3447 with modifications to permit new quanti
ties to be introduced. However, the structure
of the system allows for the accommodation of
many additional primary quantities and new
related secondary quantities arising from refined
analyses. In addition, it has greater flexibility
and wider application to advanced studies.

In planning the symbol system, the following
objectives were established:

1. To select a system based on an easily
understood theory of symbolization.

2. To accommodate, without ambiguity, all
primary and related quantities now used.

3. To provide for application of standard pro
cedure to include new quantities.

4. To choose characteristic symbols for easy
mnemonic recognition. For example, B for
bearing, E for elevation.

5. To select symbols capable of being typed
conveniently on standard typewriters. For
example, avoid Greek letters, subscripts, and
special characters. Since standard typewriters
have only a limited number of letters and signs
useful as symbols, use primary symbols spar
ingly and make greater use of modifiers.

6. To use symbols not conflicting with con
ventional mathematical notation. For ex-:
ample, dR meaning "time rate of change of
range" may be confw;;ed with "differential of
R." To eliminate difficulties arising from the
use of d to indicate rates, use D, (meaning
d/dt), a symbol in agreement with mathe
matical notation.

Construction of Symbols for Geometrical
Quantities

The geometrical quantities used in naval gun
fire control are those quantities involved in the
mathematical solution of the general fire con
trol problem. Therefore, in determining quan
tities to be symbolized, consideration is first
given to the steps in the solution of the gun

6

fire control problem. These steps are listed
under "Geometrical Quantities" in "Scope of
the Symbol System" in this section.

In each of these steps, the geometrical quan
tities fall into certain main classes of quantities.
Each of these main classes of quantities is
represented by a class name. The basic geo
metrical quantity in eatlh class is represented
by a basic symbol. In each class,· other geo
metrical quantities, besides the basic quantity,
are expressed by applying modifiers to the basic
symbol. These modifiers express t.he way in
which the quantity is measured.

For example, a class of quantities used in
expressing present target position is linear dis
tance between own ship and target. This
class of quantities is called "Ranges." The
basic geometrical quantity in this class is the
linear distance between own ship and target
measured along the line of sight which is ex
pressed by the basic symbol R. Another quan
tity in this class is the linear distance between
own ship and target measured in the deck plane.
This quantity is symbolized by applying the
modifier d (meaning measured in the deck plane)
to the basic:range symbol R, forming symbol
Rd.

Basic symbols and modifiers. The basic
symbols assigned to represent the basic geo
metrical quantity in each class and the letters
and numerals used to modify these basic
symbols are:

Basic Symbols Modifiers

A Angular Move- a apparent
ment (Eleva- b bearing
tion) d deck

B Bearing g gun
C Course h horizontal
D Rate of i inclination

E Elevation k earth
Ei Level 0 ow'll ship
1 Inclination p prediction

RESTRICTED
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Basic Symbols Modifiers

J Jump q - heading
K r range
L Sight Deflection s director
M Linear Movement t target
P Gun Parallax Dis- v vertical

placement w wind
Ps Director Parallax x east-west

Displacement y north-south
R Range z cross level
S Angular Move- 1 present position

ment (Lateral) 2 future position
T Time 3 advance ·position
U Velocity 4 aiming position
V Sight Angle 5 fuze
W Wind Rate
Z Cross Leve!

For a more detailed listing of the basic sym
bols and basic symbol modifiers refer to Appen
dices A and B.

In general, classes of quantities will be recog
nized by a single capital letter. However, in the
case of level quantities the basic symbol Ei
(meaning elevation due to inclination) was
selected to indicate that level quantities are
closely associated with elevation quantities.
Similarly the basic symbol Ps was selected to
indicate that director parallax displacements are
closely associated with gun parallax displace
ments. The additional letter in these symbols
is not considered a modifier, but as an assigned
part of the basic symbol. Therefore these basic
symbols are handled in the same way as any
other basic symbol.

The exact meaning of some modifiers varies
slightly in accordance with the basic symbol
with which they are used. For example,
modifier d (meaning deck) when used with basic
symbol B means measured in deck plane, and
when used with basic symbol E means measured
from deck plane. The exact meanings of the
modifiers along with their order of application
when used with each basic symbol is given in
the second part, "Related Quantities."

Quantity modifiers. Besides the geometrical
quantities in each class, the portions of these
quantities measured to various positions and
accounting for various effects are symbolized.
Also, in the expression of rates, the frame of
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measurement of the rate is indicated. These
quantity modifiers are applied by enclosing the
symbols for the geometrical quantities in
parentheses and preceding or following the
parentheses with the quantity modifiers. For
example, the portion of sight angle Vs account
ing for the effect of wind is symbolized by en
closing the sight angle symbol Vs in parentheses,
and preceding the parentheses with modifier
w (meaning portion account,ing for wind), form-
ing symbOl w(.Vs). .

The meanings of the various letters when used
as quantity modifiers of geometrical quantities
are:

a advance
b ballistics
k earth
m relative motion
o own ship
p gun parallax
l!!!. director parallax
s inertial
U. initial velocity loss
w wind

For a more detailed listing of quantity modi
fiers, refer to Appendix C.

Construction of Symbols for Computation
Quantities

To construct symbols, the required quantities
are determined, and then symbolized by apply
ing modifiers to the geometrical quantity with
which they are associated. The required quan
tities are determined by considering the two
divisions of computational quantities.

Additions to, and partial geometrical quanti
ties. To symbolize partial quantities, the
symbol for the total quantity is enclosed in
parentheses and terminated by quantity modi
fier j. For example, to express partial deck
deflection, total deck deflection Ld' is enclosed
in parentheses and followed by j, becoming
(Ld')j. If the symbol for the total quantity
already contains parentheses, the partial quan
tity is expressed by terminating the symbol
with quantity_ modifier j. For example, to
express partial sight deflection due to relative
motion, the symbol for the total quantity
mel,) is followed by j, becoming m(LB)j.

7
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To express computational additions, the
symbol for the quantity to which the addition
is being applied is enclosed in parentheses and
preceded by modifier j. For example, to ex
press the addition to deck bearing Bd to obtain
horizontal bearing B, quantity Bd is enclosed
in parentheses and preceded by j, becoming
j(Bd); this quantity is deck tilt correction.
To express the addition to sight angle Vs to
account for deflection prediction, Vs is enclosed
in parentheses and preceded by j, becoming
j(Vs); this quantity is complementary error.

To express the corrections applied to gun
elevation and gun train to compensate for
cross-level (that is, trunnion tilt corrections);
modifier z is applied to basic sight angle symbol
V for the elevation correction, becoming Vz,
and to basic sight deflection symbol L for the
train correction, becoming Lz.

Methods by which geometrical quantities
are obtained. To express the way in which
a geometrical quantity is obtained, the symbol
for the quantity is enclosed in parentheses and
preceded by the appropriate modifier.

Quantity modifiers used are:
C_u nn_n computed or generated
duuu n n designated
e n_n_n __ estimated
In _ n _ n _ n n initial
O nnnn_ observed or measured
s n _ n n __ selected

For example, c(B) is computed relative target
bearing, d(E) is designated target elevation,
e(R) is estimated present range, l(R) is initial
present range, 0(E) is observed target elevation,
and s(Ei) is selected level.

To express a corrective input or spot, the
symbol for the quantity to which the corrective
input is applied is enclosed in parentheses and
preceded by quantity modifier q. For example,
range spot q(RJ), elevation spot q(Vs), and
deflection spot q(Ls).

To express increments of a quantity ~ has
been used in the past. To avoid Greek letters
i is now used, and the symbol for the quantity
is enclosed in parentheses and preceded by
quantity modifier i. For example, increment
of present range is i(R), and increment of com
puted relative target bearing is ic(B).
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To express prediction time, basic quantity T
is modified by p, becoming Tp.

The computational quantities symbolized are
those which represent the true value of the
quantity. However, if a close approximation of
the true value is made by empirical formula,
this approximation is expressed by the same
symbol as used for the true value of the quan
tity. For example, the symbol for the true value
of deck tilt correction is j(Bd). In all present
equipments using this quantity, deck tilt correc
tion is approximated by an empirical formula,
however it is still symbolized as j(Bd).

Construction of Symbols for Mechanization
Quantities

Mechanization quantities are higWy special
ized values whose existence depends solely on:

1. The method used by the computing instru
ment to solve the gun fire control problem (such
quantities are rate control values, gyro tilt
angles, etc.)

2. The mechanization characteristics of the
instrument (such quantities are smoothing
values, solution time, and sight sensitivity, etc.)

These mechanization quantities are concerned
mainly with the study of theoretical character

-istics of fire control instruments, error analysis,
and instrumentation design. They are not gen
erally associated with the mathematical quan
tities involved in the geometrical analysis of the
general fire control problem.

The defined values of these quantities are in
most instances very general, and vary in accord
ance with the computing instrument with which
they are associated. Therefore, it is impractical
and difficult to represent these quantities with
exacting symbols as is done for geometrical and

. computational quantities.
In general, since these quantities appear in

frequently in the preparation, use, and study of
ordnance publications, data, drawings, and
correspondence, they are not symbolized in this
book. However, iIi some special cases, mecha
nization quantities appear frequently due to the
extensive employment in the Navy of a comput
ing equipment using these quantities. In these
cases, the mechanization quantities are sym
bolized. One such group of mechanization
quantities are the rate control values used in the
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regenerative prediction system of the Computer
Mk 1.

Rate control quantities. To express the rate
control correction to a quantity, the quantity is
enclosed in parenth~ses and preceded by the
quantity modifier r. For example, the rate
control correction to linear bearing rate DMb
is r(DMb), to linear elevation rate DMe is
r(DMe), and to range rate DMr is r(DMr).

Rules for Forming New Symbols
The system provides symbols for basic quan

tities and their components, and geometrical
elements for' expressing them in reference
frames and coordinates used in present equip
ments and considered in research. Due to
limitations in letters and terms available for
symbolizing quantities and expressing geometri
cal elements, quantities in these reference frames
whose values have not been previously indicated
are unsymbolized to maintain short symbols for
the necessary or valuable quantities. Also, the
system does not provide for symbolizing quan
tities measured in reference frames not previ
ously used nor considered for use in research.
However, the system is made as flexible as is
practicable to provide exacting symbols for
necessary or valuable quantit.ies.

To construct new symbols, the following rules
are provided:

1. Select the basic symbol given in this pam
phlet for. the class of quantity represented.

RESTRICTED

STRUCTURE OF THE SYMBOL SYSTEM

For example, if the new quantity to be symbol
ized is a type of bearing, the basic symbol
selected is B.

2. Select modifying letters or numerals given
in this pamphlet for the way in which the quan
tity is measured. For example, if the quantity
to be symbolized is measured from, to, or about
the line of fire, one of the modifiers selected is g.

3. Apply the modifiers in the order estab
lished for that type of quantity in this pamph
let. For example, if the quantity to be symbol
ized is a bearing requiring modifiers d and g.
modifier d shall precede 9 in the formation of
the symbol.

4. If no basic symbol or modifiers are avail
able to express the quantity, select new letters
or numerals which follow the specifications and
whic.h hold as nearly as practicai with the pat
tern formulated in this pamphlet.

For example, if it should be required to ex
press rate of motion between target and refer
ence director along line of fire, modifier g. used
to refer quantities to line of fire, would be ap
plied to this rate along line of sight DMr.
forming symbol DMrg.

These rules are of a general nature since the
requirements for terms and geometrical ele
ments to express new quantities. are in most
instances unforeseeable. However, they are
given to aid in maintaining a systematically
developed set of symbols for use in solving the
fire control problem.

9
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ANTIAIRCRAFT RELATED QUANTITIES

Introduction

Th.is part of the pamphlet. discWllWll the requirements for symbols expressing
the quantities involved in each step of the general gun fire control problem,
and any difficulties which arise in symboliJ:ing theBe quantities. Al90. it eetab
liabee the standard symbolS (or all gun fire control quantities. For ready ref
e.renoe to the dll88e8 of quanlites used in any specifie part. of the gun fire control
problem, the clusea (with a.ll the individual quantities in each class) are com
positely grouped under the part of the fire control problem in which they are
involved. For example, if it is deeired to hue at. band the cl&88e8 of quaotitiel
(with all the quantities in each class) used to express present target position,
reference is made to the page or pages &bowing this group of quantities.

To accomplish this, this part is divided into five chaplerl; each chapter
being one of lobe lltepll in the solution of the general gun fire control problem:

1. Present. Target POBition.
2. Motion.
3. Wind.
4. Linear and Angu1u Offsets.
6. Gun Orders.

lncl.uded in each chapter are:
1. The standard references and geometrical elements necell8&l'Y to aymbolu.e

the quantities involved.
2. The cluaes of quantities with the basic symbol U8E'd to represent each.
3. The definition of the baaic symbol when representing the basic quantity

in each cl888.
... The basic symbol modifiers and quantity modifiers with their exact mean-

inge when used with each basic. symbol. .
5. Examples of the application of basic symbol modifiers and quantity modi

fiers when uaed with ench basic symbol.
6. Compoaite illuatrations and chart.8 for each cl888 of quantities, defining

and aymbolizing the quantities involved.
For clarity in designating planes in the compoaile illu8tration8, color

coding and letter designations are used. The colors and letters used are:

"I,n G---IG--2•

It
d

•
e'

•
.d,
,d

REmICTED

Nld
green
light blue
yellow
orange
purple
brown
indigo blue

horizontal plane
deck plane
vertical plane
normal plane
81ant plane through director elevation ui.B in horizontal plane

. a1ant. plane through director elevation &Xis in deck: plane
slant plane through gun elevation &Xis in horizontal plane
slant plane through gun elevation axis in deck plane

13
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Figu,~ 1.-Ta,,.t Pasition in Spk,ical CaarJilKJ~s.

Figu,~2.-Ta,,.t Position in Cyli"J,ical CaarJinat...
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Chapter 1

PRESENT TARGET POSITION
To determine pr nt target position, the

target is located in a referenc frame by a sys
tern of coordina . In naval fire control,
r ference frames originate on own ship; there
fore, target position is measur d with resp c to
a point on own ship (reference point).

Reference planes tis d for the measuremen~

of pr nt target position ar
1. Horizontal plane.
2. D ck plan.
Ref rence l.i.n used ar :
1. Vertical, perp nclicular to the horizontal

plan.
2. ormal, p rpenclicular to th deck plane.
3. Own ship centerlin .
4. lin .

Systems of Coordinates

tern of coordina used for measurem nt
ar :

1. pherical Coordinates (figure 1).
a. Bearing angle.

Figure 3.-Target Position in Cartesian CAorJinates.

RESTRICTED

b. Elevation angle.
c. Range along line of ight.

2. Cylindrical Coordinates (figure 2).
a. Bearing angle.
b. Vertical (or normal) range component.
c. Horizontal (or deck) range component.

3. Cartesian Coordinate (figure 3).
. Vertical range compon nt.

b. Horizontal range component in -S
direction.

c. Horizontal range component in E-W
direction.

Th are the only coordinate terns which
ar used in presen gun fir oontrol terns or
con idered for use in r ch tucli . The
pr nt position of the targ t in any of these
coordinate terns is exp by thr class
of geometrical quantiti . That is, Bearings
(B), EI vations (If), and Rang (R).

Target bearings. Th cl of quantities ex-
pr ing angular measurements in th horizontal
and deck planes is called lib arings." In the
expr ion of present targ t po ition, bearing
quantities measured in th horizontal plane are
called IIbearing angles," and baring quantities
measured in the deck plane are called IItrain
angl ." When the general term "target bear
ings" is used in this text, it includes both
typ of quantities.

Targ t bearing angl ar me urad either
from own ship c nterlin or th line.
M urements are made either in h horizontal
plan or deck plane to th vertical or normal
plane through the line of sight.

The basic bearing quantity (ymbotized by
basic ymbol B) is the angle b tween the vertical
plane through own ship centerline and the
vertical plane through the lineof ightmeasured
in the horizontal plane; this quantity is called
(If lative target bearing." (See figure 4 and
table 4.A.)

17
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 4

Tobl.4A

RESTRICTED •

POfIltive direction. e1od:1riee viewed from above. Numbers deei«nate the arc meaaurillfl t.be~.

To DOrm&!
To Dormal plane

To vertical throUlb interaotion
plane "hroUCb plane Lhroll8h ol horizontal plane

LOS LOS and vertiC&!LdSlane
throU&h

... ... ...
In bon- From north-south 8, 811 8,

Target zontlol vertical plane

bearing pllme From vertical plane ... ... ...
through OS CL

8 S- 8

From north-south ..... ... .....
vertical plane

8d, Bd.' 8dd,
In deck

plane From vertical plane
...., ... .....

through OS CL Bd Bd' 8dd

.

Tobl.4B

PoelU"'e dll''ect.lon III upward 011 target side. Numbers deIlaa:nate the ani meuurlns tbe an,k!•

In vertical~ tluou«h In normal t;se througb

.... ....
Target. elevation From horizontal B B'

plane
11_14 ....

From deck plane Bd Bd'

. .

Tobl.4C

DlI'cction ill positive if elocltwLee wbeD viewed along axia inward from target. Numbers deBi«nat.e ulI about
whicb &lI8k! Ie meaaured.

And vertical
And norma~ne And vertical planeplane through throUlb through OS CLLOS

Cross level (angle • •between vertical About Horizontal Z Z'
and normal planes) inter- plane

section .. u
of IDeck plane Zd Zd' • Zo

..
Rotation about. line Z.

of sight
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Figure 4.-Angulor Torget CoorJinotes ontl Deck Inclinotion.

Table 4D

In normal In vertioal In normal plane In vertical plane
In vertical plane plane through inter- normal to

plane ctiOD of horizon- mter-

through LOS throut throct tal and vertical otion of deck and

L vel (angle be-
LO O. plane through L6s horizontal

twe n horizontal 1-11 ... I-U 1-18 AJN.tADIll

and deck planes)

Ei Ei' Eio Eidd Eii

Positive direction ill downward on target I;ide.

RESTRICTED

umbers d ignate are measuring angle.
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When target bearing iA measured in other
ways, modifiers are applied to B ill the order
listed &8 (ollows:

ModUler Meuured
dnmnn __ In deck
dduh_Uh In deck to normal plane through

intersection of horizontAl plane
&Dd vertical plane through linfl
of sight..'.hn h From north.

, _Uh_h_h To normal plane through line of
.igbL

When DO prime modifier accompanies the
symbol, bearing qU&Dlity is measured between
vertical planfl8. When no d is present, bearing
quantity is measured in ..be horizontal plane.

In figure <I, bearing angles expree&ing present.
target position in any or the coordinate systems
&re SbOWD with numeraJa indicating the &r'C

measuring the angle. In tbe composite table
"A, et.eh bearing angle is symbolized and de
fined. For eumple, in figure ., bearing of the
target. from the N~ vertical plane to the verti
cal plane through the line of eight measured in
the borizontal plane i. illustrated as the angle
1-.5. In composite table .fA, this angle u.
defined and .ymboli%ed B,.

Tar,et ele,..tiou. The clUB of quantities
expreMing angular meMurement8 in vertical
and normal planel, is eaUed uelevat.i.oD8."

Target elevation angles are melL8ured in
either tbe vertical or normal plane through the
line of sigbt. Measurements are made to the
line of sigbt either from the borizontal plane or
tbe deck plane.

The basic elevation quantity (symbolized by
basic symbol II) is the angle between the hori
zontal plane and the line of sight, measured in
the vertical plane through the line of sight.
(See figure < ..d tabl. <D.)

When target elevation is measured in other
ways, modifiel'll are applied to B in the order
IislAld .. (.U.-.fa,

ModlIer Measured
d_UhUUU From deck.
, h •• __ 10 normal plane through line oC

sight.

When no prime modifier a.coompanies· the
symbol, elevation quantit.v is measured in the
vertical. plane through the line of sight. When

20
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no d is present, elevation quantity is measured
from horizontal plane.

In figure 'I, elevation angles expre88in.g present
target position in any of the coordinate systems
are shown with numerala indicating the are
meuuria.g the angle. 10 composite table 4B,
each elevation angle is symboli..zed and defined.
For example, in figure 'I, elevation of target
above deck plane measured in vertical plane
through line of sight is illuatraUld &8 tbe angle
11-14.

In composite ubJe 4..8, t.hia angle is defined
..d symboUzad Bd.

Tarcet rUles. The class of quantities 8.1:

pressing linear distances between own ship and
target is caUed "rang88."

The basic range quantity (symboliud. by
basic symbol R) is the linear distance lrom own
ship to target measured along the line of sight;
this quantity is caUed "preeent range." (See
figure 5 and tabl. 6.)

Components of prtl8ent range are expressed
by ~pplying modifiers to the basic symbol R.
These componenll are 8flpuated into three
groupe-horizontal and deck rangee, N-S and
E-W ranges, and target heigbts.

HORJZONTAL AND DEC)[ RANoa. Basic
symbol R i. modified by A to exprees the projec
tion of preeent range in the horizont&l plane,
fonning symbol RA, &J)d by d to expnws pro
jection in deck plane, forming symbol Rd.

NORTO-SoUTH AND E.uT-WJ:8T RANoa.
Projections of R. Rh. or Rd are expressed by
adding modifier • for N-8 projection, and
modifier z for E-W projection.

TARGET HEIGHTS. Basic symbol R is
modified by II to express the general quantity
indicating vertical range (target height). To
expNl88 vertical ruge compon'enll, modifiers
are applied to RII in the order listed &8 fOUOWB:

ModUler Meaaured
dun u_ From deck.
, n _ u U U h In plane normal to deck.

When no prime appe&r8, target height is
measured in vertical plane; when no d appe&r8,
target height is measured from horizontal plane.

In figu.re 5, pre&ent range and comp;menll
of pre&eD.t range 8Xp~ preAent target. posi
tion in any of the eoordinat.e systems are shown
with numerals indicating the distances. 10
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Figur~ 5.-Torget Ronges "nJ T"rget Heights.

TABLE FOR FIGURE 5

-B E-W
component component

.... lI-J W

Along LOS R RII RJt

Vertical pla.ne And
H 1-4 ....

Ta.rget
range Along through LOS horizonta.l Rh Rhll RhJt

inter-
Normal plane And deck .... ... 1-,

section of
through LOS Rd Rdll Rth

&-.
In vertical plane through Above horizonta.l Ro

LOS Above deck R"d ....1

Target height
In normal plane through Above horizontal R,,' II-I

LOS
Above deck R"d' ...1
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composite table 5, each range quantity is
symbolized and defined. For example, in
figure 5, the projection of p~t range in the
horizontaJ plane by a vertical plane through the
line or sight is illustrated u the distance 0-8.
In composite table 5, this distance is defined and
.ymbolized Rh.

Coordinate TranJormation

Geometrical quantities closely 888OCi!lted
with l&rgeL position values are quantities ex
pressing:

1. Inclination of the deck plane from the
horizontal plane, and

2. Displacements between reference point
and director, and corrections to measured direc
tor values accounting fOt this displacement.

The planes and lines used to express these
quantities are essentially the same as tbose used
"dth target position values.

Deek inclination. Measureml'nt8 or present
target. position are made either in stable coordi
nates where the horizontal is used as the refer
ence plane, or in unstable coordinates where tbe
deck is used as the reference plane. For ex
&mple, a system or stable spherical coorWnat-es
is B. E. and R.· the corresponding system or
unstable spherical coordinates i.s Bd'. Bd'. and
R. To convert. coordinates between these
rererence systems, the inclination or the deck
plane with respect to horizontal plane is meas
ured, and from this data the corrections to be
applied to the coordinates are computed.

The rotation of the deck plane with respect
to the horizontal plane is measured by two
angles related to a specified bearing line:

I. Level angieR-where measurement is made
in a vertical or a normal plane through a speci
fied bearing line bet.ween the horizontal plane
and the deck plane, and

2. Cross-Ievel angles-where measurement is
made between a vertical and normal plane about
an axis in the deck plane or horizontal plane.

LEVEL ANGLES. The cl&88 or quantities
expressing angular me88urements or deck incli
nation in vertical or normal planes is called
"leveL"

The basic level quantity (symbolized by
basic s.vmbol Bi) is the angle between the
horizontal plane and the deck plane measured

22
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in the vertical plane through the line of sight.
(See fig"",. ODd ,.bl. <D.)

When level angles are measured in other
ways, modifiers are applied to Bi in the order
listed 88 follows:

Modifier Measured
0 In vertical plane through own

ship cE"nterline.
ddun In Donnal plane, through inter-

section of horizontal plane and
vertical plane through line or
sight.

iu _h u In vertical plane perpendicular
to intersection of deck and
horizontal planes.

, .. In nonnal plane.

[n figure 4, all level·angles expressing in
clination or the deck plane with respect to the
homont&1 plane are shown with numerals indi
cating the arc measuring the angle. [n com
posite table ill, each level Angle is symbolized
and defined. For example, in figure 4, level
angle measured bet.ween the horizontal and
deck planes in the ve.rtical plane through own
ship centerline is illustrated as the angle 3-12.
In compo8ite table 4D, this angle is defined and
symbolized Rio.

CRoss-LEVEL ANGLE8. The class of quan
tities expressing angular measurements of deck
inclination between vertical and nonnal planes
is called "cr088-level."

The basic cross-level quantity (symbolized
by basic symbol Z) is the angle between the
vertical plane through the line of sight and a
normal plane, measured about an axis which is
the intersection or the horizontal plane and the
vertical plane through the line of sight. (See
figure 4 and table 4C.)

When cJ'088-level angles are measured in
other ways, modifiers are applied to Z in the
order listed 88 follows:

Modifier Axi.
d In deck.

o u __ u Along own ship centerline.._nnu __uAlong line ohight.
, u Along line or fire or in plane

through line or fire.
_____ huh In nonnal plane.
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In figure 4, all cl"088-level angles expressing
inclination of the deck plane with respect to
the hol'iwntal plane are shown with numerals
to indieate the axis about which the angle is
mtuured. Tn composite table 4e, each cross
level angle is symbolized and defined. For
example, in figure 4, cl'088-level angle between
the normal plane through the line'of sight IlOd a
vertical plane measured about an ws which is
the intersection of the normal plane through the
line of sight and the deck plane is illustrated as
the angle measured about axis 8. In composite
table fe, this angle is defined and symbolized
Zd'.

CORllECT10N QUAllo"TITlU. As slated in the
introduction to deck inclination, the cofT'eoCtion
quantities used in converting bet.ween unstable
and stable coordinates are computed (rom tbe
measured v&.lues of level and c.ross-Ievel.
These correction quantities are symbolized
under "Construction of Symbols (or Computa
tional Quantities" in "Symbol System." An
example of these correction quantities is tht!
deck tilt correction j(Bd) WW!d in the Director
Mk 37, Computer Mk I System, to convert
director train Bd to relative target bearing B.

Static director paralla:a:. In single director
systems, the director is UBually the parallax
reference for the system. In multi-director in
stallations, one of the directors may be the
reference, or the reference may be a purely
imaginary point that coincid68 with none of
them. In either case, coordinate values and
target rates measured by a director in a location
other than the reference point require correction
for the dirootor's displacement from the point.

The corrections to target rates measured by
a displaced director are caUed "dynamic
director parallax corrections," and are discussed
in "Dynamic Director ParaUax" under "Mo
tion" in this section. The corrections to
present target position coordinate values are
called "static director parallax corrections,"
and these are the parallax quantities associ"rec:t
with the meuurement of Pl'e8Mt target position.

The corrections to the coordinate values
rneuured. by the displaced director are com
puted by using aa one of the values in the
formula a component of the distance between
the reference director and the director meuur-

REmlCTED

PRESENT TARGET POSITION

ing the target coordinates (director parall&X
displacement). For example, in computing the
correction to director train to refer it to the
reference point, the value of the projection of
director parallax displacement in the deck
plane is required 88 one of the terms in the
fommla.

DIRECTOR P.uL\..LLAX DISPLACEMENTS.

The clase of quantities expressing lit.l.ear dis
placements between the director and reference
point is called "director parallax displacements"

The basic director parallax displacement
quantity (symbolized by basic symbol P.) is
the linear distance between the director and
reference point. meuured along the director
parallax base line. (See figure 6 and table 6.)

Components of director parallax displace-
ment are expressed by applying modifiers to
the basic symbol P,. These components are
separated into three gtOupt-horizontal and
deck components, N-8 and E-W components,
and vertical components.

HorizontaJ and duk comPQnmta. To ex
prM8 horizontal and deck components of
director parallax displacement., modifiers are
applied to P, in the order listed 88 follows:

ModUler Meuared
h hhh In horizontal.
d In deck.

0_ u U h Along own ship centerline.
G._ U • h Athwartship, normal to own ship

centerline.

Where only modifier h accompanies the
symbol (thILt is, P,h). the quantity is the
projection of P, in the horizontal plsne; where
only modifier d accompanies lhe symbol
(that is, P,tl). the quantity is the projection
of P, in the deck plane.

Quantities P,ho and P'Mare tbeeomponentA
of horiwnta.l projection P,h along and across
the vertical plane through own ship centerline,
and quantities P,do and p,da are the com
ponents of deck projection P,d along and
&ef'088 own ship centerline. (See figure 7 and
table 7.)

Norl.wov.tA and ecut-1OUt componroU.
Projections of P" P,h. and P.d are expressed
by adding modifier , for N-8 projection, B.Dd
.r for E-W projection.
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 6

RE51'RICTED •
N-8 E-W

oompolM!nt ClOInponent

Along bue line (rom reference point to ... .. ..
director

P, P" Pn

Vutieal plane .. .. ..
Along through base BomontaJ P,h "h. P,Iu

intersec- line and
tion of

Normal plane .. .. ..
through base Deck P,d ,,4, P,th

Director line and
parallax
Displace- Above hori- ...

menlo In vertical plane through ..,.tal P,.
bue line

Above ow

deck P,od

Above ....
Tn normal plane through horizontal P,..

base line
Above ..,
deck P,Dd'

TABLE FOR FIGURE 7

And hon. 0-<

Vertical plane through OS CL
zootal

P,ho

Normal plane through OS CL And deck "do ..
Director Along
parallax intenee-

Vertical plane perpendicular to And bori- ...
Displacement tion or

vertical plane through OS CL zootal
P,ho

Normal plllDe perpendicular to ..
normal plane through OS CL And deck "da
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Figvre 6.-HortIt·Solltlt artJ East.Wut I);ndor Parallax I);sp/oce",ents.

Figure 7.-D;redor Parallax Disp/oce",ents.
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Vtrtical compo1U:nU. Bwe symbol P,
is modified by &l to express lobe general quantity
indicating vertical parallu displacement. To
exptfB8 vertical parallax displacement com
ponentl, modifiers are applied to P,,, in the
order listed as (ollows:

Modller Meuared
dh_mmh From decl<o
• __ uun In DOnnal plane.

When DO prime appears, vertical component
is measured in vertical plane; when nod appears,
vertical component. is meuured (Mm horizontal
plane.

Figures 6 and 7 show all components of
director parallax displacement required in com
puting corrections to target coordinates. Fig_
UJ"86 shows the hori.loOnta.l and deck projections,
N-8 and E-W projections, and the vertical
component8. Figure 7 shows the components
along and &Cl"088 own ship eenterline. In com
po8ite tables 6 and 7, each director displacement
quantity is symbolizad and defined. For ex
ample, in figure 6, the projection of director
parallax displacement in the horizontal plane
is illustrated as lobe distance 0-8. In composite
table 6, this distance is defined. and symbolized
P,h.

Diru:t.or poralIQ angle. To express the
angle measured in the deck plane about the
reference point., between t.he normal plane
through t.he direct.or parallax base line and own
ship centerllne, or if reference point. is displaced
from centerline, the line in deck through ref
erence point. parallel to own ship centerline,
basic bearing symbol B is modified by 0 and _,
forming symbol Bo_. In figure 7, this quan
tit.y is illustrated as the angle 6-7.

CORRECTION QUANTITIES. For solution of
the ant.iaircraft fire control problem, it. is
a8Bumed that. the mea.surement8 originate at
the reference point.. As stated in t.he intro
duction to "Static Director Parallax," the cor
rection quantities used in converting target.
coordinate values measured by a displaced
director to the reference point are computed by
using component8 of director paralJax displ~

ment..
To express the parallax correction to a quan

tity for measurements made from a director
displaced from the reference point., the quan
tity is enclosed in parentheses and preceded by

26
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t.he Quantit.y modifier ~ For example, to
obtain relative target bearing B from the
reference point., the correction applied to rela
tive target bearing mea.sured by the displaced
director is symbolized !!!.(B).

To 6Xpre88 a Quantit.y prior to its correc
tion {or displacement. {rom the reference point
(that is, the quantit.y including the parallax
correction), the quantity ia enclosed in paren
the&ell and foUowed by quantity modifier pa.
For example, relative target bearing as meas
ured by a displaced director is symbolized
(B)JH.

Figures 8 and 9 show all the computed 00lTeC

tiODB added to the coordinate values measured
by a displaced director. Figure 8 shows cor
rections added to stable target. position coor
dinates, and figure 9 corrections added to un
stable ta.rget position coordinaU8. For ex
ample, in figure 9, director t.rain value measured
by the displaced director (D) is symboliud
(Bd')JM. To obtain director train for the
reference point (0), the correction added to
(Bd')JH is JH(Bd').

Thus (Bd')p_-!!!(Bd')=Bd' means that.
director train measured hy a displaced director
minus paraUax correction in director train
equals director train from the reference point..

Symf>o/izolion Probloms
This part. of t.he book is estahlished as a

reference for target. posit.ion quantities whose
symbolization is made difficult because of the.
way in which t.he fire control inst.rument com
bines quantit.ies. That is, it. is provided to
establiah and maint.ain standard symbols for
quantities who8e symbols may be constructed
in more than one way.

One such group of quantities is used in Gun
Fire Control System Mk 63 where gun train
order is combined with own ship course to ob
tain true gun train order; that is Bd,'+Co=
Bd,y. Since gun train order is measured. in
the deck plane, and own ship course in the
horizontal plane, the86 quantities can be mathe
matically combined only by correcting own
ship course to deck plane. Therefore, since
own ship course should be measured in t.he deck
plane to fonn a correct aummation, it may be
symbolized Cdo. However, since the actual
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Figure B.-Director Parallax Corrections to Stable Coon/inates.

Figure 9.-Director Parallax Corrections to Unstable Coon/inates.
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value of own ship course used in the addition
is measured in the horizontal plane, it. may also
be symbolized Co.

To avoid confusion, the standard symbol Co
is established (or own ship COunJe in this addi-

28
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tion. That 18, the symbols (or this addition
are Bd,'+Co=Bd,,'. To justify tbe symbol
Co (or own ship course, the summation may be
considered to apply at the instant when the
deck plane it horizontal.
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ANTIAIRCRAFT RELATED QUANTITIES
Chapter 2-Motion

Content. "

Linear ~otion ~ _
Linear Displacements - - - - - - - - - _

Relative ~otion Displacements _
North-South and East-West Displacements _
Own Ship ~otion Displacements_ ~ _- - - _
Target ~otion Displacements - - - - _- ~ _

Linear Displacements to Advance and Aiming Positions u u __

Linear Rates, Accelerations, and Higher Derivatives of ~otion__
Relative .Rates - - - - - - - _
Own Ship Rates u u _ u __ u u u u

r::~:~~i~~::s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Adjusted Rates u u _ u _ u _u u u u

Individual Corrections to Rates __ - _
Adjusted Rates to Advance and Aiming Positions __ uu_

Dynamic Director Parallax " _
Higher Derivatives of Linear ~otion _
Frames of Reference ~ ~ _

Angular ~otionu u u u u ~ _ u u u

Angular Displacements u u u u u u __ u _

Lateral Displacements u u u u u _

Elevation Displacements - _
Horizontal and Deck Displacements..: _- _- _

Angular Rates of the Line of Sight u u _ u u _ u u u u u

Total Angular Rateu_u u u _ u _ u u u u u u u _ u _ u __

Traverse Angular Ratesu u __ u u _ u u _ u u_

Frames of Reference - - - - - - - - _- _- ~ _
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Chapter 2

MOTION
RELATIVE MOTION DISPLACEMENTS. The

basic linear displacement quantity (represented
by basic symbol M) is the total linear displace
ment during the time of flight resulting from
relative motion between own ship and target
in the frame used by the fire control system.
(See figure 10 and table 10.)

Components of the basic linear displace
ment quantity about the line of sight are
expressed by applying modifiers to the basic
symbol M to indicate the direction of measure
ment. Modifiers and their meaning are as
follows:

Motion quantities are used to compute the
traverse and elevation lead angles resulting
from relative motion between own ship and
target during the time of flight. These lead
angles are combined with ballistic correction

.angles to determine the total traverse and ele
vation offsets from the line of sight (sight de
flection and sight angle).

The motion between own ship and target
is expressed in various reference frames. Ref
erence frames used are:

1. Basic inertial frame
2. Earth frame
3. Own ship frame
4. Stabilized frame which moves with own

ship motion except for the rate of own ship
indicated by the pitometer log.

The measurement of motion in naval gun fire
control comprises the expression of:

1. Linear motion of own ship and target
2. Angular motion of the line of sight
3. Motion between frames of reference
.4. Courses, headings, and target angles

Linear Motion
The classes of linear motion quantities used

in determining lead angles are:
1. Linear displacements during the time of

flight, and
2. Linear rates, accelerations, and higher

derivatives of motion.
The linear motion quantities are measured

about the line of sight in the frame used by the
fire control system.

Linear displacements. The class of quan
tities expressing linear displacements of target
and own ship during the time of flight is called
"linear displacements."

The types of linear displacements symbolized
are those resulting from:

1. Relative motion.
2. Own ship motion.
3. Target motion.

RESTRICTED

Modifier
b _

bd __

d _

e _

e' _

h _

q----------

r _
rd _

rh __

8 _

,,----------

,,'----------

Component
In horizontal, perpendicular to

vertical plane through line
of sight.

In deck, perpendil,lular to normal
plane through line of sight.

In deck, in normal plane through
course line.

Perpendicular to line of sight, in
vertical plane through line
of sight.

Perpendicular to line of sight, in
normal plane through line of
sight.

In horizontal, in vertical plane
through course line.

In direction of own ship or
target heading.

In range, along line of sight.
In deck range, in normal plane

through line of sight.
In horizontal range, in vertical

plane through line of sight.
Total, perpendicular to line of

sight.
In vertical range, in vertical

plane through line of sight.
In normal range, in normal plane

through line of sight.
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Figure 10.-Target Motion About Line 01 Sight in Stable Coor(/inates.

ABLE FOR FIGURE 10 Relative Own ship Target To advance To aiming
position position

~1

Displacement during time of M Mo Mt MI M4
flight

Displacement perpendicular to ~2

vertical plane through LOS Mb Moo Mbt Mbl Mb4

Displacement in horizontal in 0-&

.vertical plane through LOS Mrh Mrho Mrht Mrh3 Mrh4

Displacement in vertical plane ....
through LOS Mv Mvo Mvt Mvl Mv4

Displacement along LOS Mr w Mro Mrt Mrl Mr4
Displacement perpendicular to o-c

LOS in vertical plane through Me Meo Met Me' Me4
LOS

Displacement in horizontal in ~7

vertical plane through course Mh Mho Mht Mh3 Mh4
line

Total displacement in plane per- ~

pendicular to LOS Ma Mao Mat Mal Ma4

T
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Figure 11.-Target Motion About Line 01 Sight in Unstable CoorJinafes.

6

ABLE FOR FIGURE 11 I Relative Own ship Target To advance To aiming
position position

0-1

Displacement during time of M Mo Mt M3 M4
flight

Displacement perpendicular to 0-2

Mbd Mbdo Mbdt Mbd3 Mbd4
normal plane through LOS

Displacement in deck in normal 0-1

Mrd Mrdo Mrdt Mrd3 Mrd4
plane through LOS

Displacement along a line nor- 0-4

MrI Moo' M"t' M,,3' Ml'4'mal to deck

Displacement along LOS Mr .... Mro Mrt Mr3 Mr4
Displacement perpendicular to ....

LOS in normal plane through Me' Mea' Met' Me3' Mel'
LOS I

Displacement in deck in normal 0-7

Md Mdo Mdt Md3 Md4
plane through LOS

T
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NORTH-80UTH AND EAST-WEST RELATIVE
MOTION DISPLACEMENTS. Projections of linear
displacements resulting from relative motion
are expressed by adding modifier g for N-8
projections, and modifier x for E-W projections.

OWN SHIP MOTION DISPLACEMENTS. Lin
ear displacements resulting from own ship
motion during the time of flight are expressed
by terminating the symbol for the same
displacement resulting from relative motion
with modifier o. Own ship motion is the
additional motion imparted to the projectile
because the gun moves with the ship.

TARGET MOTION DISPLACEMENTS. Linear
displacements resulting from target motion
during the time of flight are expressed by
terminating the symbol for the same displace
ment resulting from relative motion with
modifier t.

The linear displacement component in any
given direction resulting from relative motion is
equal to the difference of the corresponding
linear displacement components in the same
direction resulting from own ship and target
motion.

All the linear displacement components re
sulting from relative, own ship, and target
motion are shown in figures 10 through 13.
Figure 10 shows the components in stable
coordinates, figure 11 the components in un
stable coordinates, figure 12 the stabie com
ponents in the N-S and E-W directions, and
figure 13 the unstable components in the N-8
and E-W directions.

In composite tables 10 through 13, each linear
displacement component is defined and sym
bolized. For example, in figure 10, the linear
displacement measured perpendicular to the
vertical plane through the line of sight is illus
trated as the distance 0-2. In composite table
10, this linear displacement is defined and sym
bolized as:

1. Mb (relative motion).
2. Mbo (own ship motion).
3. Mbt (target motion).

Thus, Mb=Mbo-Mbt.
Linear displacements to advance and aiming

positions. In some analyses, relative rates
between own ship and target are adjusted for
the individual effects of ballistic "factors as
wind, 1. V. changes, etc. to obtain the adjusted

34

rates to the advance or aiming positions. The
linear displacement components resulting from
the integration of these adjusted rates during
the time of flight are the components of the
total linear displacement to the advance posi
tion or to the aiming position.

These linear displacements are symbolized
by applying numeral modifiers to the symbols
for the same components of displacement re
sulting from relative motion between own ship
and target. Numeral modifier a is used for
advance position, and numeral modifier 4 for
aiming position.

In figures 10 through 13, all the components
of linear displacements to the advance and
aiming l>o:;itions are illustrated since they are
in the same directions as the relative motion
displacements.

In composite tables 10 through 13, each linear
displacement component is defined and sym
bolized. For example, in figure 10, linear dis
placement measured perpendicular to the ver
tical plane through the line of sight is illustrated
as the distance 0-2. In composite table 10,
this displacement is defined and symbolized as:

1. Mba (advance position).
2. MM (aiming position).

Linear rates, accelerations, and higher deriva
tives of motion. The class of quantities ex
pressing rates of own ship and target is called
"linear rates". The rates are symbolized by
applying the operator D to the linear displace
ment symbol. D is the symbol for the time
rate of change (that is, the differentiating oper
ator d/dt) , where the derivative is taken at
the instant of firing. Therefore, the rates
symbolized by applying the operator D to the
linear displacement symbol are the initial rates
measured at the instant of firing.

The types of iriitial rates symbolized are:

1. Relative rates.
2. Own ship rates.
3. Target rates.

RELATIVE RATES. The basic linear rate
quantity (represented by basic symbol DM) is
the total relative rate between own ship and
target in the frame used by the fire control
system.

Components of the basic linear rate quantity
are expressed by applying the operator D to
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the symbol for the same component of relative
linear displacement.

OWN SHIP RATES. Linear rates of own
ship are expressed by applying the operator D
to the symbol for the same component of own
ship linear displacement.

TARGET RATES. Linear target rates are
expressed by applying the operator D to the
symbol for the same component of target
linear displacement.

All the relative rates, own ship rates, and
target rates are shown in figures 10 through 13
by the same vectors used to represent their
corresponding linear displacements. In com
posite tables 10 through 13, the rates are defined
by replacing "displacement" with "rate."
The rates are symbolized by preceding the dis
placement symbol with operator D. For ex
ample, in figure 10, the rate measured perpen
dicular to the vertical plane through the line of
sight is illustrated as the vector 0-2, the same
vector used to represent linear displacement in
that direction. In composite table 10, this
quantity is defined by replacing "displacement"
with "rate," and symbolized by preceding the
displacement symbol with operator D, as:

1. DMb (relative rate).
2. DMbo (own ship rate).
3. DMbt (target rate).

Integrating a rate over the time of flight
gives the linear displacement during the time of
flight resulting from that rate. In terms of
symbols, this integration involves the removal
of the D operator. For example, integrating
range rate DMr over the time of flight gives
linear displacement in range Mr.

If target speed is assumed to be a constant
linear rate during the time of flight, this in
tegration merely involves the multiplication of
the initial rate by the time of flight. For
example, initial range rate times time of flight
equals displacement in range, DMrX T2=Mr.
However, when target course or speed vary
during the time of flight, the rate averaged over
the time of flight will differ from the initial rate.
Therefore, to obtain displacement during the
time of flight this average rate is multiplied by
the time of flight.

AVERAGE RATES. Average. relative rates,
target rates, and own ship rates are symbolized

RESTRICTED
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by applying the numeral modifier Z to the sym
bol for the initial rate.

All the average rates are shown in figures 10
through 13 by the same vectors used to repre
sent their corresponding linear displacements
and initial rates. In composite tables 10
through 13, the average rates are defined by
replacing "displacement" with "average rate."
The average rates are symbolized by following
the symbol for the corresponding initial rates
with numeral modifier Z. For example, in
figure 10, the average rate along the line of
sight is illustrated as the vector 0-5, the same
vector used to represent linear displacement
and initial rate in that direction. In composite
table 10, this quantity is defined by replacing
"displacement" with "average rate," and sym
bolized by following the initial rate symbol
with numeral modifier Z as:

1. DMrZ (relative rate).
2. DMroZ (own ship rate).
3. DMrtZ (target rate).

When target speed is assumed a constant
linear rate during the time of flight initial rates
and average rates are equal. In such cases, the
symbol for the initial rate is used to represent
the quantity.

ADJUSTED RATES. As stated in "Linear
displacements to advance and aiming posi
tions," the magnitudes of relative rates are
adjusted to compensate for the effects of wind,
drift, superelevation, etc. to obtain adjusted
rates for prediction to the advance and aiming
positions.

Individual corrections to rates. To sym
bolize the individual corrections to relative
rates, the symbol for the rate is enclosed in par
entheses and preceded by the appropriate quan
tity modifier or quantity modifiers. Modifiers
for adjusting rates are:
w Wind.
u Initial velocity.
b Ballistics.
p ____________________ Gun parallax.
~ ___________________ Director parallax.

For example, the correction to range
rate DMr for the effect of wind is w(DMr),
and for the effect of change in initial velocity
u(DMr). The correction to range rate for
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Relative Own ship Target To advance To aiming
position position

N-8 ...2

vertical Mg Mgo Mgt' Mg3 Mg4
Projection of dis- plane

placement (M)
ill E-W ...1

vertical Mx Mxo Mxt Md Mx4
plane

N-8 o-a

vertical Mhg Mhgo Mhgt Mhg3 Mhg4
Projection of plane

displacement
(Mh) in E-W t-4

vertical Mhx Mhxo Mhxt Mhx3 Mhx4
plane

TABLE FOR FIGURE 13

Relative Own ship Target To advance To aiming
position position

N-8 ...1

normal Mdg Mdgo Mdgt Mdg3 Mdg4
Projection of plane

displacement
(Md) in E-W ...2

normal Mdx Mdxo Mdxt Mdd Mdx4
plane

both wind and change in initial velocity is
wu(DMr).

To express rate quantities including the
corrections for the individual effects, the rate
symbol is enclosed in parentheses and followed
by the appropriate quantity modifier or quan
tity modifiers. For example, range rate DMr
adjusted for wind effect is (DMr)w, and for
change in initial velocity (DMr)u.

Thus, DMr+ w(DMr) = (DMr) w means
range rate plus corrections to range rate for
wind effect equals range rate adjusted for wind.

36

Adjusted rates to advance and aiming posi
tions. To avoid complex symbols' for succes
sive application of modifiers, final adjusted rate
used for prediction is symbolized by a numeral
modifier denoting the advance, or aiming posi
tion. Numeral modifier 3 is used to denote
rates adjusted for all individual e1fects to the
advance position, and numeral modifier 4 to
denote rates adjusted for all individual effects
to the aiming position.

In figures 10 through 13, all the adjusted
rates to the advance and aiming positions are
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. Figur~ 12.-North·South anc/East·W~st Proj~ctions 01 rar~t Motion in Stab/~ CoorJinat~s.

Figur~ .13.-North~Sauth anc/ East.W~st Proj~ciions 01 .rarg~t Motion in Unstab/~ Coorclinat~s. .
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8 Inertial space.
k Earth.
0 Frame rigidly attached to own

ship.

lax correction), the rate is enclosed in paren
theses and followed by quantity modifier I!!..
For example, the total rate of relative motion
between own ship and target as measured by a
displaced director is (DM)~.

Thus, (DM)~-~(DM)=DM means total
relative rate measured by a displaced director
minus parallax correction for displacement
from reference point equals total relative rate
from the reference point.

HIGHER DERIV.~TIVES OF LINEAR MOTION.
When target course or speed vary during the
time of flight, higher order derivatives are used
to compute average target rates and target
path curvature during the time of flight.
Higher order derivatives are symbolized in the
same manner as initial rates except a super
script numeral is applied to the D operator pre
ceding the rate symbol to indicate the order of
the derivative, as IP for second derivative
(acceleration) and D3 for third derivative.
Higher order derivatives of linear motion are
illustrated in figures 10 through 13 as they are
in the same direction as their corresponding
linear rates.

In composite tables 10 through 13, higher
order derivatives are defined and symbolized
by adding a superscript numeral to the rate
symbol. For example, in figure 10, the second
derivative (acceleration) of range displacement
along the line of sight is illustrated as the
vector 0-5. In composite table 10, this quan
tity is defined by replacing "displacement" with
"acceleration" and symbolized by adding the
superscript numeral Z to the D operator as:

1. J)!Mr (relative motion).
2. D2Mro (own ship motion).
3. D2Mrt (target motion).

FRAMES OF REFERENCE. To distinguish
between frames to which linear displacements,
rates, and higher derivatives of motion are re
ferred, the quantity is ffilclosed in parentheses'
and followed by a quantity modifier to indicate
the frame. Quantity modifiers used are:

shown by the same vectors used to represent
their corresponding linear displacements. In
composite tables 10 through 13, the rates are
defined by replacing "displacement" with
"adjusted rat.e." The rates are symbolized by
preceding the displacement symbol with the
operator D. For example, in figure 10, the
adjusted rate measured perpendicular to the
vertical plane through the line of sight is illus
trated as the vector 0-2, the same vector used
to represent linear displacement in that direc
tion. In composite table 10, this quantity is
defined by replacing "displacement" with
"adjusted rate," and symbolized by preceding
the symbols for displacement to advance and
aiming positions with operator D, as:

1. DMb3 (advance position) ..
2. DMb4 (aiming position).

Integrating an adjusted rate over the
time of flight gives the linear displacement to
the advance or aiming posit.ions resulting from
that rate. In terms of symbols, this integra
tion merely involves the removal of the D
operator. For example, integrating bearing
rate adjusted to the advance position DMb3
over the time of flight. gives linear displacement
to the advance position measured perpendicular
to the vertical plane through the line of sight
Mb3. (See figure 10.)

DYNAMIC DIRECTOR PARALLAX. The di
rector measuring the rates of motion between
own ship and target usually is the reference
point for the system. However, in multi
director installations, one director may be. the
reference for the system, and rates measured
from the other directors require correction to
the reference director or reference point.
These corrections are called "dynamic director
parallax corrections."

To express the parallax correction to a
rate quantity measured from a displaced direc
tor, the rate is enclosed in parentheses and pre
ceded by quantity modifier l!,. For example,
to obtain total rate of relative motion between
own ship and target for the reference point
DM, the correction applied to the rate measured
from the displaced director is ~(DM).

To express a rate quantity prior to its
correction for displacement from the reference
point (that is, the quantity including the paral-

Modifier Referred to--
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A quantity not thus modified is referred to
the stabilized frame moving with own ship rates
except for the rate of own ship as indir.ated by
the pitometer log. For example, to express
range rate in the inertial frame, DMr is en
closed in parentheses and followed by quantity
modifier 8, forming symbol (DMr) 8, and to ex
presR target speed in the earth frame DMt is
modified by k forming symbol (DMt)k.

These rules for using reference frame modi
fiers are applied only where there is possibility
of confusion regarding the frameR to which
quantities are referred. If an entire discussion
concerns one frame, modifiers may be omitted.

Angular Motion
The classes of angular motion quantities used

in determining lead angles are:
1. Relative angular displacements of the line

of sight during the time of flight, and
2. Relative angular rates, accelerations, and

higher derivatives of motion of the line of
sight.

The relative angular motions of the line of
sight are measured with respect to lines fixed
in the reference frame used by the fire control
system.

Angular displacements. The class of quan
tities expressing relative angular displacements
of the line of sight during the time of flight
measured in traverse planes is called "lateral
displacements" .

The class of quantities expressing relative
angular displacements of the line of sight during
the time of flight measured in elevation planes
is called "elevation displacements".

LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS. The basic lat
eral displacement quantity (represented by
basic symbol S) is the total relative angular
displacement between the line of sight and the
line to the future target position.

Portions of this total displacement angle
measured in traverse planes (lateral displace
ments) are symbolized by applying modifiers to
basic symbol S to indicate the plane in which
the lateral displacement is measured. When the
first modifier is 8 or g, plane of measurement is
a slant plane:

Through director elevation axis 8

Through gun elevation axis g
When no further modifiers appear, the slant
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plane passes through the line of sight, and the
elevatiQn axis is stabilized to the horizontal
plane.

Other letters appearing after the 8 or g have
the following meaning:

d ____ Elevation axis is unstabilized and
lies in deck plane.

2 Slant plane passes through the line
to the future target position.

Lateral displacements are further modified
to indicate the planes from (and to)
which the displacements are measured. To
indicate the plane to which the displacement
is measured, lateral displacement symbol is
followed by I (prime) for a plane normal to
the deck plane; to indicate the plane from
which the offset is measured, lateral displace
ment symbol is preceded by I (prime) for a
plane normal to the deck plane. When no
prime modifiers appear, lateral displacements
are measured between vertical planes.

ELEVATION DISPLACEMENTS. The basic
elevation displacement quantity (represented
by basic symbol A) is the difference in elevation
from the horizontal plane between the line of
sight and the line to the future target position,
measured upward to the future target position
in a vertical plane.

Elevation displacements, made in combi
nation with lateral displacements, are symbol
ized by using the basic elevation displacement
symbol A, modified by the designation for the
traverse plane from (or to) which the measure
ment is made.

Elevation displacement angles are further
modified to indicate the elevation plane in
which the displacement is measured. Elevation
displacements are followed by I (prime) to indi
cate measurement in a plane normal to deck
plane. When no I (prime) appears, elevation
displacement is measured in a vertical plane.

Figure 14 shows all the values of lateral and
elevation displacements with numerals to indi
cate the arc measuring each displacement angle.
In composite table 14 each lateral and eleva
tion displacement is defined and symbolized.
For example, the lateral displacement meas
ured from the line of sight to the vertical plane
through the line to the future target position
in the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in the hori-
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 14
In vertical plane through In normal plane through

future LOS future LOS
-

10-2 IH

From future LOS to slant
Through director elevation Horizontal A, A,'

plane through present
axis in Deck A,d 10-4 A,d' 10-6

LOS and Through lI;un elevation axis Horizontal A, 10-6 A,' 10-7

in Deck A,d 10-8 A,d' 10-'

Elevation angu- In vertical plane through In normal plane through
lar displacemeut presellt LOS present LOS

1-11 1-12

From LOS
Through director elevation Horizontal Ad A,Z'

present to axis in Deck A,dZ 1-13 A,dZ' 1-14
slant tane through
future as and Through gun elevation axis HorizontA.l A,Z 1-15 A,Z' I-IS

in Deck A,dZ 1-17 A,dZ' 1-18

To vertical plane through To normal plane through
future LOS future LOS

1-2 1-3

From present LOS in Director elevation axis in Horizontal S, S,'
slant plaue through the Deck S,d 1-4 S,d' 1-5
present LOS and Horizontal S, 1-5 S,' 1-7
through Gun elevation axis in the Deck Sgd 1-8 S,d' 1..,

Traverse angular From vertical plane From normal plane
displacement through LOS through LOS

11-10 1:&-10

To future LOS in slant
Director elevation axis in Horizontal Sd 's'z

LIane through future
the Deck SsdZ 13-10 'SsdZ 14-10

as and through Horizontal SgZ 15-10 'SgZ IS-10

Gun elevation axis in the Deck SgdZ 17-10 'SgdZ 18-10

From vertical plane From normal plane
through present LOS through present LOS

It-21 20-21
To vertical plane through future

In horizonthl plane LOS Sh 'Sh
To normal plane through future It-a ...

LOS Sh' 'Sh'
Horizontal and

deck angular From vertical plane From normal plane
displacement through present LOS through present LOS

23-25 24-25
To vertical plane through future

In deck plane LOS Sd 'Sd
To normal plane through future 23-22 24-22

LOS Sd' 'Sd'

~

~
m
~
~n
~
m
C
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zontal plane is illustrated as the angle 1-2.
In composite table 14, this angle is defined and
gymbolized 88.

In figure 14, elevation displacement meas
ured in the vertical plane through the line of
sight, from the line of sight to the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane is illustrated as the angle 1-13. In
composite table 14, this angle is defined and
symbolized A8dZ. As stated, this elevation
displacement is measured to the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the deck
plane. The' designation for this slant plane is
8dZ. Since elevation displacements are modi
fied to indicate the plane from (or to) which they
are measured, the designation 8dZ for the slant
plane is applied to the basic elevation displace
ment symbol.

HORIZONTAL AND DECK DISPLACEMENTS.
Besides lateral displacements in slant planes,
the total displacements between the line of
sight and the line to the future target position
measured in the horizontal plane or in the deck
plane are symbolized.

To indicate total displacements measured
in the horizontal plane (horizontal displace
ments), basic lateral displacement symbol 8
is modified by h forming symbol 8h; to indicate
total displacements measured in the deck plane
(deck displacements), basic lateral displacements
symbol 8 is modified by d, forming symbol 8d.

The angles are further modified to indicate
the plane from (or to) which the measqrements
are made. To indicate the plane to which the
displacement is measured, the symbol is fol
lowed by , (prime) for a plane normal to the
deck plane; to indicate the plane from which
the displacement is measured, the symbol is
preceded by , (prime) for a plane normal to
the deck plane. When no prime modifiers
appear, the displacements are measured between
vertical planes. .

Figure 14 shows all the values of horizontal
and deck displacements with numerals to
indicate the arc measuring each angle. In
composite table 14, each displacement is de
fined and symbolized. For example, displace
ment in the deck plane, measured from the
normal plane through the line of sight to the
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vertical plane through the line to the future
target position is illustrated as the angle 24-25.
In composite table 14, this angular displace
ment is defined and symbolized'8d.

Angular rates of the line of sight. The class
of quantities expressing relative angular rates
of the line of sight in the direction affecting
bearing is represented by the basic symbol B
preceded by the operator D, forming symbol
DB.

The class of quantities expressing relative
angular rates of the line of sight in the direction
affecting elevation is represented by the basic
elevation symbol E preceded by the operator
D, forming symbol DE.

The operator D is the symbol for the time
rate of change (that is, the differentiating
operator d/dt) where the derivative is taken
at the instant of firing. Therefore, the quanti
ties symbolized are the initial angular rates of
the line of sight measured at the instant of
firing.

Angular rates of motion in naval antiaircraft
fire control can be considered in the following
categories:

1. Total relative angular rate of the line of
sight.

2. Relative angular rates in traverse planes.
3. Relative angular rates in elevation planes.
4. Relative angular rate of the line of sight

in the horizontal and deck planes.
All the angular rate quantities are measured

at the instant of firing with respect to a line
fixed in the reference frame used by the fire
control system.

TOTAL ANGULAR RATE. The total angular
rate of the line of sight is represented by the
basic angular bearing rate symbol DB followed
by modifiers 8 and numeral Z, forming symbol
DBsZ (see figure 15 and table 15).

TRAVERSE ANGULAR RATES. To express
relative angular rates of the line of sight
measured in traverse pla.nes, basic angular bear
ing rate symbol DB is modified to indicate the
slant plane in which the rate is measured.
When the first modifier is 8 or g, the plane of
measurement is a slant plane:

Through director elevation axis 8

Through gun elevation axis .g
When no further modifiers appear, eleva-

tion axis is stabilized to the horizontal plane.
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When modifier d appears after the , or g,
the elevation axis is unstabilized and lies in the
deck plane.

Figure 15 shows the total angular rate of
the line of sight, and the angular rates in the
traverse planes with numerals to indicate each
rate. In composite table 15, each traverse
angular rate is defined and symbolized. For
example, in figure 15, the angular rate of the
line of sight in the slant plane through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane is
illustrated as the rate 1-4. In composite table
15, this angular rate is defined and symbolized
DBsd.

Frames oj rejerence. The total angular
rate and the traverse rates of the line of sight
are measured with respect to the initial position
of the line of sight (that is, the position of the
line of sight at the instant of firing). This
initial position is fixed- in the reference frame
used by the fire control system to measure the
angular rates. To denote the reference frame
in which the initial position of the line of sight
is fixed, the angular rate symbol is enclosed in
parentheses and followed by a quantity modifier
to indicate the frame. Quantity modifiers used
are:

Modifier Frame
, __ __ ___ ____ Inertial frame
k Earth
e___ ____ __ _ Frame rigidly attached to own

ship.

For example, traverse angular rate DB,
measured with respect to the initial position of
the line of sight fixed in the earth frame is
symbolized (DB,)k, and total angular rate
DBsZ measured with respect to the initial
position of the line of sight fixed in the inertial
frame is symbolized (DBsZ)s.

These rules for using reference frame
modifiers are applied only where there is possi
bility of confusion regarding the frames to which
quantities are referred. If an entire discussion
concerns one frame, modifiers may be omitted.

ELEVATION ANGULAR RATES. The class of
quantities expressing relative angular rates of
the line of sight measured in elevation plane!! is
called "elevation angular rates."

The basic quantity (represented by basic
symbod DE) is the angular rate of the line of
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sight measured in the vertical plane through the
line of sight with respect to the intersection of
the vertical plane through the line of sight and
the horizontal plane. (See figure 16 and table
16.) This quantity expresses the time rate of
change of target elevation.

When angular elevation rates are measured
in other ways, modifiers are applied to DE in
the order listed as follows:

Modifier Measured
d - _- - - _- With respect to an intersection in

the deck plane.
h In normal plane.

When no prime modifier appears, elevation
angular rate is measured in the vertical plane
through the line of sight. When no d is present,
elevation angular rate is measured with respect
to an intersection in the horizontal plane.

Figure 16 shows all the angular rates.of the
line of sight measured in elevation planes with
numerals to indicate each rate. In composite
table 16, each elevation angular rate is defined
and symbolized. For example, the angular
elevation rate in the normal plane through the
line of sight measured with respect to the inter
section of the normal plane through the line of
sight and the deck plane is illustrated as the
vector 3-5. In composite table 16, this rate
is defined and symbolized DEd'.

In figure 16, angular elevation rates DE
and DEd, and the angular elevation rates
DE' . and DEd' are represented by a single
vector since they are measured' in the same
elevation planes. However, their magnitudes
differ because they are measured with respect
to different intersecting lines.

Frames oj rejerence. The angular eleva
tion rates of the line of sight are measured with
respect to a line fixed in the reference frame'
used by the fire control system.

The location of the reference frame in
which the reference line is fixed is indicated by
the elevation rate symbol itSelf in the case of
own ship and the earth frame, therefore, no
additional modifier is required. That is, angu
lar elevation- rates DE and DE' are measured
with respect to the intersection of an elevation
plane with .he horizontal plane, therefore, are
measured with respect to a line fixed in the
earth frame. Angular elevation rates DEd
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Figure 15.-Total Angular Rate anJ Tra"ene Angu/or late. 01 tit. Litle of Si,"t.

TABLE FOR-FIGURE 15

In the slant plane through the 1-4

The horizontal Dlla
Angular rate of the director elevation axis in

line of sight,
In the slant plane through the 1-4:

measured with re- The deck DBad
spect to the initial director-elevation axis in

position of the line
In the slant plane through the 1-1

fixed in the frame The horizontal DB,
used by the fire gun elevation axis iIi

control system
In the slant plane through the 1-2

gun elevation axis in The deck DlJ,d
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Figure 16.-Elnotion Angular Rates and Horizontal and Deck Angular Rates 01 tlte Line 01 Sigltt.

TABLE FOR FIGURE 16

N-8 line In horizontal plane DBII l~

Intersection of N-8 vertical 1-7

plane and deck
In deck plane DBdll

Intersection of horizontal and l~

vertical plane through OS CL
In horizontal plane DB

Angular rate of the OS CL In deck plane DBd 1-7

line of sight,
Intersection of horizontal and 1-4

measured with re-
vertical plane through OS CL

In vertical plane DE
spect to the

Intersection of horizontal and w

normal plane through LOS In normal plane DE'

Intersection of deck and vertical 1-4

plane through LOS
In vertical plane DEd

Intersection of deck and nor- w
In· normal DEd'mal plane through LOS -

Angular rate of own lo-U

ship speed vector, N-8 line In horizontal plane DCo
measured with re-
spect to
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and DEd' are measured with respect to the
intersection of an elevation plane with the
deck plane, therefore, are measured with
respect to a line fixed in own ship frame.

Since no angular measurement reference
line in the inertial frame can be indicated by
the rate symbol itself, angular elevation rates
measured with respect to a line fixed in the
inertial frame are obtained by enclosing the
elevation rate symbol in parentheses and fol
lowing the parentheses with quantity modifier
8. That is, the angular elevation rate of the
line of sight in a vertical plane measured with
respect to a line fixed in the inertial frame is
symbolized (DE)8, and the angular elevation
rate of the line of sight in a normal plane meas
ured with respect to a line fixed in the inertial
frame is symbolized (DE')8.

HORIZONTAL AND DECK ANGULAR RATES.

The class of quantities expressing angular rates
of the line of sight in the horizontal and deck
planes is called "bearing rates."

The basic quantity (represented by basic
symbol DB) is the angular rate of the line of
aight measured in the horizontal plane with
respect to the intersection of the horizontal
plane and the vertical plane through own ship
centerline. (See figure 16 and table 16.) This
quantity expresses the time rate of change of
relative target bearing.

When measured in other ways, modifiers
are applied to DB in the order listed as follows:

~odifier ~easured

d_ ___ __ ____ In the deck plane.
1/- - - -- -- - -- With respect to N-S line.

Figure 16 shows all the angular rates of
the line of sight measured in the horizontal and
deck planes with numerals to indicate each
rate. In composite table 16, each horizontal
and deck rate is defined and symbolized. For
example, the angular rate of the line of sight
in the deck plane measured with respect to own
ship centerline is illustrated as the vector 2-7.
In composite table 16, this rate is defined and
symbolized DBd. This quantity expresses the
time rate of change of relative director train.

In figure 16, angular rates DB and DBI/,
and angular rates DBd and DBdl/ are repre
sented by a single vector since they are measured
in the same planes. However, their magnitudes
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differ because they are measured with respect
to different lines.

Frames oj rejerence. The angular rates
of the line of sight. in the horizontal and deck
planes are measured with respect to a line fixed
in the reference frame used by the fire control
system.

The location of the reference frame in which
the reference line is fixed is indicated by the
angular rate symbol itself in the case of own
ship and the earth frame; therefore, no addi
tional modifier is required. That is, angular
rates DBI/ and DBdl/ are measured with
respect to north; therefore, are measured with
respect to a line fixed in the earth frame.
Angular rates DB and DBd are measured with
respect to own ship centerline; therefore, are
measured with respect to a line fixed in own
ship frame.

Since no angular measurement reference line
in the inertial frame can be indicated by the
rate symbol itself, horizontal and deck angular
rates measured with respect to a line fixed in
the inertial frame are obtained by enclosing the
rate symbol in parentheses and following
the parentheses with quantity modifier 8.

That is, horizontal angular rate of the line of
sight measured with respect to a line fixed in
the inertial frame is symbolized (DB)8, and
deck angular rate of the line of sight measured
with respect to a line fixed in the inertial frame
is symbolized (DBd)8.

Angular rate of own ship speed vector. The
angular rate of own ship horizontal speed
vector measured with respect to the N-S line is
expressed by preceding the symbol for own
ship course Co with the operator D, forming
symbol DCo. (See figure 16 and table 16.)
This quantity expresses the time rate of change
of own ship course.

Assuming own ship horizontal speed vector is
directed along own ship centerline, the time
rate of change of relative target bearing DB
plus the time rate of change of own ship course
DCo equals the time rate of change of true
target bearing, DBI/. That is, DB+DCo=
DBI/.

Higher derivatives of angular motion.
Higher derivatives of angular motion can be
used to compute linear accelerations and higher
derivatives of linear motion. The higher
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derivatives of angular motion are symbolized in
the same way as angular rates except a super
seript numeral is applied to the D operator
preceding the rate symbol to indicate the order
of the derivative, as D2 for second derivative
(acceleration) and [}l for third derivative.
Higher order derivatives of angular motion are
illustrated in figures 15 and 16 as they are in
the same directions as their corresponding
angular rates.

In composite tables 15 and 16, higher order
derivatives are defined, and symbolized by add
ing a superscript numeral to the rate symbol.
For example, in figure 16, the second derivative
(acceleration) of stabilized angular elevation
displacement measured with respect to the
earth frame is illustrated as the vector 3-4. In
composite table 16, this quantity is defined by
replacing "angular rate" with "angular accel
eration," and symbolized by adding the super
script numeral 2, forming symbol D2E.

Motion Between Frames of Reference

Motions between own ship frame, earth frame,
and the inertial frame are used to transform
own ship and target motions between these
frames.

Angular rates of motion in naval antiaircraft
fire control can be considered in the following
categories:

1. Motion of own ship frame with respect to
the earth frame.

2. Motion of the earth frame with respect
to the'inertial frame.

3. Motion of own ship frame with respect to
the inertial frame.

Motion between two frames requires thp ex
pression of the total translation rate of the one
frame with respect to the other with useful
components of this total translation rate, and
the expression of the total rotation rate of one
frame with respect to the other with useful
components of this total rotation rate.

Motion of own ship frame with respect to the
earth frame. The rates of motion between
own ship frame and the earth frame are:

1. Translation rate' of own ship frame with
respect to the earth frame, and useful com
ponents of this total rate.

2. Rotation rate of own ship frame with
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respect to the earth frame, and useful compo
nents of this total rotation rate.

TRANSLATION RATES. The total trans
lation rate of own ship fram'e with respect to
the earth frame is symbolized (DMo)k. This
total rate with its useful components is dis
cussed, illustrated, and symbolized under
"Linear Motion" in this section.

ROTATION RATES. The total rotation rate
of own ship frame with respect to the earth
frame is symbolized D1. Useful components
of this total angular rate are:

1. Rate components of own ship frame
measured in elevation planes related to a speci
fied bearing line.

2. Rate components of own ship frame
measured about axes in the deck or horizontal
planes related to a specified bearing line.

3. Rate components of own ship frame
measured in the horizontal or deck planes with
respect to north.

Rates of own ship frame measured in ele
vation planes are the motion quantities ex
pressing the rates of change of level angles when
related to the line of sight, and the rates of
change of pitch angles when related to own
ship centerline.

Rates of own ship frame measured about
axes in the horizontal or deck planes are the
motion quantities expressing the rates of change
of cross-level angles when related to the line
of sight, and the rates of change of roll angles
when related to own ship eenterline.

The rates of change of level angles, cross
level angles, roll angles, and pitch angles are
expressed by applying the operator D to the
symbols for the angles. These angles are dis
cussed, defined, and symbolized in "Deck In
clination" under "Present Target Position"
in this part. The angles are illustrated in
figure 4.

For example, to express the rate of change
of roll angle, symbol for the angle Zo is preceded
by the operator D, forming symbol DZo. To
express the rate of change of level angle meas
ured between the horizontal and deck planes
in the vertical plane through the line of sight,
symbol for this angle Ei is preceded by the
operator D, forming symbol DEi.

Rates of own ship frame measured in the
horizontal or deck planes with respect to north
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express the rates of change of 'true target bear
ing when related to the line of sight, and the
rates of change of own ship course when re
lated to own ship centerline. The symbols
for the rates of change of true target bearings
and own ship course are given in "Horizontal
and deck angular rates" under "Angular Mo
tion" in this part.

To express the rotation of one frame with
respect to another frame a minimum of three
useful rotation rates are required. In cases
where the rotation rates are not related to the
reference line in one of the frames, a fourth
rotation rate expressing the rate of the refer
ence line of the one frame with respect to the
reference line of the other frame is required.
For example, the rotation of own ship frame with
respect to the earth frame is expressed by three
rates when related to own ship centerline be
cause own ship centerline is the reference line
for own ship frame. These three rates are:

1. Rate of change of roll angle DZo
2. Rate of change of pitch angle DEio
3. Rate of change of own ship course DCo

(assuming own ship speed vector is directed
along Own ship centerline)
However, when the rotation rates of own ship
frame are measured about the line of sight as
the specified bearing line, a fourth rotation
rate expressing the rate of own ship centerline
with respect to north is required. Therefore,
a set of rotation rates about the line of sight as
a specified bearing line are:

1. Rate of change of level angle DEi',
2. Rate of change of cross-level angle DZ,
3. Rate of change of true target bearing

DBy, and
4. Rate of change of own ship course DCo

(assuming own ship speed vector is directed
along own ship centerline).

Motion of the earth frame with respect to
the inertial frame. The only useful rates of
the earth frame with respect to the inertial
frame are the rotational rates. The total
rotation rate of the earth with respect to the
inertial frame is symbolized Dlk.

The expression of the three useful components
of this total rate is best obtained by considering
a method for measuring these rates.

To measure the rotation rates of the earth
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with respect to inertial space requires an instru
ment sensitive to motion with respect to the
inertial frame. A gyro is an instrument which
is capable of measuring these rates. To obtain
the values we may mount three gyros as follows:

1. One gyro with its axis along the N-S
line.

2. One gyro with its axis along the E-W
line.

3. One gyro with its axis vertical (that is,
perpendicular to the horizontal plane).

The precessional rate observed on the gyro
mounted along the N-S line is symbolized
DEik as this rate corresponds approximately
to a level rate.

The precessional rate observed on the gyro,
mounted along the E-W line is symbolized
DZk as this rate corresponds approximately
to a cross-level rate.

The precessional rate observed on the gyro
mounted along the vertical line is symbolized
DiJk as this rate corresponds approximately to
a bearing rate.

Therefore, the rotation of the earth with
respect to the inertial frame is expressed by the
three rotational rates:

1. DEik.
2. DZk.
3. DBk.

Motion of own ship frame with respect to
the inertial frame. Motion between own ship
frame and the inertial frame is expressed by
combining the motions of own ship frame with'
respect to the earth frame, and the motions of
the earth frame with resped to the inertial
frame.

Projectile Velocity
The class of quantities expressing projectile

velocities is indicated by the symbol U in the
quantity. Projectile velocities are measured
as initial projectile velocity or as average
projectile velocity to the present or future
target positions.

The basic projectile velocity quantity (repre
sented by basic symbol U) is the initial velocity
of the projectile with respect to the gun muzzle
a.t the insta.nt the projectile leaves the gun.
This velocity is independent of the reference
frame used for the measurement.
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To express the average projectile velocities
to the present and future target positions,
numeral modifiers are applied to the basic
symbol U. Numeral modifier 1 is used for
average velocity to the present target position,
forming symbol UI, and numeral modifier Z is
used for future target position, forming symbol
UZ. '

The average projectile velocity to the present
target position multiplied by present time of
flight equals present range. That is,
UIXTI=R.

The average projectile velocity to the future
target position multiplied by time of flight
equals future range. That is, UZX TZ=RZ~

Frames of reference. The value of the aver
age projectile velocity to the present and future
target positions depends on the reference
frame used by the fire control system.

To distinguish between frames to which
average projectile velocities are referred, the
symbol for the average velocity is enclosed in
parentheses and followed by a quantity modi
ner to indicate the frame. Quantity modifiers
used are:

Modifier Referred to-
• - - _ Inertial space.
k Earth. '
0 Frame rigidly attached to own

ship.
For example, average projectile velocity to

the present target position referred to the
earth frame is symbolized (UI)k, and average
projectile velocity to the future target position
referred to the inertial frame is symbolized
(UZ) •.

These rules for using reference frame modifiers
are applied only where there is possibility of
confusion regarding the Jrames to which quan
tities are referred. If an entire discussion
concerns one frame, modifiers may be omitted.

Time
The class of quantities expressing time is

indicated by the symbol T in the symbol formed.
The basic time quantity (represented by

symbol T) is elapsed time. Other types of
time quantities expressed are:

1. Time of flight.
2. Fuze time.
3. Dead time.
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Time of flight. Time of flight is expressed
either as time of flight to present target position
or time of flight to future target position.
Numeral modifier 1 is used for time of flight to
present target position, forming symbol TI,
and numeral modifier Z is used for time of flight
to future target position forming symbol TZ.
The time of flight to the future target position
is the time quantity referred to by the general
name "time of flight."

The change in the time of flight to the future
target position during dead time is used in the
computation of fuze setting. To express this
time quantity, symbol TZ is enclosed ,in
parentheses and preceded by quantity modifier
g, forming symbol g (TZ).

Fuze time. To express fuze time (that is,
fuze setting in seconds), basic time symbol T
is modified by numeral 5, forming symbol T5.

Fuze time is composed of the time of flight to
the future target position plus the change in
time of flight due to dead time. That is,
T5=TZ+g (TZ).

Dead time. Dead time is the time between
the setting of the fuze and the firing of the
projectile. Dead time is expressed by the
basic ,time symbol T modified by g, forming
symbol Tg.

Courses/ Headings/ and Target Angles
Courses, headings, and target angles are used

to express the directions of own ship and target
motions with respect to a reference line.
'Courses. The class of quantities expressing

angular measurements of the directions of own
ship speed vector and target speed vector in the
horizontal plane. is called "courses," and is
represented by the basic symbol C.

All course angles are assumed to be measured
in the horizontal plane from north.

:The basic course quantity (represented by
basic symbol C) is the angle between the N-S
vertical plane and the vertical plane through
the relative target speed vector (referred to the
frame used by the fire control system), measured
in the horizontal plane clockwise from north.

Own ship course is the angle between the N-S
vertical pla.ne and the vertical plane through
own ship speed vector (referred to the fra.me
used by the fire control system), measured in
the horizontal plane clockwis~ from north. To
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Figure 17.-Courses, Headings, ancl Target Angles.
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express own ship course, basic course symbol C
is modified by 0, forming symbol Co. (See
figure 17.)

Target course is the angle between the N-S
vertical plane, and the vertical plane through
the target speed vector (referred to the frame
used by the fire control system), measured in
the horizontal plane clockwise from north. To
express target course, basic course symbol C
is modified by t, forming symbol Ct. (See
figure 17.)

Headings. The class of quantities express
ing angular measurements of the directions of
own ship centerline and target centerline in the
horizontal plane is called "headings" and is
represented by the basic symbol Cq.

Own ship heading and target heading are
measured in the horizontal plane from the N-S
line.

Own ship heading is the angle between the
N-S vertical plane and the vertical plane
through own ship centerline measured in the
horizontal plane clockwise from north. To
express own ship heading, basic heading symbol
Cq is modified by 0, forming symbol Cqo. (See
figure 17.)

Target heading is the angle between the N-S
vertical plane and the vertical plane through
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the target centerline measured in the horizontal
plane clockwise from north. To express target
heading, basic heading symbol Cq is modified
by t, forming symbol Cqt. (See figure 17.)

Target angles. Angles expressing the direc
tion of the target speed vector with respect to
the horizontal plane and the line of sight are:

1. Target angle, and
2. Angle of climb or dive.

TARGET ANGLE. Target angle is the angle
from the vertical plane through the target speed
vector (referred to the frame used by the fire
control system) to the vertical plane through
the line of sight measured in the horizontal
plane, clockwise from the target speed vector.
To express target angle, basic bearing symbol
B is modified by 0 and t, forming symbol Bot.
(See figure 17.)

ANGLE OF CLIMB OR DIVE. The angle .of
climb or dive is the angle between the hori
zontal plane and the target speed vector
(referred to the frame used by the fire control
system) measured upward from the horizontal
plane in the vertical plane through the target
speed vector. To express the angle of climb or
dive, basic elevation symbol E is modified by t,
forming symbol Et. (See figure 17.)
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ANTIAIRCRAFT RELATED QUANTITIES
Chapter 3-Wind
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Chapter 3

WIND
2. N-8 line.
3. Line of sight.
4. Line of fire.

The classes of wind quantities used in com-
puting corrections to prediction quantities are:

1. Wind bearings.
2. Wind courses.
3. Wind rates.
4. Wind jumps.

Wind Bearings

The class of quantities expressing angular
measurements of the direction from which the
wind is blowing in the horizontal and deck
planes is called "wind bearings."

Wind bearing angles are measured in either
the horizontal or deck planes. The angles are
measured from:

1. Either own ship centerline or the N-8
line to the vertical plane through the direction
from which the wind is blowing, and

2. Direction from which the wind is blowing
to either the vertical plane or normal plane
through the line of sight or the line of fire.

The types of wind bearings expressed are:

1. True wind bearings.
2. Own ship wind bearings.
3. Apparent wind bearings.

True wind bearings. The basic wind bear
ing quantity (represented by symbol Bw) is the
angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline and the vertical plane through
the direction from which the true wind is blow
ing measured in the horizontal plane. (See
figure 18 and table 18A.)

When true wind bearing is measured in other
ways, modifiers are applied to Bw in the order
listed as follows:

Ie

Wind values are used to compute corrections
to prediction quantities to account for the effect
of wind on the projectile during the time of
flight. The types of wind measured in deter
mining these corrections are:

1. True wind-measure of air mass move
ment with respect to the earth. Because air
mass movements are difficult to measure, true
wind value used is a virtual value based upon
measurements and weighted averages. This
virtual value of true wind (ballistic wind) is of
constant magnitude and direction, but has ap
proximately the same effect on the projectile
during the time of flight as the sum of the effects
of the actual winds.

2. Own ship wind-resulting from velocity
imparted to the projectile by the motion of own
ship over the earth. Its measured value is
equal to and opposite the rate of own ship over
the earth. That is, a projectile fired from a
moving ship is imparted with a velocity equal in
magnitude and direction to own ship speed
vector. When the air mass is stationary with
respect to the earth (that is, true wind rate is
zero), there is no wind blowing the projectile off
its course. However, the stationary air mass
resists the velocity imparted to the projectile by
own ship motion, and its effect is to partially
nullify this velocity. The resulting effect on
the projectile is the same as if a wind were
blowing with a magnitude equal to own ship
speed, but in the opposite direction.

3. Apparent wind-resultant of the vector
addition of own ship wind rate and true wind
rate. This is the total wind acting to blow
the projectile off its course, and is the actual
wind value measured aboard own ship. Since
one of its components is own ship wind, its
value varies as own ship course and speed vary.

Reference planes used for measuring wind
quantities are:

1. Horizontal plane.
2. Deck plane.

Reference lines used are:
1. Own ship centerline.

RESTRICTED

Modifier
d _

y----------------------
8 _

g----------------------,

Measured
In deck.
From north.
To line of sight.
To line of fire.
To normal plane.
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TABLES FOR FIGURE 18

Table 18A

RESTRICTED

From -S From vertical
vertical plane through
plane OS CL

Own ship 1-2

In horizon-
wind Bwyo

True wind Bwy 1-2 Bw s-z
tal planeTo vertical plane Apparent 1-2 s-z

through direc- wind
Bwya Bwa

tion from which
Own ship 14-15

wind is blowing Bwdyo
clockwise In deck wind

plane True wind Bwdy 14-15 Bwd 1S-15

Apparent 14-15 1S-15

wind
Bwdya Bwda

To vertical To normal To vertical To normal
plane plane plane plane

Wind bearing
through through through through

LOS LOS I,OF LOF

241 A 2=7 z....<I

Own Bwso BW80' Bwgo Bwgo'
In ship

hori- wind
From verti- zontaJ True

z:5 2-' ~7 z....<I

Bws Bws' Bwg Bwg'
cal plane plane wind
through Appar-

N 2-' ~7 2-8

direction Bwsa Bwsa' Bwga Bwga'
ent wind

f r 0 m
Own

15-12 15-11 15-10 15-9

W h i c h
ship Bwdso Bwdso' Bwdgo Bwdgo'

wind IS
wind

blowing In
15-12 15-11 15-10 15-9

clockwise deck True Bwds Bwds' Bwdg Bwdg'
plane wind

15-12 15-11 15-10 15-9
Appar- Bwdsa Bwdsa' Bwdga Bwdga'
ent wind

Table 18B

Own ship True wind Apparent
wind wind

1-17 1-17 1-17

Wind To vertical plane Hori- Cwo Cw Cwa
course From through direction zontal

N-8 to which wind is plane
vertical blowing measured

14-16
plane clockwise in Deck 14-16 14-16

. Cwdo Cwd Cwda
plane

I

I
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Component
In horizontal, perpendicular to

vertical plane through line of
fire.

When no prime modifier accompanies the
symbol, true wind bearing quantity is measured
between vertical planes. When no d is present,
true wind bearing quantity is measured in the
horizontal plane.

Own ship wind bearings. Own ship wind
bearings are expressed by terminating the sym
bol for the same bearing angle of the true wind
with modifier o.

Apparent wind bearings. Apparent wind
.bearings are expressed by terminating the sym
bol for the same bearing angle of the true wind
with modifier a.

In figure 18, all angles expressing bearings
of true wind, own ship wind, and apparent wind
are shown with numerals indicating the arc
measuring each bearing angle. In composite
table 18A, each bearing angle is symbolized
and defined. For example, in figure 18, bearing
of the wind in the horizontal plane from the N-S
vertical plane to the vertical plane through the
direction [rom which the wind is blowing, is
illustrated as the angle 1-2. In composite
table 18A, this angle is defined and symbolized
as:

1. Bwy (true wind).
2. Bwyo (own ship wind).
3. Bwya (apparent wind).

Wind Courses

The class of quantities expressing angular
measurements of the direction toward which
the wind is blowing in the horizontal and deck
planes is called "wind courses".

Wind course angles are measured from the
N-S vertical plane to the vertical plane through
the direction toward which the wind is blowing.
Course angles are measured in either the hori
zontal plane or the deck plane.

The types of wind courses expressed are:

1. True wind courses.
2. Own ship wind courses.
3. Apparent wind courses.

True wind courses. The basic wind course
quantity (represented by symbol Cw) is the
angle measured in the horizontal plane from the
N-S vertical plane to the vertical plane through
the direction toward which the true wind is
blowing. (See figure 18 and table 18B.)

When true wind course is measured in the
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deck plane, instead of the horizontal plane,
modifier d is added, forming symbol Cwd.

Own ship wind courses. Own ship wind
courses are expressed by terminating the symbol
for the same course of the true wind with
modifier o.

Apparent wind courses. Apparent wind
courses are expressed by terminating the symbol
for the same course o[ the true wind with
modifier a.

In figure 18, all angles used to express courses
of true wind, own ship wind, and apparent wind
are shown with numerals indicating the arc
measuring the angle. In composite table 18B,
each course angle is symbolized and defined.
For example, in figure 18, the course of the wind
in the horizontal plane from the N-S vertical
plane to the vertical plane through the direction
toward which the wind is blowing is illustrated
as the angle 1-17. In composite table 18B, this
angle is defined and symbolized as:

1. Cw (true wind).
2. Cwo (own ship wind).
3. Cwa (apparent wind).

Wind Rates
The class of quantities expressing rates of the

wind is called "wind rates."
All wind rates are measured with respect to

the earth. They are measured about either the
1. LiI}e of fire, or
2. Line of sight.
Wind rates about the line of fire. The types

of wind rates measured about the line of fire are:
1. True wind rates.
2. Own ship wind rates.
3. Apparent wind rates.

TRUE WIND RATES. The basic wind rate
quantity (symbolized by basic symbol W) is
the total rate of the true wind measured with
respect to the earth; this quantity is called
"true wind speed." (See figures 19 and 20 and
table 19.)

Components of true wind speed are ex
pressed by applying modifiers to the basic
symbol W. Modifiers and their meanings are
as follows:

Modifier
b _

RESTRICTED
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Modifier Component
bd__. In deck, perpendicular to normal

plane through line of fire.
d __________ In deck, in normal plane through

eourse line.
e __________ Perpendi<!Ular to line of fire, in

vertical plane through line of
fire.

e' __________ Perpendicular to line of fire, 10

normal plane through line of
fire.

g Total, perpendicular to line of
fire.

h In horizontal, in vertical plane
through course line.

r __________ In range, along line of fire.
rd _________ In deck range, in normal plane

through line of fire.
rh In horizontal range, in vertical

plane through line of fire.
v__________ In vertical range, in vertical plane

through line of fire.
v' ________ __ In normal range, in normal plane

through line of fire.

NORTH-SOUTH AND EAST-WEST TRUE WIND
RATES. Projections of true wind rates are ex
pressed by adding modifier y for N-8 projec
tions, and modifier x for E-W projections.

OWN SHIP WIND RATES. Own ship wind
rates are expressed by terminating the symbol
for the same rate of true wind with modifier o.

ApPARENT WIND RATES. Apparent wind
rates are expressed by terminating the sym
bol for the same rate of the true wind with
modifier a.

Figures 19 through 22 show all wind rates
measured about the line of fire. Figure 19
shows wind rate components measured in stable
cOOTdinates, figure 20 wind rate components
measured in unstable coordinates, figure 21
stable wind rate components in the N-8 and
E-W directions, and figure 22 unstable wind
rate components in the N-8 and E-W direc
tions. In composite tables 19, 20, 21, and 22,
each wind rate quantity is defined and sym
bolized. For example, in figure 19, wind rate
measured along the line of fire is illustrated as
the vector 0-5. In composite table 19, this
wind rate is defined and symbolized as:

1. Wr (true wind).

RESTRICTED

WIND

2. Wro (own ship wind).
3. Wra (apparent wind).

Wind rates about the line of sight. In gen
eral, to express rates of true wind, own ship
wind, and apparent wind measured about the
line of sight, symbol for the same rate meas
ured about the line of fire is terminated with
modifier 8.

However, when rates measured about the
lines of sight and fire are identical, the symbol
for the rate about the line of fire is used. For
example, vertical true wind rate in the vertical
plane through the line of fire is identical in
magnitude and direction to vertical true wind
rate in vertical plane through the line of sight.
Therefore, this rate is symbolized Wv.

Also, total rates perpendicular to the line of
sight are symbolized by replacing the modifier
g, in total rates perpendicular to the line of
fire, with modifier 8. For example, total true
wind rate perpendicular to line of fire is sym
bolized Wg, the corresponding rate perpen
dicular to the line of sight is symbolized W8.

Wind rates measured about the line of sight
are illustrated in figures 19 and 20 by replacing
line of fire with line of sight. These wind rates
are illustrated by the same vectors as used to
illustrate line of fire rates because orientation of
rate components about the line of sight is the
same as orientation of rate components al:!out
the line of fire. In composite tables 19 and 20,
these rates are defined by replacing line of fire
with line of sight, and symbolized by adding
modifier 8 to the line of fire symbol. For
example, in figure 19, wind rate measured along
line of sight is illustrated as vector 0-5 by re
placing LOF with LOS. In composite table
19, this rate is defined by replacing "line of
fire" with "line of sight," and symbolized by
adding modifier 8 to line of fire symbol as:

1. Wrs (true wind).
2. Wro8 (own ship wind).
3. Wra8 (apparent wind).

Windage Jumps

The class of quantities expressing angular de
viation of the projectile as it leaves the gun
muzzle due to a relative wind velocity at right
angles to the line of fire is called "wind jump".
The wind jump symbol is made up of the basic
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Figure 79.-JNinc/ Rates About Line 01 Fire in Stable Coorc/inotes.

TABLE FOR FIGURE 19

True wind Own ship wind Apparent wind

Total rat..e W 6-1 Wo Wa

Rate perpendicular to vertical plane through 6-2

LOF Wb Wbo Wba

Rate in horizontal in vertical plane through ~

LOF Wrh Wrho Wrha

Rate in vertical in vertical plane through LOF Wll 0-4 WllO Wlla

Rate along LOF Wr """ Wro Wra

Rate perpendicular to LOF in vertical plane """
through LOF We Weo Wea

Rate in horizontal ill vertical plane through 6-7

course line Wh Who Wha

Total rate perpendicular to LOF Wg ~ Wgo Wga
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Figur~ 20.-Winc/ Rat~s About Lin~ 01 Fir~ in Unstab/~ Coorc/inat~s.

TABLE FOR FIGURE 20
-

True wind Own ship wind Apparent wind

Total rate W 0-1 Wo Wa

Rate perpendicular to normal plane through 0-2

Wbd. Wbdo Wbdao.
LOF

Rate in deck in normal plane through LOF Wrd 0-3 Wrdo Wrda

Rate along a line normal to deck Wv' 0-4 Wvo' Wva'

Rate along LOF Wr lI-5 Wro Wra

Rate perpendicular to LOF in normal plane G-4

through LOF We' Weo' Wea'

Rate in deck in normal plane through course 0-7

line Wd Wdo Wda

RESTRICTED
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 21

RESTRICTED

True wind Own ship Apparent
wind wind

6-2

N-S vertical plane Wy Wyo Wya

Projection of rate (W) in I

E-W vertical plane Wx 6-1 Wxo Wxa

N-S vertical plane Why ~ Whyo Whya
Projection of rate (Wh) in

E-W vertical plane D-4
Whx Whxo Whxa

TABLE FOR FIGURE 22

True wind Own ship Apparent
wind wind

6-1

N-S normal plane Wdy Wdyo Wdya
Projection of rate (Wd)

III
E-W normal plane 6-2Wdx Wdxo Wdxa

jump symbol J followed by the modifier w,
forming symbol Jw. If required, symbols for
angular components of Jw in various planes are
expressed by f\pplying the same basic symbol
modifiers used for angular movement S listed
under "Motion" in this section.

Wind Corrections

As stated in the int~oduction·to "Wind" the,
purpose of computing wind values is to deter
mine corrections to prediction quantities for
the effect. of wirid on the projectile during the
time of flight. These corrections are applied
by:

1. Adjusting linear or angular motion quan
tities for wind effect, or

2. Computing angular· corrections to lead
angles (sight angle and sight deflection) ac
counting for wind effect.

To express the corrections to motion and lead
angle quantities accounting for the effect of
wind, the quantity is enclosed in parentheses

62

and preceded by the quantity modifier w. For
example, the correction to range rate DMr for
the effect of wind is symbolized w(DMr).

To express a quantity corrected for the effect
of wind, the quantity is enclosed in parenthese~

and followed by the quantity modifier w. For
example, range rate DMr corrected for wind
effect is symbolized (DMr)w.

Thus DMr +w (DMr) = (DMr) w means
range rate plus the correction to range rate for
·the effect of wind equals range rate corrected for
wind effect. .

Symbolization Problems

This part of the book is established as a
reference for wind quantities whose symboli
zation is made difficult because· of the way in
which the fire control instrument combines
quantities. That is, it is provided to establish
and maintain standard symbols for quantities
whose symbols may be constructed in more
than one way.

RESTRICTED
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Figure 21.-North·South and East.West PrCljections of Winc/ Rates in Stable Coordinates.

Figure 22.-North-South ana East.West Projections 0/ Wind Rates in Unstable Coordinates.
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One such group of quantities is used in Gun
Fire Control System Mk 63 where gun train
order plus own ship course are subtracted from
true bearing true wind to obtain predicted
true wind angle; that is, Bwy- (Co+ Bdg')
=Bwg. Since own ship course, true bearing
true wind, and predicted ·true wind angle are
measured in the horizontal plane, and gun train
order is measured in the deck plane, these
quantities can be mathematically combined
only by correcting gun train order' to the
horizontal plane. Therefore, since gun train
order should be measured in the horizontal

64

plane to form a correct summation, it may be
symbolized Bg'. However, since the actual
value of gun train order used in the addition
is measured in the deck plane, it may also be
symbolized Bdg'.

To avoid confusion, the standard symbol
Bdg' is established for gun train order in this
addition. That is, the symbols for this addi
tion are Bwy-(Co+Bdg')=Bwg. To justi
fy the symbol Bdg' for gun train order, the sum
mation is considered to apply at the instant when
the deck plane is horizontal.

RESTRICTED
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ANTIAIRCRAFT RELATED QUANTITIES
Chapter 4-Linear and Angular Offsets
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Chapter 4

LINEAR AND ANGULAR OFFSETS

Linear and angular offsets are used to estab
lish the position of the line of fire with respect to
the line of sight. The offsets are computed for
and applied in the traverse and elevation planes
as the parts making up sight angle and 'sight
deflection. These parts of sight angle and sight
deflection are composed of two types of offsets:

1. Those due to target motion in frame used
by fire control system.

2. Those due to ballistics (wind effect, 1. V.
changes, etc.).

In computing the offsets, besides present target
position, three additional positions are deter
mined as follows:

1. Future target position-the position the
target occupies at the end of the time of flight.
That is, the position of the target when it is hit
by the projectile. The location of this position
is determined solely from target motion during
the time of flight in the frame used by the fire
control system.

2. Advance position-range tables are based
on standard ballistic conditions such as no wind
and designed initial velocity. When ballistic
conditions are not standard, the sight angle and
sight deflection obtained by entering the range
tables with range and elevation of the future
target position are in error causing the projectile

lead accauntlnQ far -----t-:;----.
luperelevatian and drift

ADVANCE
"POSITION

' .... ,
.... ,

....

" "

FUTURE
TARGET

POSITION

Figure 23.-011sets to Future, Advance, and Aiming Positions and Range Predictions.
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to miss the target. The errors are due to the
changes in the trajectory caused by the varia
tions from standard of the ballistics.

To obtain.a hit, the range table is entered with
the range and elevation of a different point
called the "advance position." The advance
position is selected so that the amount by which
the projectile misses the advance position due to
variations from standard ballistic conditions is
just enough to cause the projectile to hit the
future target position.

3. Aiming position-the position through
which the line of fire passes. This position
differs from the advance position by the super
elevation and drift offset corrections. These
offset corrections are obtained by entering the
ra~ge tables for the gun with the elevation and
range of the advance position.

The locations of the various target positio.ns,
and the offsets determining these positions are
illustrated in figure 23.

In the expression of linear and angular offsets,
the quantities measured or computed are:

1. Total offsets between the lin~ of sight and
line of fire (sight angles and sight deflections).

2. Individual offsets to account for wind,
initial velocity changes, etc.

3. Offsets to future, advance, and aiming
positions.

4. Coordinates of future, advance, and aim
ing positions.

Totol Offsets
The class of quantities expressing angular

offsets between the line of sight and the line of
fire measured in traverse planes is called "sight
deflections. "

The class of quantities expressing angular
offsets between the line of sight and the line of
fire measured in elevation planes is called "sight
angles."

Reference planes used for the measurements
of sight angles and sight deflections are:

1. Horizontal. plane.
2. Deck plane.

Reference lines used are:
1. Line of sight.
2. Elevation axis.

Measurements of sight angles and sight
deflections are determined by the way in which
the elevation and traverse axes are mounted.

68

That is, the magnitudes of the angles depend
on whether the elevation axis supports the
traverse axis, or the traverse axis supports the
elevation axis. For example, a stabilized
director whose elevation axis supports the
traverse axis applies sight angle in the vertical
plane through the line of sight, and sight deflec
tion in the slant plane through the elevation
axis in the horizontal and through the line of
fire (fig. 24). A stabilized director whose
traverse axis supports the elevation axis ap
plies sight deflection in the slant plane through
the line of sight and through the elevation axis
in the horizontal, and sight angle in the plane
through the line of fire normal to the slant
plane (fig. 25).

Sight deflection. The basic sight deflection
quantity (represented by basic symbol L) is
the total lead angle between the line of sight
and the line of fire.

Portions of this total lead angle measured in
traverse planes (sight deflections) are symbol
ized by applying modifiers to basic symbol L
to indicate the plane in which the sight deflec
tion is measured. When the first modifier is
8, g, Z, or 3, plane of measurement is a slant
plane:
Through director elevation axis_ _________ 8

Through gun elevation axis_ ________ ____ g
Through line of sight and future target

po~tion_____________________________ 2
Through line of sight and advance position_ 3

When no additional modifiers appear, slant
plane passes through the line of sight, and
elevation axis is stabilized to the horizontal
plane.

Other letters appearing after the 8 or g have
the following meaning:
d Elevation axis is unstabilized and

lies in deck plane.
g__ ___ __ Slant plane passes through line of

fire.
Z_ ______ Slant plane passes through line to

future target position.
3 u Slant plane passes through line to

advance position.

Sight deflections are further modified to
indicate planes from (and to) which the offsets
are measured. To indicate the plane to
which the offset is measured, sight deflection

RESTRICTED
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..

Figur~ 24.-Sight D~f1~ction anJ Sight Ang!~ lor a Sta"i!iuJ Dir~ctor (E!evation Axis Supporting
Travcrs~ Axis).

Figur~ 25.-5ig"t D~f1~ction anJ Sig"t Ang!~ lor a Sta"i!iuJ D;r~ctor(Trav~rs~ Axis Supporting
Elevation Axis). .
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 26 In vertical plane

through LOF
In normal plane

through LOF o
."

~
~
IllI
o
r
Ut

~
Z
C
~
;Ia
C

"'":iii
VI
n
o
Z
-t
;Ia

o
r-

8
...

1-9

1-7

1-6

10-3

Lg'

Lgd'

Lsd'

Vgg' 1-16

Vsdg' 1-14

Vsg' 1-12

Vg' 10-7

Vsd' 10-6

Vgd' 10-9

Vgdg' 1-18

Ls' 1-3

Vs'

In normal plane
through LOS

To normal plane
through LOF

1-8

1-6

1....

10-2

Lg

Lgd

Lsd

Vgdg 1-17

Vsdg 1-13

Vs

Ls 1-2

Vsg HI

Vgd IG-8

Vgg 1-15

In vertical plane
through LOS

To vertical plane
through LOF

Horizontal

Horizontal

Deck

Deck

Horizontal

___I I Vsd 10-4

Vg 10-6

Horizontal

Deck

Deck

Director elevation axis in the

Director elevation axis in the

Director elevation axis in the

Gun elevation axis in the

Gun elevation axis in the

Gun elevation axis in the

From LOF to slant plane I I Deck
through LOS and through
the I Horizontal

From LOS in a slant plane I \Deck
through LOS and through
the Horizontal

From LOS to slant plane
through LOF and through
the

Total sight angle

Total sight
deflection

From vertical plane
through LOS

From normal plane
through LOS

Horizontal

Lgdg 17-10

To LOF in a slant plane
through LOF and through
the

Director elevation axis in the

Gun elevation axis in the

Deck

Horizontal

Deck

Lsg

Lsdg

Lgg

11-10

13-10

15-10

'Lsg

'Lsdg

'Lgg

'Lgdg

12-10

H-I0

16-10

1&-10

From vertical plane
. through LOS

From normal plane
through LOS

;Ia
m
~
;Ia

n
-t
m
C

Horizontal and
deck deflection

In horizontal plane

In deck plane

I
To vertical plane through LOF II Lh 19-21 I 'Lh 20-21 I

To normal plane through LOF Lh' 19-26 'Lh' 20-26

From vertical plane I From normal plane
through LOS. through LOS

I
To vertical plane through LOF I Ld 23-26 1 'Ld 24-26

To normal plane through LOF Ld' 23-22 ' Ld' 24-22 I

;Ia
m

~
n
-t
m
C
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In 'plane through LOF normal to slant
TABLE FOR FIGURE 27 plane in which traverse lead angle

applied

Director elevation axis in the Horizontal V," 6-2
From LOF to slant plane Deck Vld" 6-3

through LOS and through H' t I V "the orlzon a 1/ 6-4
Gun elevation axis in the Deck VI/d" 6-5

In plane through LOS normal to slant
Total sight angle plane in which traverse lead angle

applied

Director elevation axis in the Horizontal V'I/" 1-7
From LOS to slant plane Deck V,dl/" 1-8

through LOF and through H' t I V " 1the orlzon a 1/1/ -9
Gun elevation axis in the Deck VI/dl/" 1-10

• To plane through LOF normal to slant
plane in which traverse lead angle is
applied

. Director elevation axis in the Horizontal LI" 1-2
From LOS. m a slant plane Deck L8d" 1-3

through LOS and through H . •tiL" 1-4the orlzon a 1/
Gun elevation axis in the Deck LI/d" 1-5

Total sight de- To plane through LOS normal to slant
flection plane in which traverse lead angle is

applied

. Director elevation axis in the Horizontal L81/" 6-7
From LOF In a slant plane Deck L8dl/" 6-8

through LOF and through H . tiL " 6-9
the orlzon a ~I/~I/,.__.,.:__------=-.:-I

Gun elevation axis in the Deck Lgdg" 6-10

From vertical plane From normal plane
through LOS through LOS

-------,-----------.-----------------1------. ITo vertical plane through LOF Lh'Lh
In hOrIzontal plane To normal plane through LOF Lh" Lh'

Horiz·ontal and From vertical plane From normal plane
deck deflection through LOS through LOS

ITo vertical plane through LOF Ld'Ld
In deck plane To normal plane through LOF Ld" Ld'

e

o
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8
~
Z
C
~
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C
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symbol is followed by , (prime) for a plane
normal to the deck plane, and by a " (double
prime) fora plane normal to the slant plane in
which the traverse lead is applied. To indi
cate the plane from which the offset is meas
ured, sight deflection symbol is preceded by
the appropriate' (prime) or " (double prime)
modifier.

Sight angle. The basic sight angle quantity
(represented by basic symbol V) is the total
elevation difference between the line of sight
and the line of fire measured in a vertical plane.

Elevation offsets, ma~e in combination with
lateral offsets, are symbolized by using the
basic sight angle symbol V, modified by desig
nation for the traverse plane from (or to)
which the measurement is made.

Sight angles are further modified to indicate
the elevation plane in which the offset is meas
ured. Sight angles are followed by a ' (prime)
to indicate measurement in a plane normal to
the deck plane, and by a " (double prime) to
indicate measurement in a plane normal to the
slant plane in which the traverse lead angle is
applied. When no ' (prime) or " (double
prime) appears, sight angle is measured in a
vertical plane.

Figures 26 and 27 show all the values of
sight angle and sight deflection with numerals
to indicate the arc measuring each angle.
Figure 26 shows sig4t angles and sight deflec
tions measured when the elevation axis supports
the traverse axis, and figure 27 shows sight
angles and sight deflections measured when the
traverse axis supports the elevation axis.

In composite tables 26 and 27 each sight
angle and sight deflection is >defined and
symbolized.

For example, in figure 26 sight deflection in
the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in the deck
plane, measured from the line of sight to the
normal plane through the line of fire is illus
trated as the angle 1-5. In composite table
26 this angle is defined and symbolized Lsd'.

In figure 26, sight angle measured in the
normal plane through the line of sight, from the
line of sight to the. slant plane through the line
of fire and through the director elevation axis in
the horizontal plane is illustrated as the angle
1-12. In composite table 26, this angle is
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defined and symbolized Vsg'. As stated, this
sight angle is measured to the slant plane
through the line of fire and through the director
elevation axis in the horizontal plane. The
designation for this slant plane is sg. Since
sight angles are modified to indicate the plane
from (or to) which they are measured, the
designation sg for the slant plane is applied to
the basic sight angle symbol.

Horizontal and deck deflections. Besides
expressing sight angles and sight deflections,
the total offsets measured in the horizontal
plane or in the deck plane are required for the
computation of gun orders.

To indicate total offsets measured in the
horizontal plane (horizontal deflections), basic
sight deflection symbol L is modified by h; to
indicate total offsets measured in the deck
plane (deck deflections), basic sight deflection
symbol L is modified by d.

The angles are further modified to indicate
the plane from -(or to) which the measurements
are made. To indicate the plane to which the
offset is measured, the symbol is followed by I

(prime) for a plane normal to the deck plane; to
indicate the plane from which the offset is
measured, the symbol is preceded by , (prime)
for a plane normal to the deck plane. When no
prime modifiers appear, the offsets are measured
between vertical planes.

Figure 26 shows all the values of horizontal
deflection and deck deflection with numerals to
indicate the arc measuring each angle. In
composite table 26, each offset is defined and
symbolized. For example, in figure 26, deflec
tion in the deck plane, measured from the
normal plane through the line of sight to the
vertical plane through the line of fire, is illus
trated as the angle 24-25. In composite table
26, this angle is defined and symbolized'Ld.

Individual Offsets
As stated in the introduction to "Linear and

Angular Offsets," total lead angles (sight
angles and sight deflections) are composed of
individual portions accounting for specific
factors as wind, relative motion, etc. To
symbolize these individual parts, the symbol
for the lead angle is enclosed in parentheses and
preceded by the appropriate quantity modifier
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or quantity modifiers to indicate that portion
of the offset.

Quantity modifiers and their meanings are:
w VVind.
Un Initial velocity.
m Relative motion.
b Ballistics.
p Gun parallax.
p8 Director parallax.

For example, the portion of sight deflection
L8d accounting for wind is symbolized w (L8d),
and the portion of sight angle V8 accounting
for relative moti0n and superelevation is
symbolized mb(V8).

Rate of Change of Lead Angle

To obtain smooth inputs, disturbed line of
sight computing systems use a feedback pro
portional to the rate of change of lead angles
(sight angles and sight deflections).

To express the rate at which a lead angle is
changing, symbol for the lead angle is preceded
by the operator D (meaning time rate of changer
For example, the rate at which sight deflection
L8 is changing is expressed by the symbo!
DL8, and the rate at which sight angle V8d is
changing is expressed by the symbol DV8d.

Offsets to Future, Advance, and Aiming
Positions

The offsets to the future, advance, and aim
ing positions are expressed as:

1. The angular portions of sight angles and
sight deflections measured to these positions,
and

2. The linear displacements of these pOSi
tions from the line of sight.

Angular offsets. Besides expressing total
sight angles and sight deflections, and the indi
vidual portions of these offsets accounting for
specific factors, the parts of sight angles and
ffight deflections measured to the future and
advance positions arc symbolized.

To symbolize the portion of sight angle or
sight deflection measured to the future position,
the symbol for the total angle is enclosed in
parentheses and preceded by the quantity
modifier m. For example, the portion of sight
deflection L8 measured to the future target
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position is symbolized as m(L8), and the por
tion of ffight angle V8d is symbolized m( V8d).
This device is the same as used to indicate the
portion of sight angle and sight deflection
accounting for relative motion given under
"Individual offsets" in this section. This
symbolization has been selected because the
location of the future target position is deter
mined solely from target motion during the
time of flight.

To symbolize the portion of sight angle and
sight deflection measured to the advanc.e
position, the symbol for the total angle is
enclosed in parentheses and preceded by the
quantity modifier a. For example, the portion
of sight deflection L8d measured to the advance
position is symbolized as a(L8d) , and the por
tion of sight angle V8 measured to the advance
position is symbolized as a( V8):

Symbols for offsets to the aiming position are
the symbols for the total lead angles them
selves. That is, the symbols for sight angles
and sight deflections.

Linear offsets. The class of quantities ex
pressing linear displacements to the future
target position is represented by the basic.
symbol M. Useful components of Marc
defined, illustrated, and symbolized in "Linear
Motion" under "Motion" in this section.

The class of quantities expressing linear dis
placements to the advance and aiming positions
is represented by the basic symbol M followed
by the numeral modifier 3 for advance position,
forming symbol M3," and by numeral modifier 4
for aiming position,'forming symbol M4. Useful
components of M3 and M4 are defined, illus
trated, and symbolized in "Linear Motion"
under "Motion" in this section.

Coordinates of Future, Advance, and Aiming
Positions

The measurements to determine the loca
tions of the future, advance, Ilnd aiming
positions are made in the same reference"frames
and by the same types of coordinate systems as
used to d,etermine presen~ target position.
That is, the positions are located in a reference
frame originating on owri ship (reference point)
by means of spherical, cylindrical, or cartesian
coordinates.
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line to future target
position or advance position

Figure 28.-Angular Coorclin~tes01 Future ant:! AJvance Positions.
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Reference planes used for measurements are:
1. Horizontal plane.
2. Deck plane.

Reference lines used are:
1. Vertical.
2. Normal.
3. Own ship centerline.
4. N-8 line.

The classes of quantities expressing the future,
advance, and aiming positions are the same as
those used to express present target position.
That is, Bearings (B), Elevations (E), and
Ranges (R). To denote measurements of these
quantities to the various positions, numeral
modifiers are used. Numeral Z signifies future
target position, 3 advance position, and 4
aiming position.

Future position. To express future position
in the various coordinate systems, symbols for
the same, quantities used to express present

76

target position are· terminated by numeral
modifier Z. For example, for present target
position coordinates Bd', Ed', and R, the
corresponding coordinates for future target
position are BdZ', EdZ', and RZ.

Advance position. To express advance posi
tion in the various coordinate systems, symbols
for the same quantities used to express present
target position are terminated by numeral
modifier 3. For example, for present target
position coordinates By, Rh, and Rv, the
corresponding coordinates for advance position
are By3, Rh3, and Rv3.

Aiming position. To express aiming position
in the various coordinate systems, symbols for
range and range components of present target
position are terminated by numeral modifier 4.
Symbols for bearing and elevation quantities.
are terminated by modifier g, since these are
the angular measurements· to the line of fire.
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TABLES FOR FIGURE 28
Table 28A

To vertical
I

To normal
To vertical Iplane plaIt€> To normal

through line through line plane
plane through

to future to future through line
line to advanceto advancetarget tarfet po.sition position

position p'osi ion

1-4 1-6 1-4 1-6

From N-8 vertical By2 By2' By3 By3'
In hori- plane

Bearing zontal
plane From vertical plane 3-4 3-5 3-4 3-6

through OS CL
B2 B2' B3 B3'

From N-8 vertical 6-8 6-10 6-8 6-10

plane
Bdy2 Bdy2' Bdy3 . Bdy3'

In deck
plane From vertical plane 7-8 7-10 7-8 7-10

through OS CL
Bd2 Bd2' Bd3 Bd3'

I

Table 28B

In vertical plane In normal plane
In vertical plane In normal planethrough line to through line to

future target future target through line to through line to
position position advance position advance position

4-11 6-11 4-11 6-11

Elevation From hori- E2 E2' E3 E3'
zontal plane

From deck 8-11 10-11 8-11 10-11

plane Ed2 Ed2' Ed3 Ed3'

For example, for present target position co
ordinates B, E, and R, the corresponding
coordinates for aiming position are Bg, Eg,
and R4.

In figure 28, bearing and elevation angles
used to express the location of the future and
advance positions in any of the coordinate
systems are shown with numerals indicating
the arc measuring each angle.

In figure 29, range and range components
expressing future and advance positions.in any
of the coordinate systems are shown with nu-
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merals indicating the distances. In composite
tables 28A, 28B, and 29 each bearing, elevation,
and range component of future and advance
positions is defined and symbolized.

For example, in figure 28, bearing of the future
and advance position from the N-8 vertical
plane to the vertical plane through the line to
these positions measured in the horizontal plane
is illustrated as the angle -1-4. In composite
table 28A, this angle is defined and symbolized
By2 for future target position, and defined and
symbolized By3 for advance position.
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line to future target
position or advance position

Figur~ 29.-Rong~s oncJ H~ights 01 Future oncJ AcJvonc~ Positions.

Coordinates of the aImIng position are not
shown here since the bearings and elevations of
this position are the orders positioning the gun
alClng the line of fire.. These coordinates are
defined, illustrated,and symbolized in figure 30
under "Gun Orders" in this section.

Range predictions. In determining the co
ordinates of future target position and advance
position, the differences in range between the
present target position and the future target
and advance positions are computed to obtain
the-range coordinates.

The difference in range between the present
target position and the advance position is
called "range prediction," and is symbolized by
following the basic range symbol R with modi
fiers p and numeral 3, forming symbol RpJ.

The individual parts of range prediction to
the advance position are:

78

1. Difference in range between present and
future target positions,

2. Correction to present range accounting
for wind effect, and

3. Correction to present range accounting for
initial velocity loss.

The difference in range between present and
future target positions is symbolized Rp2.
The corrections to present range accounting for
wind and changes in initial velocity are symbol
ized by enclosing the range prediction symbol
Rp3 in parentheses and preceding the paren
theses with quantity modifier w for wind, form
ing symbol w(Rp3), and quantity modifier u for
initial velocity loss, forming symbol u(Rp3).
Thus, Rp3=Rp2+ u (Rp3)+u; (Rp3).

In figure 23, range predictions to the future
target position and to the advance position are
illustrated and symbolized.
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 29

N-S E-W
components components

0-1 0-2 0-3

Along line to future target position R2 Ry2 Rx2

Along line to advance position R3 0-1 Ry3 0-2 Rx3 0-3

Vertical plane through And lHl Q-4 lI-5

line to future target horizontal Rh2 Rhy2 Rhx2
position

Range Normal plane through 0-9 H 0-7

line to future target And deck Rd2 Rdy2 RdxZ
Along position
inter-

section of Vertical plane through And lHl Q-4 lI-5

line to advance posi- horizontal Rh3 Rhy3 Rhx3
tion

Normal plane through 0-9 H 0-7

line to advance posi- And deck
Rd3 Rdy3 Rdx3tion

Of future target position Of advance position

In vertical plane In normal plane In vertical plane In normal planethrough line to through line to
future target future target through line to through line to

position position advance position advance position

Height
8-1 11-1 8-1 11-1

Above RvZ R"z' Rv3 Rv3'
horizontal

Above deck 10-1 9-1 10-1 9-1
RvdZ RvdZ' Rvd3 Rvd3'

Fuze range. In the computation of fuze
settings an additional range value called "fuze
range" is determined. To express fuze range,
basic range symbol R is terminated by numeral
5, forming symbol R5.

Fuze range R5 is composed of:
1. Advance range, and
2. Change in advance range during dead

time.
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Advance range is symbolized R3 (see "ad
vance position" in this section). To express the
change in advance range during dead time,
symbol R3 for advance range is enclosed in
parentheses and preceded by quantity modifier
g, fonning symbol g(R3).

Thus R3+g(R3)=R5 means advance range
plus change in advance range during dead time
equals fuze range.
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Chapter 5-Gun Orders
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Chapter 5

GUN ORDERS

Modifier
y----------,

Gun orders are the computed angular values
used to position the gun along the line of fire.
Since the location of the line of fire is expressed
by angular coordinates of the ainiing position
(that is, the position through which the line of
fire passes), consideration is first given to the
quantities expressing this position.

Coordinates of Aiming Position
As stated in "Coordinates of future, advance,

and aiming positions" under "Linear and Angu
lar Offsets" in this part, the references and the
systems of coordinates used to measure the
location of the aiming position are the same as
those used to measure the location of present
target position. The construction of symbols
for the quantities expressing this position in
any of the coordinate systems is discussed in
"Aiming position" under "Linear and Angular
Offsets" in this part.

Figure 30 shows the bearing and elevation
angles used to express the location of the aiming
position in any of the coordinate systems with
numerals to indicate the arc measuring each
angle. In composite table 30A each bearing
angle is defined and symbolized, and in compos
ite table 30B each elevation angle is defined and
symbolized.

Figure 31 shows range and range components
used to express the location of the aiming posi
tion in any of the coordinate systems with
numerals to indicate the distances. In com
posit.e table 31 ear.h ranKe component is de
fined and symbolized.

For example, in figure 31, the total range to
the aiming position measured along the line of
fire is illustrated as the distance 0-1. In com
posite table 31, this distance is defined and
symbolized R4.

Since the line of fire passes through the aim
ing position, the bearing and elevation angles
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of this point are used to position the gun along
the line of fire, and are called "gun orders."

The class of quantities measured in the hori
zontal and deek planes, that is, the bearings,
are called "gun trains," and the class of quan
tities measured in vertical or normal planes,
that is, the elevations, are called "gun eleva
tions."

Gun trains. The class of quantities express
ing gun trains is indicated by the symbol B
followed by modifier g, forming Bg, appearing
in the symbol. In the expression of gun
orders, gun train anKles measured in the hori
zontal plane are called "gun bearings," and
gun train angles measured in the deck plane
are called "gun trains." When the general
term "gun trains" is used in this text it includes
both types of quantities.

The basic gun train quantity (represented by
symbol Bg) is the angle between the vertical
plane through own ship centerline and the
vertical plane through the line of fire measured
in the horizontal plane. (See figure 30 and
table 30A.)

To express gun train between own ship
centerline and the vertical plane through the
line of fire measured in the deck plane, modifier
d is added before modifier g in the basic sym
bol Bg, forming symbol Bdg. (See figure 30
and table 30A.)

When gun train angles are measured in other
ways, modifiers are applied to Bg or Bdg in thEl
order listed as follows:

Measured
From north.
To normal plane through line of

fire.

As stated under "Coordinates of Advance
Position" in this part, gun train angles are il
lustrated in figure 30, and defined and sym
bolized in composite table 30A.
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Figure 30.-Angu/ar CoorJ;nates of Aiming Position.

For example, gun train angle measured from
the vertical plane through own ship centerline to
the normal plane through the line of fire in the
deck plane is illustrated as the angle 8-6. In
composite table 30A, this angle is defined and
symbolized Bdg'.

Gun elevations. The class of quantities ex
pressing gun elevations is indicated by the
symbol E followed by modifier g, forming
.symbol Eg, appearing in the symbol.

The basic gun elevation quantity (represented
by symbol Eg) is the angle measured from the
horizontal plane to the line of fire in the vertical
plane through the line of fire. (See figure ~O

and table 30B.)
To express gun elevation measured from the

deck plane to the line of fire in the vertical plane
through the line of fire, modifier d is added
before modifier 9 in the basic symbol Eg, form
ing symbol Edg. (See figure 30 and composite
table 30B.)

To indicate measurements of gun elevations
Eg and Edg in the normal plane through the
line of fire, instead of the vertical plane, II. I

84

(prime) modifier is added at the end of the sym
bol.

As stated under "Coordinates of Advance
Position" in this part, gun elevation angles are
illustrated in figure 30, and defined and symbol
ized in composite table 30B.

For example, gun' elevation measured from
the deck plane to the line of fire in the normal
plane through the line of fire is illustrlllted as the
angle 6-10. In composite table 30B, this angle
is defined and symbolized Edg'.

The gun train angle Bdg' and the gun eleva
tion angle Edg' are called "gun train order" and
"gun elevation order," respectively, since these
are the final angles computed by all present
naval fire control equipments for positioning a
gun along the line of fire.

Coordinate TransFormation

Geometrical quantities closely associated with
gun order values are quantities expressing:

1. Inclination of the deck plane with respect
to the horizontal plane related to the line of
fire, and

RESTRICTED
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TABLES FOR FIGURE 30
Table 30A

To vertical plane To normal plane
through LOF through LOF

2-.1 2-4

In hori- From vertical plane through as CL Bg Bg'
Gun zontal
train plane From N-S vertical plane Bgy 1-3 Bgy' 1-4

In deck From vertical plane through as CL Bdg 8-1 Bdg' ~

plane
From N-S vertical plane Bdgy 9-1 Bdgy' 9-6

Table 30B

In vertical plane In normal plane
through -LOF through LOF

3-10 4-10

Gun elevation From horizontal Eg Eg'
plane

From deck plane Edg 1-10 Edg' 6-10

Table 30C

In vertical plane In normal plane
through LOF through LOF

Level angle between hori- 3-1 4-6

zontal and deck planes Eig Eig'

Rotation about line of
fire about axis 10

Zg

2. Displacements between reference point
and gun, and corrections to values computed at
the reference point to account for this displace
ment.

The planes and lines used to express these
quantities are essentially the same as those used
with gun order values.

Deck inclination. In disturbed line of sight

RESTRICTED

Rotation about axis·in the deck
plane about axis 6

Trunnion tilt-Zdg'

systems, inclination of the deck plane with
respect to the horizontal plane is measured by
level and cross-level angles related to the line
of fire. The measurement of these angles is
essentially t~e same as the measurement of
level and cross-level angles related to the line
of sight. .

Level and cross-level quantities measured
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Figure 31.-Ranges anc/ Heights 01 Aiming Position.

TABLE FOR FIGURE 31
,

N-S E-W
component component

Along ll-I ll-Z G-3

LOF R4

~I
Rg4 Rx4

Vertical pI ane Horizon- 0""" 0-5

Aiming
Along through LOF and tal

Rh4 Rhg4 Rhx4
range

inter-
section Normal plane Deck ll-9 0-6 ll-7

of through LOF and Rd4 Rdg4 Rdx4

I

,
&-1

In vertical plane Above horizontal RlJ4
through LOF -

Height of Above deck RlJd4 Ill-I

aiming
position In normal Above horizontal --r' 11-1

plane through LOF
~IAbove deck vd4'

,
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about the line of fire are illustrated in figure
30. The angles are defined and symbolized in
composite table 30C. For example, cross-level
angle measured between a vertical and normal
plane, about an axis which is the intersection of
the normal plane through the line of fire and
the deck plane is illustrated as the angle meas
ured about axis 6. In composite table 30C,
this angle is symbolized Zdg'.

Only those level and cross-level angles which
have proved' of value are illustrated in figure
30; however, to symbolize any level or cross
level angle measured about the line of fire, the
corresponding angle measured about the line of
sight is terminated by modifier g. Level and
cross-level angles measured about the line of
sight are discussed, defined, and symbolized
under "Present Target Position" in· this section.
They are illustrated in figure 1.

Gun parallax. In solving the gun fire control
problem, measurements made from the refer
ence point are used to compute gun orders.
After the gun orders are computed, they are
corrected for parallax resultillg from displace
ment of the gun from the reference point. The
gun parallax corrections for displacement be
tween gun and reference point are separated
into two groups as follows:

1. Dynamic gun parallax corrections.
2. Static gun parallax corrections.

DYNAMIC GUN PARALLAX. Gun orders
computed for the reference point are correct
only for a gun located exactly at the reference
point. Dynamic differences result because the
motion of the gun is different from the motion
of the reference point because of the rolling and
pitching of the ship. Therefore, the advance
position of the gun is different from that of the
reference point. These dynamic factors are
usuallY negligible and are not corrected for in
present naval gun fire control systems. How
ever, symbols to express these dynamic correc
tions are given.

Dynamic gun parallax corrections. To
symbolize the total rate of relative motion
between target and gun, symbol DM for total
rate of relative motion between reference direc
tor and target is enclosed in parentheses and
followed by quantity modifier p, forming sym
bol (DM)p.

RESTRICTED
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To express the additional rate of the
gun with respect to the reference director due
to the rolling and pitching of the ship, symbol
DM is enclosed in parentheses and preceded by
quantity modifier p, forming symbol p(DM).

Thus, DM+p(DM)=(DM)p means
total rate of relative motion between reference
director and target plus rate of gun with
respect .to reference director equals total rate
of relative' motion between target and gun.

To express components of (DM)p and
p(DM) measured in various directions, symbol
for same component of DMis enclosed in paren
theses and preceded or followed by quantity
modifier p as required. DM and components
of DM are discussed, defined, symbolized, and
.illustrated in "Linear Motions" under "Mo
tion" in this part.

For example, to express the rate of rela
tive motion between target and gun measured
along the line of sIght, symbol DMr for the
same component of DMis enclosed in parenthe
ses and followed by p, forming symbol (DMr)p.
To express the rate of the gun with respect to
the reference director measured along the line
of sight, symbol DMr is enclosed in parentheses
and preceded by p, forming symbol p(DMr).

Thus DMr+p(DMr)=(DMr)p means
rate of relative motion between target and
reference director along line of sight plus rate
of gun with respect to reference director along
line of sight equals rate of relative motion
between target and gun along line of sight.

STATIC GUN PARALLAX. The angular
values and linear distances computed for a gun
located at the reference point require corrections
when used for a gun displaced from the reference
point.

The corrections to the gun order quanti
ties computed for the reference point are obtained
by using as one of the values in the formula a
component of the linear distance between the
reference point and the gun (gun parallax dis
placement). For example, in computing gun
train order for a displaced gun, the value of the
projection of gun parallax displacement in the
deck plane is required as one of the terms in the
formula.

Gun parallax displacements. The class
'of quantities expressing linear displacements
between gun and reference point is called "gun
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TABLE FOR FIGURE 32
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N-S E-W
component component

0-1 0-2 0-3

Along base line from reference point to gun P Py Px

Vertical plane o-s 0-4 0-6

Along
through base Horizontal Ph Phy Phx

line and
Gun inter-

Normal plane
parallax section 0-9 0-6 0-7

through base Deck Pd Pdy Pdx
displace-

line and
ment

Above hori- 8-1

In vertical plane through zontal Pv
base line Above 10-1

deck Pvd
Above hori- 11-1

In normal plane through zontal Pv'
base line Above 9-1

deck Pvd'

TABLE FOR FIGURE 33

Vertical plane through OS CL And hori- G-(

zontal Pho

Normal plane through OS CL And deck Pdo 0-6

Gun parallax displacement
along intersection of Vertical plane perpendicular to And hori- 0-2

vertical plane through OS CL zontal Pha

Normal plane perpendicular to 0-3

normal plane through OS CL And deck Pda

parallax displacements," and is represented by
basic symbol P.

The basic gun parallax displacement
quantity (symbolized by basic symbol P) is the
linear distance between gun and reference point
measured along the gun parallax base line.
(See figure 32 and table 32.)

Components of gun parallax displace
ment are expressed by applying modifiers to the
basic symbol P. These c~mponents are sepa
rated into three groups-horizontal and ·deck
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components, N-8 and E-W components, and
vertical components.

Horizontal and Deck Components:
To express horizontal and deck components of
gun parallax displacement, modifiers are applied
to P in the order listed as follows:
~odifier ~easured

h I~ horizontal.
d In deck.
0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Along own ship centerline.
a .__ Athwartship, normal to own ship

centerline.
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Figure 32.-North·South and East·West Gun Parallax Displacements.

GUN ORDERS

Figure 33.-Gun Parallax Displacements.
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When only modifier h accompanies the
symbol (that is, Ph), the quantity is the pro
jection of P in the horizontal plane; when only
modifier d accompanies the symbol (that is
Pd), the quantity is the projection of P in the
deck plane.

Quantities Pho and Pha are the com
ponents along and across the vertical plane
through own ship centerline, and quantities
Pdo and Pda are the components of deck pro
jection Pd along and across own ship centerline.
(See figure 33 andtable 33.)

North-South and East-West Com
ponents: Projections of P, Ph, and Pd are
expressed by adding modifier y for N-8 pro-
jection, and x for E-W projections. '

Vertical Components: ~Basic symbol P
is modified by v to express the general quantity
indicating vertical parallax displacement. To
express vertical gun parallax displacement com
ponents, modifiers are applied to PI' in the
order listed as follows:

Modifier Measured
d From deck.
_______________________ In normal plane.

When no prime appears, vertical component
is measured in a vertical plane; when no d
appears, vertical component is measured from
the horizontal plane.

Figures 32 and 33 show all components of
gun parallax displacement required in comput
ing corrections to reference point gun orders.
Figure 32 shows the horizontal and de~k pro
jections, N-8 and E-W projections, and the
vertical components. Figure 33 shows the
components along and across own ship center
line. In composite tables 32 and 33, each gun
displacement quantity is defined, and sym
bolized. For example, in figure 32, the pro
jection of gun parallax displacement in the
horizontal plane is illustrated as the distance
0-8. In composite table 32, this distance is
defined and symbolized Ph.

Gun Parallax Angle: To express the
angle measured in the deck plane about the
reference point, between the normal plane
through the gun parallax base line and own
ship centerline, or if reference point is dis
placed from centerline, the line in the deck
through the reference point parallel to own

90

ship centerline, basic bearing symbol B is mod
ified by 0 and g, forming symbol Bog. In
figure 33, this quantity is illustrated as the
angle 6-7.

Correction quantities. As stated in the
introduction to "Static Gun Parallax," the cor
rection quantities used in converting gun orders
computed for the reference point to gun orders
for a displaced gun are obtained by using
components of gun parallax displacement.

To express the parallax correction to gun
order quantities computed for the reference
point to obtain gun order quantities for the
displaced gun, the symbol for the quantity
computed for the references point is enclosed
in parentheses and preceded by quantity
modifier p. For example, to obtain gun train

. order for a displaced gun, the correction ap
plied to gun train order computed for the
reference point Bdg' is symbolized p(Bdg').

To express gun train order for the dis
placed "gun, gun train order as computed for
the refer~nce point Bdg' is enclosed in paren
theses and followed by quantity modifier p,
forming symbol (Bdg')p:

Thus, Bdg' +p(Bdg') = (Bdg')p means gun
train order computed for the reference point
plus parallax corrections to reference point gun
train order accounting for gun displacement
equals gun. train order for displaced gun.

In some naval fire control systems, parallax
corrections are computed to guu1train order for
a standard gun base length, and the individual
guns select the portion of that base length cor
rection they require. This standard base
length correction is called "unit parallax," and
is usually computed for a one hundred yard
deck displacement forward of the reference
point.

To symbolize unit parallax, gun train
order for the reference point Bdg' is enclosed
in parentheses and preceded by quantity
modifiers p and numeral 1, forming symbol
pl(Bdg').

In some naval fire control equipments, the
computation of the parallax correction to
reference point gun elevation order to obtain
gun elevation order for a displaced gun is
made by:

1. Computing a correction for displace-
ment in the deck plane, and
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2. Computing a correction for a vertical
displacement,
and combining these two corrections to obtain
the total correction.

To symbolize the correction to reference
point gun elevation order to account for a dis
placement in the deck plane, total correction
p(Edg') is terminated by modifier h, forming
symbol p(Edg')h.

In some equipments, p(Edg')h is computed
for a standard parallax base length, usually a one
hundred yard deck displacement. To symbol
ize this quantity when computed for the
standard base length, numeral modifier 1 is
added after modifier p, forming symbol
pl(Edg')h.

To symbolize the correction to reference point
gun elevation order to account for a vertical
displacement, total correction p(Edg') is termi
nated by modifier v, forming symbol p(Edg')v.

In some equipments, p(Edg')v is com
puted for a standard parallax baSe length,
usually a ten yard vertical displacement. To
symbolize this quantity when computed for the
standard base length, numeral modifier 1 is

RESTRICTED

-GUN ORDERS

added after modifier p, forming symbol
pl(Edg')v.

Thus p(Edg')h+p(Edg')v=p(Edg') means
the correction to reference point gun elevation

.order for a deck displacement plus the correction
for a vertical displacement equals the total
correction to reference point gun elevation order
to obtain gun elevation order for the displaced
gun.

Symbolization Problems

This part of the book is established as a
reference for gun order quantities whose
symbolization is made difficult by the way in
which the fire control instrument combines·
quantities. That is, it is provided to establish
and maintain standard symbols for quantities
whose symbols may be constructed in more than
one way.

One such quantity is the gun train order used
in Gun Fire Control System Mk 63 to obtain
predicted true wind angle. However, since the
computations are concerned with obtaining
wind quantities, the symbolization proble~ is
discussed under wind symbolization problems.
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Introduction

This section lists alphabetically, defines, and
illustrates most symbols for naval fire control
quantities. The listing includes symbols formu
lated in this pamphlet (indicated in heavy
BOLD type) and referred to as "standard"
symbols, and symbols listed in OD 3447,
Standard Fire Control and Torpedo Control
Symbols (indicated in lighter-weight bold type)
and referred to as "previous" symbols.

Each standard symbol is defined and illus
trated, and makes note of any previous symbol
~sed to represent the quantity. For example, the
definition of the standard symbol for gun train
order, Bdg', is followed by a note stating that
the previous symbol is B'gr .

A previous symbol is neither defined nor
illustrated, but is listed with a reference to the
standard symbol which represents the same
quantity. For example, the listing of the
previous symbol for gun elevation order, E'g,
includes no definition but makes reference to
the standard symbol, Edg'.

A previous symbol used to represent one
quantity, but in this pamphlet used as a standard
symbol to represent a different quantity, is listed
with a reference to the name of the quantity
it formerly represented. For example, standard
symbol A is defined as the difference in elevation
between present and future target positions.
Its listing is followed by a note stating that it
previously was used to represent target angle,
and that target angle is now expressed by
standard symbol Bot. .

One defini tiOJ~ is used for each group of simi
lar quantities included: (1) linear rates and
movements of own ship and target, (2) wind
rates, (3) wind angles, and (4) wind courses.
Each definition is listed with a standard symbol
representing one of the similar quantities, and
is followed by a note giving the standard sym
bols and names for similar quantities remaining.

RESTRICTED
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The listing also contains the standard symbols
for the similar quantities remaining, with refer
ences to the standard symbols defined. For
example, Bwy is defined as true direction true
wind. This definition also covers Bwyo, true
direction own ship wind, and Bwya, true direc
tion apparent wind-symbols which are noted
in the listing of Bwy. Bwyo and Bwya appear
also in the listing, with a reference to Bwy.

Standard symbols for linear rates of own ship
and target are not listed, as they are obtained
by prefixing D (standard symbol for time rate
of change) to the standard symbols for the
resulting linear movements. For example, rate
of relative motion in range between own ship
and target, DMr, is not listed, but is obtained
by prefixing D to Mr, the resulting relative
linear movement in range during time of flight.

Standard symbols formed by applying 'quan
tity modifiers to parentheses which enclose
standard symbols are not listed, as the quantity
modifiers are listed in Appendix C and the en
closed standard symbols are included in the
listing. For example, m(Ls) is not includecL in
the listing, but m is listed and defined ·iD'~·the
first part of this pamphlet, and Ls is included
and defined in the listing, A previous symbol
representing a quantity now represented by a
standard symbol containing a quantity modi
fier is defined becau e the standard symbol for
the quantity is not listed. Therefore, th'e
definition for the previous symbol is followed
by a note giving the standard symbol. For
example, the standard symbol for the part of·
sight angle accounting for relative motion
between own ship and target, m(Vs), is not
included in the listing, but preyious symbol for
this quantity, Vt, is included. Therefore, the
definition is given under the listing of Vt, fol
lowed by a note stating that m(Vs) is the
standard symbol for the quantity defined.
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'Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

The difference in elevation from the hori
zontal plane between the present line of sight
and the line to the future target position,
measured upward to the line to the future tar
get position in a vertical plane.

ote: L Previously used for target angle. See Bot

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the gun elevation axis in
the horizontal plane, measured from the line
to the future target position in the vertical
plane through the line to the future target
position.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the gun elevation axis in
the horizontal plane, measured from the line
to the future target position in the normal plane
through the line to the future target position.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the gun elevation axis in
the deck plane, measured from the line to the
future target position in the vertical plane
through the line to the future target position.

RESTRICTED
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A
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

As
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITiON

Asd
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION
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Aid'

Aid!
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Relative Angolar Movement in Elevation
Angle between the line to the future target

position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the gun elevation axis in
t6e deck plane, measured from the line to the
future target position in the normal plane
through the line to the future target position.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation
Angle betwPE:'n the lin(' of sight, and the

slant plane through th(' line to th(' future target
posi tion and through the gun l'levation axis
in tb(' deck, m('asured from the line of sight in
the vertical plane through the line of sight.

Aid!'

AI!

96

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position, and through the gun elevation axis
in the deck, measured from the line of sight in
the normal plane through the line of sight.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line to the future target
position and through the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal, measured from the line of
sight in the vertical plane through the line of

sight.
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Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal, measured from the line of
sight in the normal plane through the line of
sight.

ASI'
,....,---r LINE TO FUTURE

TARGET POSITION

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the director elevation
axis in the horizontal, measured from the line
to the future target position in the vertical
plane through the line to the future target
position.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the director elevation
axis in the horizontal, measured from the line
to the future target position in the normal plane
through the line to the future target position.

As

As'

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the director elevation
axis in the deck, measured from the line to the
future target position in the vertical plane
through the line to the future target position.
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Asd'
Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the slant plane through the line
of sight and through the director elevation
axis in the deck, measured from the line to the
future target position in the normal plane
through the line to the future target position.

Asd!
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation
axis in the deck, measured from the line of sight
in the vertical plane through the line of sight.

Asd!'

98

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation
axis in the deck, measured from the line of sight

___~.,h in the normal plane through the line of sight.
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Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation
axis in. the horizontal, measured from the line
of sight in the vertical plane through the line
of sight.

Relative Angular Movement in Elevation

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target posi
tion and through the director elevation axis in
the horizontal, measured from the line of sight
in the normal plane through the line of sigh t.
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TARGET POSITION

Asl

Asl'
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B

dB

B'

Bd

i(Bd)

100

Relative Target Bearing
Angle between the vertical plane through

own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the line of sight, measured in the
horizontal plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

Note: I. Previously ·used for true target bearing. See
By

2. Previously called Br

True Angular Bearing Rate
See DBy

Relative Target Bearing
Angle between the vertical plane through

own ship centerline, find the normal plane
through the line of sight, measured in the
horizontal plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

Director Train (Stabilized Sight)
Angle between the vertical plane through

own ship centerline, and the vertieal plane
through the line of sight, measured in the
deck plane. Positive angles measured clock
wise from own ship centerline.

Note: I. Previollsly called B'r

Deck Tilt Correction
The addition to director train Bd to obtain

relative target bearing B. B=Bd+j(Bd)

Note: I. Previously called jB'r
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Director Train (Unstabilized Sight)

Angle between the vertica!l plane through
own ship centerline, and the normal plane
through the line of sight, measured in the deck
plane. Positive angles measured clockwise
from own ship centerline.

Note: 1. Previously called B'r'

Deck Tilt Correction

The addition to director train Bd' to obtain
relative target bearing B. B=Bd'+j(Bd')

Note: 1. Previously called jB'r'

Relative Gun Train

Angle between the vertical plane through
own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the line of fire, measured in the deck
plane. Positive angles measured clockwise
from own ship centerline.

Gun Train Order

Angle between the vertical plane througl1
own ship centerline, and the normal plane
through the line of fire, measured in th~ deck
plane. Positive angles measured clockwise
from own ship centerline.

Note: 1. Previously called B'gr

Bd'

i(Bd')

Bdg

Bdg'

Unit Parallax

The correction applied to gun train order as
computed for the reference point to obtain gun
train order for a gun displaced 100 yards from
the reference point.e Note: 1. Previously called Ph

.RESTRICTED
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Bdgy
True Gun Train

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the line
of fire, measured in the deck plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Bdgy'

"

True Gun Train Order
Angle between the North-South vertical

pla.ne, and the normal plane through the line
of fire, measured in the deck plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Bdy
True Director Train (Stabilized Sight)

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured in the deck plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Bdy'

102

True Director Train (Unstabilized Sight)

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the normal plane through the line of
sight, measured in the deck plane. Positive

h angles measured clockwise from North.

-....;;::,,""""E:::==f.?_..........--.;;.::::=-tc:::::>~/IIORTH
d
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Relative Train to Future Target Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the vertical plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

Relative Train to Future Target Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the normal plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

Relative Train to Advance Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the vertical plane through
the line to the advance position, measured in
the deck plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

Relative Train to Advance Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the normal plane through
the line to the advance position, measured in
the deck plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.
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LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Bd!

Bd!'

Bd3

Bd3'
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Bs

Bs'

Bgr

B'gr

Isy

104

Relative Gun Bearing

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the vertical plane through
the line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane.
Positive angles measured clockwise from own
ship centerline.

Note: 1. Previously called Bgr
2. Previously used for true gl,m bearing

See Bgy

Relative Gun Bearing

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the normal plane through
the line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane.
Positive angles measured clockwise from own
ship centerline.

Relative Gun Bearing
See Bg

Gun Train Order
See Bdg'

True Gun Bearing
Angle between the North-South vertical

plane, and the vertical plane through the line of
fire, measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Note: 1. Previously called Bg
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True Gun Bearing

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the normal plane through the line of
fire, measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from orth.

Gun Parallax Angle

Angle between normal plane through refer
ence line, and normal plane through gun
parallax base line, measured in deck plane
clockwise from reference line.

GUN PARALLAX
BASE LINE

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS!!

Bog

Director Parallax Angle DIRE;:~;r~~LLAX

Angle between normal plane through refer- DIRECTOR

ence line, and normal plane through director _--'\.---11

parallax base line, measured in deck plane
clockwise from reference line.

REFERENCE
LINE

Bos

Target Angle

Angle between vertical plane through the
relative target speed vector, and the vertical
plane through the line of sight, measured in the
horizontal plane clockwise from the target
speed vector.

Note: 1. Previously called A

RESTRICTED
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dBr

Br

B'r

iB'r

B'r'

iB'r'

dBs

Bw

106

Relative Angular Bearing Rate
See DB

Relative Target Bearing
See B

Director Train (Stabilized Sight)
See Bd

Deck Tilt Correction
See j(Bd)

Director Train (Unstabilized Sight)
See Bd'

Deck Tilt Correction
See j(Bd')

Angular Bearing Rate in Slant Plane
See DBa

Relative Direction True Wind

Angle between the vertical plane through
own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the direction from which the true
wind is blowing, measured in the horizontal
plane. Positive angles measured clockwise
from own ship centerline.

Note: 1. Previously called Bwr
2. Previously used for True Direction True

Wind. See Bwy
3. To express the same angle of the apparent

wind, modifier a is added, and symbol
becomes Bwa
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Relative Direction Apparent Wind
See Note 3 under Bw

Note: 1. Previously called Bwra
2. Previously used for True Direction Apparent

Wind. See Bwya

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOa

Bwa

Angle between the vertical plane through
own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the director from which the true wind
is blowing, measured in the deck plane. Posi
tive angles measured clockwise from own ship
centerline.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added and symbol be
comes Bwda

Bwel

See Note 1 under Bwd

Angle between the vertical plane through
the director from which the true wind is blowing
and the vertical plane through the line of fire,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from the direction from
which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol be
comes Bwdga

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwdgo

Bwela

Bwelg

WINO

Angle between the vertical plane through the
director from which the true wind is blowing,
and the normal plane through the line of fire,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from the direction from
which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol be
comes Bwdga'

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, a.nd symbol becomes
Bwdgo'

See Note 1 under Bwdg
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Bwdga'

Bwdgo

Bwdgo'

See. Note 1 under Bwdg'

See Note 2 under Bwdg

See Note 2 under Bwdg'

RESTRICTED

Bwds Angle between the vertical plane through the
direction from which the true wind is blowing,
and the vertical plane through the line of sight,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from the direction from

, ~f4Wj.:.IN;,:.::D which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol be
comes Bwdsa

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwdso

Bwds'

.Bwdsa

Bwdsa'
108

Angle between the vertical plane through the
direction from which the true wind is biowing,
and the normal plane through the line of sight,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from the direction from
which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol becomes
Bwdsa'

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is -added, and symbol becomes
Bwdso'

See Note 1 under Bwds

See Note 1 under Bwds'
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See Note 2 under BwdB Bwdso

See Note 2 under BwdB'

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the direc
tion from which the true wind is· blowing,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from North.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier" is added, and symbol becomes
Bwdy"

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwdyo

Bwdy

,,

See Note 1 under Bwdy Bwdya

See Note 2 under Bwdy Bwdyo

BWI

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier " is added, and symbol be
comes Bwga

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind.
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwgo

Predicted True Wind Angle

Angle between the vertical plane through the
direction from which the true wind is blowing,
and the vertical plane through the line of fire, d

measured in the horizontal plane. Positive WIND

angles me~sured clockwise from the direction ti-....:~El~ R~_I111!!~........1
from which the true wind·is blowing.

RESTRICTED
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Bwg'
Angle between the vertical plane through the

direction from which the true wind is blowing,
and the normal plane through the line of fire,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from the direction
from which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol becomes
Bwga'

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwgo'

Bwga

Bwga'

Bwgo

Bwgo'

Bwr

Bwra

110

Predicted Apparent Wind Angle
See Note 1 under Bwg

See Note 1 under Bwg'

Predicted Own Ship Wind Angle
See Note 2 under Bwg

See Note 2 under Bwg'

Relative Direction True Wind
See Bw

Relative Direction Apparent Wind
See Bwa
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True Wind Angle

An~le between the vertical plane through the
direction from which the true wind is blowing,
and the vertical plane through the line of
sight, measured in the horizontal plane. Posi
tive angles measured clockwise from the direc
tion from which the true wind is blowing.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol be
comes Bwsa

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwso

Bws

Angle between the vertical plane through the
direction from which the true wind is blowing,
and the normal plane through the line of sight,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from the direction
from which the true wind is blowing.

ote: 1. To express the sam~ angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol
becomes Bwsa'

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Bwso'

Apparent Wind Angle
See Note 1 under Bws

See Note 1 under Bws'

Own Ship Wind Angle
See ote 2 under Bws

See ote 2 under Bws'

RESTRICTED

Bws'

Bwsa.

Bwsa'

Bwso

Swso'
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True Direction True Wind

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the direc
tion from which the true wind is blowing,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Note: 1. Previously called Bw
2. To express the same angle of the apparent

wind, modifier a is added, and symbol-becomes
Bwya

3. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes Bwyo

Bwy

Bwya True Direction Apparent Wind
See Note 2 under Bwy

Bwyo True Direction Own Ship Wind
See Note 3 under Bwy

By
True Target Bearing

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the line of
sight, measured in the horizontal plane. Posi
tive angles measured clockwise from North.

--.."""EE=--4l....;~...~_-t~~ORTH Note: 1. Previously called B

True Target Bearing

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the normal plane through the line of
sight, measured in the horizontal plane. Posi
tive angles measured clockwise from North.

112 RESTRICTED
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True Bearing of Future Target Position

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the line
to the future target position, measured in the
horizontal plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from North.

True Bearing of Future Target Position

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the normal plane through the line
to the .future target position, measured in the
horizontal plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from North.

True Bearing of Advance Position

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the line
to the advance position, measured in the hori
zontal plane. Positive angles measured clock
wise from North.

True Bearing of Advance Position

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, .and. the normal plane through th~ line
to the advance position, measured in the hori
zontal plane. Positive angles measured clock-
wise from North. .

RESTRICTED
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POSITION

LINE TO
ADVANCE
POSITION

-Byl

Byl'

By3

By3'
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BI

BI'

B3

B3'

114

LINE TO
ADVANCE
POSITION

Relative Bearing of Future Target Position

Angle between the vertical plane through
own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the line to the future target position,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from own ship
centerline.

Relative Bearing of Future Target Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the normal plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the horizontal plane. Positive ~ngles meas
ured clockwise from own ship centerline.

Relative Bearing of Advance Position

Angle between the vertical plane through
own ship centerline, and the vertical plane
through the line to the advance position,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from own ship
centerline:

Relative Bearing of Advance Position

Angle between the vertical plane through own
ship centerline, and the normal plane through
the line to the advance position, meadured in
the horizontal plane. Positive angles measured
clockwise from own ship centerline.

RESTRICTED
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Relative Target Course

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the target
speed vector relative to own ship (referred to
the frame used by the fire control system),
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North

Own Ship Course
Angle between the North-South vertical

plane, and the vertical plane through own ship
speed vector (referred to th~ plane used by the
fire control system), measured in the hori
zontal plane. Positive angles measured clock
wise from North.

Own Ship Heading

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane t.hrough own ship
centerline, measured in the horizontal plane.
Positive angles measured clockwise from North.

Target Heading

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the target
centerline, measured in the horizontal plane.
Positive angles measured clockwise from North.

RESTRICTED

C
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Cqo
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Ct

Cw

Target Course

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the target
speed vector (referred to the frame used by the
fire control system), measured in the horizontal
plane. Positive angle measured dockwise
from North.

True Course True Wind

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the direc
tion toward which the true wind is blowing,
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from North.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol
becomes Cwa

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes Cu;o

Cwa

Cwd

Cwdo
116

True Course Apparent Wind
See Note 1 under Cw

Angle between the North-South vertical
plane, and the vertical plane through the
director toward which the true wind is blowing,
measured in the deck plane. Positive angles
measured clockwise from North.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol
becomes Cwda

2. To express the same angle of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol becomes
Cwdo

See Not.e 1 under Cwd

See Note 2 under Cwd

RESTRICTED
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See Note 2 under Cw

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Cwo

Relative Course True Wind
Angle between the vertical plane through own

ship centerline, and the vertical plane through
the direction toward which the true wind is·
blowing, measured in the horizontal plane.
Positive angles measured clockwise from own
ship centerline.

Note: 1. To express the same angle of the apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol
becomes Grvra

Relative Course Apparent Wind
See Note 1 under Cwr

Cwr

Cwra

CW5
Wind Angle

Angle between the vertical plane through the
direction toward which the true wind is blowing,
and the vertical plane through the line of sight
measured in the horizontal plane. Positive
angles measured clockwise from the direction
toward which the true wind is blowing.
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D

DB

DBd

Differentiating operator (d/dt) where the de
rivative is taken with respect to time at the'
instant of firing.

Note: 1. Previously used for sight deflection, See
Lsi'

Relative Angular Bearing Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
horizontal plane measured with respect to the
intersection of the horizontal plane and the
vertical plane through own ship centerline.

Note: 1. T!;lis is thl!' time rate of change of relative
target bearing

2. Previously called dBr

Relative Angular Train Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
deck plane measured with respect to own ship
centerline.

Note: 1. This is the time rate of change of director
train

DBdy

118

True Angular Train Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
deck plane measured with respect to the inter
section of the North-South vertical plane and
the deck plane.

Note: 1. This is the time rate of change of true director
IVORr,., train

RESTRICTED
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Angular Bearing Rate in Slant Plane

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane, measured with respect to the
initial position of the line of sigb.t at the instant
of firing. The initial position of the line of
sight is fixed in the reference frame used by
the fire control system to measure the angular
rate.

Angular Bearing Rate in Slant Plane
The angular rate of the line of sight in the

slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane, measured with respect to the initial
position of the line of sight at the instant of
firing. The initial position of the line of sight
is fixed in the reference frame used by the fire
control system to measure the angular rate.

Angular Bearing Rate in Slant Plane

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane, measured with respect to the
initial position of the line of sight at the instant
of firing. The initial position of the line of
sight is fixed in the reference frame used by
the fire control system to measure the angular
rate.

Angular Bearing Rate in Slant Plane

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in the deck
plane, measured with respect to the initial
position of the line of sight at the instant of
firing. The initial position of the line of sight
is fixed in the reference frame used by the fire
control system to measure the angular rate.

RESTRICTED
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DBs
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DBsl

DBy

DCo

Dd

Dd'

Did

120

Angular Rate in Prediction Plan~

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
slant plane through the line of sight and through
the relative target speed vector, measured with
respect to the initial position of the line of sight
at the instant of firing. The initial position of
the line of sight is fixed in the reference frame
used by the fire control system to measure the
angular rate.

True Angular Bearing Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
horizontal plane, measured with respect to
North.

Note: 1. This is the time rate of change of true target
bearing

2. Previously called dB
3. Equal to time rate of change of relative target

bearing when own ship course is constant

Own Ship Course Rate
The angular rate of own ship speed vector in

the horizontal plane, measured with respect to
North.

Note: 1. This is the time rate of change of own ship
course

Deck DeRection
See Ld

Dec;k DeHection
See Ld'

Deck DeRection
See'Ld'
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Angular Elevation Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
vertical plane though tl;le line of sight, meas
ured with respect to the intersection of the
vertical plane through the line of sight and the
horizontal plane.

Note: 1. Previously called dE.
2. This is the time rate of change of target

elevation

Angular Elevation Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
normal plane through the line of sight, measured
with respect to the intersection of the normal
plane through the line of sight and the horizon
tal plane.

Angular Director Elevation Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
vertical plane through the line of sight, meas
ured with respect ~o the intersection of the
vertical plane through the line of sight and the
deck plane.

Note: 1. This is the time rate of change of director
elevation

Angular Director Elevation Rate

The angular rate of the line of sight in the
normal plane through the line of sight, measured
with respect to the intersection of the normal
plane through the line of sight and the deck
plane.

RESTRICTED
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Df

Dfs

Dh

DL

DM2

Ds

D's

Dt

Dw

Dz
122

Drift in Horizontal

Drift in Traverse

Horizontal DeAection
See Lh

Rate of Change of Lead Angle
The rate at which the total lead angle be

tween the line of sight and the line of fire is
changing.

Note: 1. To express the rate of change of any traverse
or elevation lead angle, the symbol for the
angle is enclosed in parentheses and preceded
by D

Average Target Speed
The aveI'tl.ge relative speed of the target to

the future position, referred to the frame used
by the fire control system.

Sight DeAection
See Ls

Sight DeAeetion
See'Lsdg

The part of sight deflection accounting for
relative motion between own ship and target.

Ngte: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight angle in parentheses and preceding by
m. For example, m(Ls)

The part of sight angle accounting for the
effect of wind on the projectile during the time
of flight.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight angle in parentheses and preceding by
w. For example, w(Ls)

Trunnion Tilt Correction
See Lz
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Target Elevation

Angle between the horizontal plane and the
line of sight, measured in the vertical plane
through the line of sight. Positive angles
measured upward from the horizontal plane.

Angular Elevation Rate
See DE

Target Elevation
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

line of sight, measured in the normal plane
through the line of sight. Positive angles
measured upward from the horizontal plane.

Director Elevation
See Ed

Director Elevation
See Ed'

Director Elevation
Angle between the deck plane and the line of

sight, measured in the vertical plane through
the line of sight. Positive angles measured
upward from the deck plane.

Note: 1. Previously called Eb

RESTRICTED

E

dE

E'

Eb

Ed
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Ed'

Ed,

Ed,'

Director Elevation

Angle between the deck plane and the line of
sight, measured in the normal plane through
the line of sight. Positive angles measured
upward from the deck plane.

Note: 1. Previously called E' b

Angle' between the deck plane and the line of
fire, measured in the vertical plane through the
line of fire. Positive angles measured upward
'from the deck plane.

Gun Elevation Order

Angle between the deck plane and the line of
fire, measured in the normal plane through the
line of fire. Positive angles measured upward
from the deck plane.

Note: 1. Previously called E'g

pi
{Edg')h

124

The correction to gun elevation order com
puted for the reference point to account for a
100 yard displacement in the deck between the
gun and reference point.

Note: 1. Previously called Pv
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(Edg/)y

RESTRICTED

The correction to gun elevation order com
puted for the reference point to account for a
ten yard vertical displacement between the
gun and reference poin~.

Note: 1. Previously called Pe

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
-------I·e

The angle between the deck plane and the
line to the future target position, measured in
the vertical plane through the line to the future
target position. Positive angles measured up
ward from the deck plane.

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Edl

The angle between the deck plane and the
li.ne. to the future target position, measured in
the normal plane through the line to the future
target position. Positive angles measured up
ward from the deck plane.

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Edl'

Angle between the deck plane and the line to
the advance position, measured in the vertica.l
pla.ne through the line to the advance position.
Positive angles measured upward from the
deck plane.

LINE TO
ADVANCE
POSITION Ed3
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Ed3'

Es

Eg'

E'g

126

Angle between the deck plane and the line to
the advance position, measured in the normal
plane through the line to the advance position.

h Positive angles measured upward from the
d deck plane.

Gun Elevation
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

line of fire, measured in the vertical plane
h through the line of I fire. Positive angles

measUfed upward from the horizontal plane.

Gun Elevation
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

line of fire, measured in the normal plane
h through the line of fire. Positive angles
d measured upward from the horizontal plane.

Gun Elevation Order
See Edg'
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Level Angle

Angle between the horizontal plane and the
deck plane, measured in the vertical plane
through the line of sight. Positive angles
measured downward from the horizontal plane
on the target side of own ship.

Note: 1. Previously called L

Level Angle
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

deck plane, measured in the normal plane
through the line of sight. Positive angles
measured downward from the horizontal plane
on the target side of own ship.

Note: 1. Previously called L'

Level Angle
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

deck p;ane, measured in the normal plane
through the intersection of the horizontal
plane and the vertical plane through the line
of sight. Positive angles measured downward
from the horizontal plane on the target side of
own ship.

Level Angle
Angle between the horizontal and deck

planes, measured in the vertical plane perpen
dicular to the intersection of the deck plane
and the horizontal plane. Positive angles
measured downward from the horizontal plane.
This is the dihedral angle between the horizon
tal plane and the deck plane.
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Eio

Et

EI

El'

128

TARGET SPEED
VECTOR

Pitch
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

deck plane, measured in the vertical plane
through own ship centerline. Positive angles
measured downward from the horizontal plane.

Note: 1. Previously called N

Angle of Climb or Dive

Angle between the horizontal plane, and the
relative target speed vector referred to the
frame used by the fire control system, meas
ured in the vertical plane through the target
speed vector. Positive angles measured up
ward from the horizontal plane.

Note: 1. Previously called 1

Future Target Elevation

Angle between the horizontal plane and the
line to the future target position, measured in
the vertical plane through the line to the future
target position. Positive angles measured up
ward from the horizontal plane.

Future Target Elevation
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

line to the future target position. measured in
the normal plane through the line to the future
target position. Positive angles measured up
ward froI:Il the horizontal plane.
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Elevation of Advance Position
Angle between the horizontal plane and the

line to the advance position, measured in the
vertical plane through the line to the advance
position. Positive angles measured upward
from the horizontal plane.

Note: 1. Previously called EZ

DICTIONARY OF SYMBO~
E3

LINE TO
ADVANCE
POSITION

Angle between the horizontal plane and the
line to the advance position, measured in the
normal plane through the line to the advance
position. Positive angles measured upward
from the horizontal plane.
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Fuze Setting Order
See T5

RESTRICTED
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Target H~ight

See Rv

Rate of Climb
See Mv

The correetion to the rate of climb account
ing for the effect of gravity on the projectile.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the rate of
climb symbol DMlJ in parentheses and pre
ceding by modifier b, resulting in b(DMlJ)

The correction to the rate of climb account
ing for the effect of gravity and for the effect
of parallax.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the rate of
climb symbol DMlJ in parentheses and pre
ceding by modifiers band p, resulting in
pb(DMlJ)

·RESTRICTED

H

dH

dHf

dHfp
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Angle of Climb or Dive
See Et

132
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Windage Jump

Total angular deviation of the projectile as it
leaves the muzzle due to a relative wind veloc
ity at right angles to the line of fire. This is in
addition to the blowing of the projectile off its
course by the wind.

RESTRICTED .

DICTIONARY OF SYMBoD
Jw
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L

L'

Ld

Ld'

134

Total Lead Angle
Angle. between the line of sight and the line

of fire.

Note: 1. Previously used for level. See Ei

Level
See Ei'

Deck DeAection
Angle between the vertical plane through the

line of sight, and the vertical plane through the
line of fire, measured in the deck plane from the
vertical plane through the line of sight..

Note: 1. Previously called Dd

Deck DeAection
Angle between the vertical plane through the

lirie of sight, 'and. the normal plane through the
line of fire, measured in the deck plane from the
vertical plane through the line of sight.

Note: 1. Previously called Dd'
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Deck DeAection

Angle between the normal plane through the
line of sight, and the vertical plane through the
line of fire, measured in the deck plane from the
normal plane through the line of sight.

Deck DeAection

Angle between the normal plane through
the line of sight, and the normal plane through
the line of fire, measured in the deck plane from
the normal plane through the line of sight.

Note: 1. Previously called D'd

Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of sight and the
vertical plane through the line of fire, measured
from the line of sight in the slant plane through
the line of sight and through the gun elevation
axis in the horizontal plane.

Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of sight and the normal
plane through the line of fire, measured from
the line of sight in the slant plane through the
line of sight and through the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal plane.

RESTRICTED
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Ls"

Lsd

Lsd'

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the plane

through the line" of fire perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of sight in
the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation" axis- in the hori
zontal plane.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the

vertical plane through the line of fire, measured
from the line of sight in the slant plane through
the line of sight and through the gun elevation
axis in the deck plane.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the

normal plane through the line of fire, measured
from the line of sight in the slant plane through
the line of sight and through the gun elevation
axis in the deck plane.

Lsd"

136

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the plane

through the line of fire perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of sight in
the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the deck plane.
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Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the vertical
plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line
of fire and through the gun elevation axis in the
deck plane.

Lgdg

Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the normal
plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line of
fire and through the gun elevation axis in the
deck plane.

Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the plane
through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of fire in the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the deck plane.

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the vertical plane through the
line of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane.
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'Lsd2·

Lsd3·

'L d3s .

Lsg

138

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the normal plane through the line
of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane

h through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion, and the vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight ·in the slant plane

h through the line to the advance position and
d through the gun elevation axis in the deck

plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion, and the normal plane through the line of
sight, measured from the normal plane through
the line of sight in the slant plane through the

h line to the advance position and through the
gun elevation axis in the deck plane.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of fire, and the vertical

plane through the line of sight, measured to the
h line of fire in the slant plane through the line of
d fire and through the gun elevation axis in the

horizontal plane.
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.Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the normal
plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line
of fire and through the gun elevation axis in
the horizontal plane.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of fire and the plane

through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of fire in the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane.

Angle between the line to the future target
position and ~he vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane.

. Angle between the line to the future target
position and the normal plane through the line
of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the "line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane.

RESTRICTED

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

'Lgg

LSg"

Lgi

'Lg!
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Lg3

'Lg3

Lh

Lh'

1\...~~-L1NE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion, and the vertical plane through the line of
sight, measured from the vertical plane through
the line of sight in the slant plane through the
line to the advance position and through the
gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion, and the normal plane through the line of
sight, measured from the normal plane through
the line of sight in the slant plane through the
line to the advance position and through the
.gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane.

Horizontal DeAection
Angle between the vertical plane through the

line of sight and the vertical plane through the
line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane
from the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

Note: 1. Previously called Dh

Horizontal DeAection
Angle between the vertical plane through the

line of sight and the normal plane through the
line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane
from the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

140 RESTRICTED
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Horizontal DeAection

Angle between the normal plane through the
line of sight and the vertical plane through the
line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane
from the normal plane through the line of sight.

Horizontal DeAection
Angle between the normal plane through the

line of sight and the normal plane through the
line of fire, measured in the horizontal plane
from the normal plane through the line of sight.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the

vertical plane through the line of fire, measured
from the line of sight in the slant plane through
the line of sight and through the director
elevation axis in the horizontal plane.

Note: 1. Previously called D8

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of sight and the

normal' plane through the line of fire, measured
from the line of sight in the sla.nt plane through
the line of sight and through the director eleva
tion axis in the horizontal plane.

RESTRICTED
8919270-50-10

'Lh

'Lh'

Ls

Ls'
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.Ls"

Lsd

Sight Deflection

Angle between the line of sight and the plane
through the line of fire perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of sight in
the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

N6te: 1. Previously called D

Sight· Deflection

Angle between the line of sight and the
vertical plane through the line of fire, meas
ured from the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane.

Lsd'

Lsd"

142

Sight Deflection

Angle between the line of sight and the
normal plane through the line of fire, measured

h from the line of sight in the slant plane through
~....,.-----, the line of sight and through the director

-~f7-------~ elevation axis in the deck plane.

Sight Deflection

Angle between the line of sight and the plane
through the line of fire perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of sight in
the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the director elevation axis in J,he
deck plane.

RESTRICTED
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Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of fire and the vertical

plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line of
fire and through the director elevation axis in
the deck plane.

Sight DeRection
. Angle between the line of fire and the normal

plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line of
fire and through the director elevation axis in
the deck plane.

Note: 1. Previously called D's

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of fire and the plane

through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of fire in the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the director elevation axis in the deck plane.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS •

Lsds

'Lsds

Lsds"

Angle between the line to the future target
position and the vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane.

RESTRICTED
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LINE TO ADYANCE
POSITION

'Lsd!

Lsd3

'Lsd3

Angle between the line to the future target
position and the normal plane through the line
of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane

____- ~;;h through the line to the future target' position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion and the vertical plane through the line of
sight, measured from the vertical plane through
the line of sight· in the slant plane through the

____~h line to the advance position and through the
-....;""""'=~Is:¥,-----<::: director elevation axis in the deck plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion and the normal plane through the line of
sight, measured from the normal plane through

h the line of sight in the slant plane through
~------u the line to the advance position and through

the director elevation axis in the deck plane.

LSI

144

Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the vertical
plane through the line of sight, measured to the
line of fire in the slant plane through the line of
fire and through the director elevation axis in
the horizontal plane.

RESTRICTED
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Sight DeAection

Angle between the line of fire and the nor
mal plane through the line of sight, mell.Sured to
the line of fire in the slant plane through the line
of fire and through the director elevation axis in
the horizontal plane.

Sight DeAection
Angle between the line of fire and the plane

through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane, measured from the line of fire in
the slant plane through the line of fire and
through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

Angle between the line to the future target
position and the vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

Angle between the line to the future target
position and the normal plane through the
line of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

RESTRICTED

_ LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

'Lss

Lss"

Lsi

'Lsi
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Ls3

'Ls3

Lz

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION Angle between the line to the advance posi

tion and the vertical plane through the line
of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the advance position and
through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

Angle between the line to the advance posi
tion, and the normal plane through the line
of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the advance position and
through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

Trunnion Tilt Correction
Correction to gun train order for the tilting

of the gun trunnions due to cross-level.

Note: 1. Previously called Dz

L2

L3

146

L2

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

Prediction Plane Lead Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the line
to the future target position.

Angle between the line of sight, and the line
to the advance position.
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The quantities represented by the basic
symbol M are the linear displacement quantities
resulting from relative motion, own ship motion,
and target motion during the time of flight.
To symbolize the rates causing these displace
ments the linear displacement symbol is pre
ceded by the operator D. D is the differentiat
ing operator d/dt where the derivative is taken
with respect to time at the instant of firing.
For example, applying the operator D to linear
displacement in range, Mr, gives range rate,
DMr.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS!!

Total Relative Movement
Total linear displacement of the target during

the time of flight due to relative motion between
own ship and target in the frame used by the
fire control system.

Note: 1. Previously used for roll. See Zo
2. To expreBB total linear displacement during

the time of flight due to own ship motion,
modifier 0 is added, resulting in symbol Mo

3. To expreBB total linear displacement during
the -time of flight due to target motion, modi
fier t is added, resulting in symbol Mt

4. To express total linear displacement to ad
vance position, modifier /I is added, resulting
in symbol M/I

5. To express total linear displacement to aiming
position, modifier 4 is added, resulting in
symbol M4 '

6. The rate causing this displacement, DM. was
previously symbolized Sr

RESTRICTED
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Mb
Linear Movement in Bearing

The linear displacement during the time of
flight in the horizontal plane perpendicular to
the vertical plane through the line of sight,
resulting from relative motion between own
ship and target in the frame used by the fire
control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mbo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol
is Mbt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is added,
and symbol is MbJ

4. Tli express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mb4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMb
was previously symbolized RdBs

Mbd

148

Linear Movement in Train

Th'e linear displacement during the time of
flight in the deck plane perpendicular to the
normal plane through the line of sight, resulting
from relative motion between own ship and
target in the frame used by the fire control
system.

Note: ). To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is
Mbdo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mbdt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to the advance position, modifier J is
added, and symbol is MbdJ

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to the aiming position, modifier 4 is
added, and symbol is Mbd4

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under Mbd

See Note 2 under Mbd

See Note 3 under Mbd

See Note 4 under Mbd

See Note 1 under Mb

Note: 1. The rate causing this displacement, DMbo,
was previously symbolized as Xo

See Note 2 under Mb

. Note: 1. The rate causing this displacement, DMbt,
was previously symbolized as Xt

See Note 3 under Mb

See Note 4. under Mb

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Mbdo

Mbdt

Mbd3

Mbd4

Mbo

Mbt

Mb3

Mb4
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Md

Mdo

Mdt

Mdx

150

Linear Movement in Deck

The linear displacement during the time of
flight in the deck and in the normal plane
through the relative target speed vector in the
frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mdo

2. To express the same qulftltity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is Mdt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to the advance position, modifier 3 is
added, and symbol is Md3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Md4

See Note 1 under Md

See Note 2 under Md

The linear displacement during the time of
flight in the deck plane and in the East-West
normal plane, due to relative motion between
own ship and target in the frame used in the
fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mdxo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol
is Mdxt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Mdx3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mdx4

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under Mdx

See Note 2 under Mdx

See Note 3 under Mdx

See Note 4 under Mdx

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Mdxo

Mdxt

Mdx3

Mdx4

The linear displacement during the time of
Hight in the deck plane and in the North-South
normal plane, due to relative motion between
own ship and target in the frame used by the'
fire control system.

Note: 1. To express' the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mdgo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol
is Mdllt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is
added, and symbol is Md1l3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mdg4

See Note 1 under Mdy

RESTRICTED

Mdy

Mdyo
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Mdyt See Note 2 under Mdy

Mdy3

Mdy4

Md3

Md4

Me

152

See Note 3 under Mdy

See Note 4 under Mdy

See Note 3 under Md

See Note 4 under Md

Linear Movement in Elevation

The linear displacement during the time of
flight perpendicular to the line of sight in the
vertical plane through the line of sight, due to
relative motion between own ship and target
in the frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Meo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Met

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Me3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Me4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMe, was
previously called RdE

RESTRICTED
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Linear Movement in Elevation

The linear displacement during the time of
flight perpendicular to the line of sight in the
normal plane through the line of sight, due to
relative motion between own ship and target
in the frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Meo'

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Met'

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is added,

. and symbol is MeJ'
4. To express the same component of displace

ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Me4'

See Note 1 under Me

See Note 1 under Me'

See Note 2 under Me

See Note 2 under Me'

See Note 3 under Me

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Me'

Meo

Meo'

Met

Met'

Me3
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Me3' See Note 3 under Me'

Me4

Me4'

Mh

Mho

Mht
154

See Note 4 under Me

See Note 4 under Me'

Linear Movement in Horizontal

The linear displacement during the time of
Bight in the horizontal plane and in the vertical
plane through the relative target speed vector
in the frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mho

2. To express the same quantity due to target
• motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is

Mht
3. To express the same component of displace

ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Mh3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aimiJlg posi'ion, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mh4

See Note 1 under Mh

See Note 2 under Mh

RESTRICTED
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The linear displacement during the time of
flight in the horizontal plane and in the East
West vertical plane, due to relative motion
between own ship and target in the frame used
by the' fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is
MhJCo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mhxt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is MhJC3

4. To express the same component of .displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added.
and symbol is MhJC4

See Note 1 under Mhx

See Note 2 under Mhx

See Note 3 under Mhx

See Note 4 under Mhx

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS"
Mhx

•

.
Mhxo

.Mhxt

Mhx3

Mhx4
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Mhy

Mhyo

Mhyt

Mhy3

Mhy4

Mh3
156

The linear displacement during the time of
flight in the horizontal plane and "in the North
South vertical plane, due to relative motion
between own ship and target in the frame used
by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mhllo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mhllt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is added
and symbol is MhllJ

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mh1l4

See Note 1 under Mhy

See Note. 2 under Mhy

See Note 3 under Mhy

See Note 4 under Mhy

See Note 3 under Mh

RESTRICTED
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See Note 4 under Mh

Total Own Ship Movement
See Note 2 under M

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Mh4

Mo

Linear Movement in Range

The linear movement during the time of
flight along the line of sight, due to relative
motion between own ship and target in the
frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mro

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mrt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Mr3

4. To express thlt same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added
and symbol is Mr4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMr.
was previously called dR

RESTRICTED
8919270-:;0---11
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Mrd

Mrdo

Mrdt

Mrd3

Mrd4
158

Linear Movement in Deck Range

The linear movement during the time of
flight in the deck plane and in the normal plane
through the line of sight, due to relative motion
between own ship and target in the frame used
by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is
Mrdo

2. To express the sa.me quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mrdt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Mrd3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mrd4

See Note 1 under Mrd

See Note 2 under Mrd

See Note 3 under Mrd

See Note 4 under Mrd
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Linear Movement in Horizontal Range
The linear movement during the time of

flight in the horizontal plane and in the vertical
plane through the line of sight, due to relative
motion, between own ship and target in the
frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mrho

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mrht

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is Mrh3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mrh4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMrh
was previously called dRh

See Note 1 under Mrh

ote: 1. The rate causing this displacement, DMrho,
was previously symbolized as Yo

See Note 2 under Mrh

Note: 1. The rate causing this displacement, DMrht,
was previously symbolized as Yt

See Note 3 under Mrh

RESTRICTED
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Mrh

Mrho

Mrht

Mrh3
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Mrh4

Mro

Mrt

Mr3

Mr4

Ms

160

See Note 4 under Mrh

See Note 1 under Mr

See Note 2 under Mr

See Note 3 under Mr

See Note 4 under Mr

The total linear displacement during the time
of flight perpendicular to the line of sight, due
to relative motion between own ship and target
in the frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is MilO

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Milt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier 3 is added,
and symbol is MII3

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Ms4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMa,
was previously symbolized as RdQ

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under Ms

See Not.e 2 under Ms

See Note 3 under Ms

See Note 4 under Ms

Total Target Movement
See Note 3 under M

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS

MSG

Mst

MsI

Ms4

Mt

•

Vertical Linear Movement

Verticallinear misplacement during the tim~

of flight in the vertical plane through the line
of sight, due to relative motion between own
ship and target in the· frame used by the fire
control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is Mvo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Mvt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is
added, and symbol is MvJ

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is Mv4

5. The rate causing this displacement, DMv,
was previously called dH

RESTRICTED
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My'

Myo

Myo'

Myt

Myt'

162

Normal Linear Movement
Normal linear displacement during the time

of flight in the normal plane through the line
of sight, due to relative motion between own
ship and target in the frame used by the fire
control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own
ship motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol
is MlIo'

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added and symbol is
MlIt'

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is
added, and symbol is MIJJ'

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is MlI4'

Own Ship Vertical Movement
See Note 1 under M"

Own Ship Normal Movement
See Note 1 under M,,'

Target Vertical Movement
See Note 2 under M"

Target Normal Movement
See Note 2 under M,,'

RESTRICTED
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See Note 3 under Mv

See Note 3 under Mv'

See Note 4 under Mv

See Note 4 under Mv'

Total East-West Linear Movement
The total linear movement during the time

of flight in the East-West vertical plane, d\;Ul to
relative motion between own ship and target in
the frame used by the fire. control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is
M1CO

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t, is added, and symbol is
M1Ct

3. To express the same component of diBplace
ment to advance position, modifier J is added,
and symbol is M1CJ

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming posititln, moditier 4 is added,
and symbol is M1C4

RESTRICTED
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Mv4

Mx
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Mxo

Mxt

Mx3

Mx4

See Note 1 under Mx

See Note 2 under Mx

See Note 3 under Mx

See Note 4 under Mx

My

164

Total North-South Linear Movement
The total linear movement during the time

of flight in the North-South vertical plane, due
to relative motion between own ship and target
in the frame used by the fire control system.

Note: 1. To express the same quantity due to own ship
motion, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is
Myo

2. To express the same quantity due to target
motion, modifier t is added, and symbol is
Milt

3. To express the same component of displace
ment to advance position, modifier J is added,
and symbol is MIIJ

4. To express the same component of displace
ment to aiming position, modifier 4 is added,
and symbol is MII4

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under My

See Note 2 under My

See Note 3 under My

See Note 4 under My

Linear Displacement to Advance Position
See Note 4 under M

Linear Displacement to Aiming Position
See Note 5 under M

RESTRICTED
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Myo

Myt

My3

My4

M3

M4
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N

166

Pitch
See Eio
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Gun Parallax Base Length

The total distance from the reference point
to the gun measured along the gun parallax
base line.

Centerline Parallax Displacement
See Pdo

Normal Parallax Displacement
See Pv'

Deck Parallax Displacement

The projection of the parallax base length in
the deck plane by a normal plane through the
gun parallax base line.

P

Pbh

Pbv

Pd

Athwartship Parallax Displacement

The component of gun parallax base length
in the deck plane perpendicular to the normal
plane through own ship centerline.

RESTRICTED
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Pelo

RESTRICTED

Centerline Parallax Displacement

The component of gun parallax base length
along own ship centerline.

Note: 1. Previously called Pbh

,
OWNS~IP

CENTERLINE

Pelx
The component of gun parallax base length

in the deck plane and in the East-West normal
plane.

Pely

Pe

168

The component of gun parallax base length.
in the deck plane and in the North-South
normal plane.

See pl(Edg')v

RESTRICTED
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Horizontal Parallax Displacement

The projection of the parallax base length
in the horizontal plane· by a vertical plane
through the gun parallax base line.

Note: 1. Previously used for Unit Parallax. See
pl(Bdg')

Athwartship Parallax Displacement

The component of gun parallax base length
in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the
vertical plane through o.wn ship centerline.

Centerline Parallax Displacement

The component of gun parallax base length
in the horizontal plane and in the vertical plane
through own ship centerline.

The component of gun parallax base length
in the horizontal plane and in the East-West
vertical plane.

RESTRICTED

OWN SHIP
CENTERLINE

REFERENCE
POINT

OWN SHIP
CENTERLINE

Ph

Pha

Pho

Phx
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Phy

Ps

Psd

Psda

170

OWN SHIP
CENTERLINE

The component of gun parallax base length
in the horizontal plane and in the North-South
vertical plane.

Director Parallax Base Length

The total distance from the reference point
to the director measured along the director
parallax base line.

Deck Parallax Displacement

The projection of the director parallax base
length in the deck plane by a normal plane
through the director parallax base line.

Athwartship Parallax Displacement
The component of director parallax base

length in the deck plane perpendicular to the
normal plane through own ship centerline.

RESTRICTED
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Centerline Parallax Displacement

The component of director parallax base
length along own ship centerline.

Psdo

OWN SHIP
CENTERLINE

The component of director parallax base
length in the deck plane and in the East-West
normal plane.

The component of director parallax base
length in the deck plane and in the North
South normal plane.

Horizontal Parallax Displacement

The projection of the director parallax, base
length in the horizontal plane by a vertical
plane through the director parallax base line.

RESTRICTED

Psdx

Psdy.

Psh
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Psha

Psho

Pshx

Pshy

172

Athwartship Parallax Displacement

The component of director parallax base
length in the horizontal plane perpendicular to
the vertical plane through own ship centerline.

------=O::-:WN ~HIP
CENTERLINE

Centerline Parallax Displacement
The component of director parallax base

length in the horizontal plane and in the
vertical plane through own ship centerline.

OWN SHIP
CENTERLINE

The component of director parallax base
length in the horizontal plane and in the East
West vertical plane.

The component of director· parallax base
length in the horizontal plane and in the
North-So~th vertical plane.

RESTRICTED
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Vertical Parallax Displacement

Vertical component of director parallax base
length measured from the horizontal plane in
the vertical plane through the director parallax
base line.

Normal Parallax Displacement

Normal component of director parallax base
length measured from the horizontal plane in
the normal plane through the director parallax
base line.

Vertical Parallax Displacement

Vertical component of director parallax base
length measured from the deck plane in the
vertical plane through the director parallax
base line.

Psv

Psvd

Normal Parallax Displacement

Normal component of director parallax base
length measured from the deck plane in the
normal plane through the director parallax
base line. .

RESTRICTED
891!l27 O-ii~12

REFERENCE Psvd I
POINT
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PSX

Pv

Pv'

174

East-West Parallax Displacement
The projection of the director parallax base

length in the East-West vertical plane.

North-South Parallax Displacement
The projection of the director parallax base

length in the North-South vertical plane.

Vertical Parallax Displacement
Vertical component of gun parallax base

length measured from the horizontal plane in
the vertical plane through the gun parallax
base line.

ote: 1. Previously used for elevation parallax due to
horizontal base. See pl(Edg')h

Normal Parallax Displacement
Normal component of gun parallax base

length measured from the horizontal plane in
the vertical plane through the gun parallax
base line.

ote: 1. Previously called PblJ.

RESTRICTED
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Vertical Parallax Displacement

Vertical component of gun parallax base
length measured from the deck plane in the
vertical plane through the gun parallax base
line.

Normal Parallax Displacement
Normal component of gun parallax base

length measured from the deck plane in the
normal plane through the gun parallax base
line.

East-West Parallax Displacement

The projection of the gu'n parallax base
length in the East-West vertical plane.

North-South Parallax Displacement

The projection of the gun parallax base
length in the North-South vertical plane.

RESTRICTED

Pvd

Px

Py
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R

dR

Rd

RdBs

RdBsf

Present Range
The distance from own ship to target meas

ured along the line of sight.

Range Rate
See Mr

Deck Range
The projection of present range in the deck

plane by a normal plane through the line of
sight.

ote: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added and symbol
is RdZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is Rd3

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Rd4

Linear Deflection Rate
See Note 5 under Mb

The correction to linear traverse rate account
ing for drift.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the linear
traverse rate, DMb, in parentheses and pre
ceding by modifier b, resulting in b(DMb)

RdBstfw

RdBsw

176

The linear traverse rate adjusted for all effects
to the aiming position.

ote: 1. Now symboli'Zed as DMb4

The correction to linear traverse rate ac
counting for the effect of wind.

ote: 1. Now symbolized as w(DMb)

RESTRICTED
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linear Elevation Rate
See Note 5 under Me

The correction to linear elevation rate
accounting for the effect of gravity and parallax.

Note: 1. Now symbolized as pb(DMe)

Linear elevation rate adjusted for all effects
to the aiming position.

Note: 1. Now symbolized as DMe4

The correction to linear elevation rate
accounting for the effect of wind.

Note: 1. Now symbolized as w(DMe)

Total Cross Rate
See ote 5 under Ms

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
RdE

RdEfp

RdEtfpw

RdEw

RdO

East-West Deck Range
The component of present range in the deck

plane and in the East-West normal plane.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier 2 is added, and symbol is
Rdx2

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is
Rdx3

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol
is Rdx4

Rdx

Deck East-West Future Range
See ote 1 under Rdx

Deck East-West Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rdx

Deck East-West Ai.ming Range
See Note 3 under Rdx

RESTRICTED

Rdxl

Rclx3

Rdx4
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Rdy

Rdy2

Rdy3

Rdy4

Rd2

Rd3

Rd4

Rf
178

North-South Deck Range

The component of present range in the deck
plane and in the North-South normal plane.

ote: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added, and symbol is
RdyZ

2. To express the llame component of advance
range, modifier J is added, and symbol is RdyJ

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Rdy4

Deck North-South Future Range
See Note 1 under Rdy

Deck North-South Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rdy

Deck North-South Aiming Range
See Note 3 under Rdy

Deck Future Range
See Note 1 under Rd

Deck Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rd

Deck Aiming Range
See ote 3 under Rd

Future Range
See R2

RESTRICTED
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Horizontal Range

Projection of present range in the horizontal
plane by a vertical plane through the line of
sight.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added, and symbol is RhZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier J is added, and symbol is RhJ

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Rh4

Horizontal Range Rate
See Note 5 under Mrh

Rh

dRh

East-West Horizontal Range

The component of present range in the
horizontal plane and in the East-West vertical
plane.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added. and symbol is
RhxZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modffier J is added, and symbol is
RhxJ

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, alld symbol is
Rhx4

Horizontal East-West Future Range
See Note 1 under Rhx

Horizontal East-West Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rhx

Horizontal East-West Aiming Range
See Note 3 under Rhx

RESTRICTED

Rhx

R'hxl

Rhx3

Rhx4
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r

' '/,
RESTRICTED

Rhy /
North-South Horizontal Range

The component of present range in the
horizontal plane and in the North-South
vertical plane.

ote: 1. To express the same component of future
ran/!;e, modifier Z is added, and symbol is
RhyZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is
Rhy3

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is
Rhy4

I~

Rhy!

Rhy3

Rhy4

Rh!

Rh3

Rh4

Rj

180

Horizontal North-South Future Range
See Note 1 under Rhy

Horizontal North-South Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rhy

Horizontal North-South Aiming Range
See Note 3 under Rhy

Horizontal Future Range
See Note 1 under Rh

Horizontal Advance Range
See Note 2 under Rh

Horizontal Aiming Range
See Note 3 under Rh

Ranse Spot

Note: 1. Now symbolized as q(R3)

RESTRICTED
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The correction ~pplied"~ range prediction
to account for changes in imjal velocity,

ote: 1. Now symbolized as u(Rp)

Note: 1. Previously symbolized as Rt

Range Prediction
The difference between present range and

advance range,

ote: 1. Previously called Rtwm

See Note 1 under Rp2

Range rate corrected for the effect of wind,

Note: L Now symbolized as (DMr) w

Rm

Rpl

Rp3

Rt

dRtw

Rv
Target Height

The height of the target above the horizontal
plane measured in the vertical plane through
the line of sight,

ote: L
2.

3.

4.

Previously called H
To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added, and symbol is
RvZ
To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is
Rv3
To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Rv4
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Rv'

Rvcl

Rvcl'

Rvcl2

Target Height

The height of the target above the horizontal
plane measured in the normal plane through
the line of sight.

Tote: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added, and symbol is RvZ'

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is Rv3'

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier ~ is added, and symbol is Rv~'

Target Height

The height of the target above the deck
plane measured in the vertical plane through
the line of sight.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier Z is added, symbol is RvdZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is Rvd3

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier ~ is added, and symbol is Rvd~

Target Height

The height of the target above the deck
plan~ measured in the normal plane through
the line of sight.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier 2 is added, and symbol is
Rvd2'

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier 3 is added, and symbol is
Rvd3'

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier ~ is added, and symbol is
Rvd~'

Height of Future Target Position
See ote 1 under Rvd

Rvcl2'

Rvcl3
182

Height of Future Target Position
See ote 1 under Rvd'

Height of Advance Position
See Note 2 under Rvd

RESTRICTED
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Height of Advance Position
See Note 2 under Rvd'

Height of Aiming Position
See Note 3 under Rvd

Height of Aiming Position
See Note 3 under Rvd'

Height of Future Target Position
See Note 2 under Rv

Height of Future Target Position
See Note 1 under Rv'

Height of Advance Position
See Note 3 under Rv

Height of Advance Position
See Note 2 under Rv'

Height of Aiming Position
See Note 4 under Rv

Height of Aiming Position
See Note 3 under Rv'

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Rvd3'

Rvd4

Rvd4'

Rvl

Rvl'

Rv3

Rv3'

Rv4

Rv4'
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Rw

dRw

Rx

Rx2

Rx3

Rx4

Ry

Ry!
184

The correction to range prediction to account
for wind.

ote: 1. 'ow called W(Rp)

The correction to range rate to account for
wind.

Note: 1. Now called w(DMr)

East-West Range

The projection of present range in the East
West vertical plane.

Note: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier 2 is added, and symbol is
RxZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier J is added, and symbol is RxJ

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Rx4

East-West Future Range

See ote 1 under Rx

East.West Advance Range
See ote 2 under Rx

East-West Aiming Range
See Note 3 under Rx

North-South Range

The projection of present range In the
North-South vertical plane.

ote: 1. To express the same component of future
range, modifier 2 is added, and symbol is RyZ

2. To express the same component of advance
range, modifier J is added, and symbol is RyJ

3. To express the same component of aiming
range, modifier 4 is added, and symbol is Ry4

North-South Future Range
See ote 1 under Ry

RESTRICTED
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North-South Advance Range
See Note 2 under Ry

North-South Aiming Range
See ote 3 under Ry

Future Range
The distance from own ship to future target

position measured along the line to the future
target position.

Note: 1. Previously called Rf
2. Previously used for advance range. See RJ

Advance Range

The distance from own ship to the advance
position measured along the line to the advance
position.

Note: 1. Previously called R2

Aiming Range

The distance from own ship to the aiming
position measured along the line of fire.

Fuze Range
Range used in the computation of fuze set

ting order. Advance range plus change in
range during dead time.

RESTRICTED

Ry3

Ry4

RI

R3

R4

Rs
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5

5d

5d'

'5d

186

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION Total Angular Movement

The total angle between the line of sight and
the line to the future target position.

Xote: I. Previously used for target speed. See Mt

Deck Angular Movement

The angle between the vertical plane through
the line of sight, and the vertical plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane from the vertical plane through
the line of sight.

Deck Angular Movement

The angle between the vertical plane through
the line of sight, and the normal plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane from the vertical plane through
the line of sight.

Deck Angular Movement

The angle between the normal plane through
the line of sight, and the vertical plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane from the normal plane
through the line of sight.

RESTRICTED
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Deck Angular Movement

The angle between the normal plane through
the line of sight, arid the normal plane through
the line to the future target position, measured
in the deck plane from the normal plane through
the line of sight.

Traverse. Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
vertical plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of sight
in the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the horizontal
plane.

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
normal plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of sight
in the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the horizontal
plane.

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
vertical plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of sight
in the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane.

RESTRICTED
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TARGET POSITION

\ .....-- LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

'Sd'

5,

5,'

5,d
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Sgd'

Sgd!

Traverse Relative Angular· Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
normal plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of sight
in the slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the deck plane.

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the vertical plane through the
line of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane.

'Ssd!
Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the normal plane through .the line
of sight, measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane.

Sst

188

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the vertical plane through the
line of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

RESTRICTED
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Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position,.and the normal plane through the line
of sight,' measured from the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the gun elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

'Sil

Horizontal Angular Movement

Angle between the vertical plane through
the line of sight, and the vertical plane through
the line to the future target position r meas
ured in t.he horizontal plane from the vertical
plane through the line of sight.

Note: 1. Previously lIsed for Horizontal Target Speed.
See Mht

Sh
.,."..._;- LINE TO FUTURE

TARGET POSITION

Horizontal Angular Movement

Angle between the vertical plane through
the line of sight, and the normal plane through
the line to the future target position, meas
ured in the horizontal plane from the vertical
plane through the line of sight.

Horizontal Angular Movement

Angle between the normal plane through the
line of sight, and the vertical plane through
the line to the future target position, meas
ured in the horizontal plane from the normal
plane through the line of sight.

RESTRICTED
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Sh'

'·Sh
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Horizontal Angular Movement

Angle between the normal plane through the
line of sight, and the normal plane through the
line to the future target position, measured in
the horizontal plane from the normal plane
through the line of sight.

OP 1700 STANDARD FIRE CONTROL 5YMBOLS RESTRICTED

So

5r

55

190

Own Ship Speed
See Mho

Relative Target Speed
See M

Traverse Relative Angular Movement
Angle between the line of sight, and the

vertical plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of
sight in the slant plane through the line of
sight and through the director elevation axis
in the horizontal plane.

Traverse Relative Angular Movement
Angle between the line of sight, and the nor

mal plane through the line to the future target
position, measured from the line of sight in the
slant plane through the line of sight and through
the director elevation axis in the horizontal
plane,

RESTRICTED
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Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
vertical plane through the line to the future
t./l,rget position, measured from the line of
sight in the slant plane through t.he line of
sight and through the director elevation axis
in the deck plane.

Ssd
LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line of sight, and the
normal plane through the line to the future
target position, measured from the line of
sight in the slant plane through the line of
sight and through the director elevation axis
in the deck plane.

Ssd'

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the vertical plane through the
line of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane.

Ssd!

Traverse Relative Angular Movement

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and t.he normal plane through the
line of sight, measured from the normal plane
t.hrough the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane.

RESTRICTED

'Ssd!
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5.1
Traverse Relative Angular Move~ent

Angle between the line to the future target
position, and the vertical plane through the
line of sight, measured from the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through -the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

'5.1

Sw

Swr

192

Traverse Relativ~ Angular Movement
Angle between the line to the future target

position, and the normal plane through the
line of sight, measured from -the normal plane
through the line of sight in the slant plane
through the line to the future target position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane.

True Wind Speed
See Wh

Apparent Wind Speed
See Wha
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Time
Clock time.

Time of F1isht
See T2

Present Time of F1isht
See Tl

Dead Time
The time between setting the fuze and the

firing of the projectile.

Present Time of Flisht
The time of flight of the projectile to the

present target position.

Note: 1. Previously called Tfo

Time of F1isht
The time of flight of the projectile to the

future target position.

Note: 1. Previously called Tf

Fuze Settins Order
Fuze setting in seconds.

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS

T

Tf

Tfo

Ts

TI

T2

T5
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U

UI

Ut

e(U)

194

Initial Velocity
The velocity of the projectile with respect to

the gun muzzle at the instant the projectile
leaves the gun. This velocity is independent
of the reference frame used for measuremen t.

Average Velocity to Present Target Position

The ave¥age velocity of the projectile to the
present target position referred to the frame
used by the fire control system. This velocity
multiplied by present time of flight equals
present range, UIX Tl=R.

Average Velocity to Future Target Position

The average velocity of the projectilfl to the
future target position referred to the frRme used
by the fire control system. This velocity mul
tiplied by time of flight equals future range,

U2XT2=R2.

Loss of Initial Velocity

RESTRICTED
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Sight Angle

The difference in elevation between the line
of sight and the line of fire, measured in a
vertical plane.

ot.e: I. Previously called VV

Sight Angle

The difference in elevation between the line.
of sight and the line of fire., measured in a
normal plane.

Note: I. Previously called V'd

Sight Angle
See v'

Superelevation

The angle by which the gun must be elevated
above the advance position to account for
curvature of the trajectory, measured in the
vertical plane through the line of fire.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight angle in parentheses and prel'eding by
modifier b. For example, b( Vs)

Correction to sight angle to account for
changes in initial velocity.

Note: I. Now symbolized by enclosing applicable
sight angle in parentheses and preceding by
modifier u. For example, u( Vs)

RESTRICTED

v

V'

V'd

Vf

Vfm
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Vg

Vg'

Vg"

Vgd

196

Sight Angle
The angle between the line of fire, and the

slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane, measured from the line of fire in
the vertical plane through the line of fire.

Sight Angle
The angle between the line of fire, and the

slant plane through the line of sight and
through the gun elevation axis in the hori
zontal plane, measured from the line of fire in
the normal plane through the line of fire.

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of fire, and the slant

plane through the line of sight and through the
gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured to the line of fire in the plane through
the line of fire perpendicular to the slant plane.

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of fire, and the slant

plane through the line of sight and through the
gun elevation axis in the deck plane, measured
from the line of fire in the vertical plane
through the line of fire.

RESTRICTED
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Sight Angle

Angle between the'line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
gun elevation axis in the deck plane, measured
from the line of fire in the normal plane through
the line of fire.

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
gun elevation axis in the deck plane, measured
to the line of fire in the plane through the line
of fire perpendicular to the slant plane.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSI
Vgcl'

Vgcl"

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured from the line of sight in the vertical plane
through the line of sight.

Vgclg

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the deck plane,
measured from the line of sight in the normal
plane through the line of sight.

RESTRICTED
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Vsds"

Vsd2

Vsd2'
Vgd2'
---¥---~

VSd3

198

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line of fire and through the
gun elevation axis in the deck plane, measured
from the line of sight in the plane through the
line of sight perpendicular to the slant plane.

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the future target
position and through the gun elevation axis
in the deck plane, measured from the line of
sight in the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the future target
position and through the gun elevation axis
in the deck plane, measured from the line of
sight in the normal plane through the line of
sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the advance
position and through the gun elevation axis
in the deck plane, measured from the line of
sight in the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

RESTRICTED
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Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the advance position
and through the gun elevation axis in the deck
plane, measured from the line of sight in the
normal plane through the line of sight.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOL.

Vgd3'
~.-..:.--r--LINE TO

ADVANCf
POSITION

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the vertical
plane through the line of sight.

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line of fire and through
the gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the flormal
plane through the line of sight.

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line of fire and through the
gun elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the plane
through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane.

Vgg

Vgg'

Vgg"

t
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Vg!

Vg!'

Vg3

Vg3'

200

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

;;,o-~-lINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

,,-r:'-""'i-liNE TO
ADVANCE
POSITION

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position, and through the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal plane, measured from the line
of sight in the vertical plane through the line
of sight.

Angle behyeen the line of sight, and the slant
pla.ne through the line to the fu ture target
position, and through -the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal plane, measured from the line
of sight in the normal plane through the line
of sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the advance
position, and through the gun elevation axis
in the horizontal plane, measured from the
line of sight in the vertical plane through the
line of sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the Hne to the advance position
and through the gun elevation axis in the
horizontal plane, measured from the line of
sight in the normal plane through the line of
sight.
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Sight Angle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from. the line of fire in the vertical
plane through the line of fire.

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of fire in the normal
plane through the line of fire.

Sight Angle
See V8dg'

Sight A~gle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured to the line of fire in the plane through
the line of fire perpendicular to the slant plane.

RESTRICTED

Vs

Vs'

V's

Vs"
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Vsd

Vsd'

Sight Angle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through tht:J
director elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured from the line of fire in the vertical plane
through the line of fire.

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of fire, and the slant

plane through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured from the line of fire in the normal plane
through the line of fire.

Vsd"
#I '--:'---j--LOF Sight Angle

Angle between the line of fire, and the slant
plane through the line of sight and through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured to the line of fire in the plane through the
line of fire perpendicular to the slant plane.

Vsdg

202

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line of fire and through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane,
measured from the line of sight in the vertical
plane through the line of sight.

RESTRICTED
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Sight Angle

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line of fire and through the
director elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured from the line of sight in the normal plane
through the line of sight.

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line of fire and through the
direc.tor elevation axis in the deck plane, meas
ured from the line of sight in the plane through
the line of sight perpendicular to the slant plane.

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation
axis in the deck plane, measured from the line
of sight in the vertical plane through the line
of sight.

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

Vsdg'

Vsdg"

Vsdl

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target posi
tion and through the director elevation axis in
the dpck plane, measured from the line of sight
in the normal plane through the line of sight.

RESTRICTED
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V.d3

V.·d3'

v••

V.I'

204

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

"rr'-7-L1NE TO
.--......- ...~ ADVANCE

POSITION

Angle between the line of sight, and the
slant plane through the line to the advance
position and through the director elevation axis
in the deck plane, measured from the line of

. sight in the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the advance position
and through the director elevation axis in the
deck plane, measured from the line of sight in

. the normal plane th{ough the line of sight:

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line. of fire and through the.
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the vertical
plane through the line of sight.

Sight Angle
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line of fire and through t.he
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the normal
plane through the line of sight.
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Sight Angle
Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line of fire and through the
director elevation axis in the horizontal plane,
measured from the line of sight in the plane
through the line of sight perpendicular to the
slant plane.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS.

Vsg"

Angle between the line of sight; and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation
axis in the horizontal plane, measured from the
line of sight in the vertical plane through the
line of sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the future target
position and through the director elevation axis
in the horizontal plane, measured from the line
of sight in the normal plane through the line of
sight.

Angle between the line of sight, and the slant
plane through the line to the advance position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane, measured from the line of
sight in the vertical plane through the line of
sight.

RESTRICTED
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LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

Vsl

Vsl'

Vs3
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Vs3'

Vt

Vw

Vx

206

/"....-:~+--L1NETO
ADVANCE
POSITION Angle between the line of sight, and the slant

plane through the line to the advance position
and through the director elevation axis in the
horizontal plane, measured from the line of
sight in the normal plane through the line of
sight.

The part of sight angle accounting for
relative movement between own ship and
target.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight angle in parentheses and preceding by
modifier m. For example, m(VB)

The part of sight angle accounting for the
effect of wind on the projectile during the time
of flight.

Note: 1. ow symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight angle in pa.rentheses and preceding by
modifier w. For example, w( VB)

Complementary Error Correction

The part of sight angle accounting for the
effect of deflection prediction on gun elevation.

Note: 1. Now symbolized by enclosing the applicable
sight a.ngle in parentheses and preceding by
modifier j. For example, j( VB)

RESTRICTED
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Trunnion Tilt Correction

The part of gun elevation order accounting
for the tilting of the gun trunnions due to
cross-level.

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Vz

The difference in elevation between the
present and future target positions measured in
a vertical plane.

The difference in elevation between the
present target position and the advance position
measured in a vertical plane.

RESTRICTED

LINE TO FUTURE
TARGET POSITION

LINE TO ADVANCE
POSITION

Vi

V3
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W

Wa

WI,

Wba

True Wind Speed
The total rate of the true wind measured

with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the total rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wa

2. To express the total rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wo

Apparent Wind Speed
See Note 1 under W

The rate of the true wind in the horizontal
plane perpendicular to the vertical plane
through the line of fire, measured with respect
to the earth.

ote: 1. Previously called Xwg
2. To express same rate of apparent wind, modi

fier a is added, and symbol is Wba
3. To express the same rate of own ship wind,

modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wbo
4. To express the same rate with respect to

LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wb8

See Note 2 under Wb

Note: 1. Previously called WrD
2. To express the same rate with respect to

LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wba8

Wbas

Wbd

208

See Note 2 under Wba

Note: 1. Previously called Xwr

The. rate of the true wind in the deck plane
perpendicular to the normal plane through the
line of fire, measured with respect to the
earth.

ote: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wbda

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wbdo

3. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wbd8

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under Wbd

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wbdall

See Note 1 under Wbda

See Note 2 under Wbd

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wbdo8

See ote 1 under Wbdo

See Note 3 under Wbd

See Note 3 under Wb

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wb08

See Note 1 under Wbo

See Note 4 under Wb

Note: 1. Previously called Xw

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Wbda

Wbdas

Wbdo

Wbdos

Wbds

Wbo

Wbos

Wbs
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Wd

Wda

Wdo

Wdx.

The rat.e of the true wind in the deck plane
and in the normal plane through the total true
wind speed vector, measured with respect to
the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wda

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wdo

See Note 1 under Wd

See Note 2 under Wd

The rate of the true wind in the deck plane
and in the East-West normal plane, measured
with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wdxa

2. To express the same rate of own :ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wdxo

Wdxa

Wdxo
210

See Note 1 under Wdx

See Note 2 under Wdx
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The rate of the true wind in the deck plane

and in the North-South normal plane, measured
with respect to the earth.

ote: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wdlla

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is WdllO

Wdy

See Note 1 under Wd,l

See Note 2 under Wdy

Wdya

Wdyo

The rate of the true wind perpendicular to
the line of fire in the vertical plane through the
line of fire, measured with respect to the earth.

ote: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wea

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Weo

3. To express the same rate with respect to LOS,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wea

The rate of the true wind perpendicular to
the line of fire in the normal plane through the
line of fire, measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wea'

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Weo'

3. To express the same rate with respect to the
LOS, modifier a is added, and symbol is Wea'

See Note 1 under We

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to LOS, '
modifier a is added, and symbol is Weaa

2. Previously called WrE

RESTRICTED

We

We'

Wea
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Wea'

Weas

Weas'

Weo

Weo'

Weos

Weos'

We.
212

RESTRICTED

See Note 1 under We'

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to LOS,
modifier 8 is added, and symbons Weal'

See Note 1 under Wea

See Note 1 under Wea'

See Note 2 under We

ote: 1. To express the same rate with respect to LOS,
modifier 8 is added, and symbol is Weol

See Note 2 under We'

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to LOS,
modifier 8 is added, and symbol is Weo8'

See Note 1 under Weo

See Note 1 under Weo'

See Note 3 under We

RESTRICTED
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See Note 3 under We'

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Wes'

'l'he total rate of the true wind perpendicular
to the line of fire, measured with respect to the
earth.

Note: 1. To express the same component of apparent
wind, modifier a is added, and symbol is Wga

2. To express the same component of own ship
wind, modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wgo

See Note 1 under Wg

See Note 2 under Wg

Horizontal True Wind Speed
The rate of the true wind in the horizontal

plane and in the vertical plane through the total
true wind speed vector, measured with respect
to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of the apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wha

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Who

3. Previously called Sw

See Note 1 under Wh

Note: 1. Previously called Swr

See Note 2 under Wh

RESTRICTED

WI

Wga

WIO

Wh

Wha

Who
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Whx

Whxa

Whxo

Why

Whya

Whyo
214

The rate of the true wind in the horizontal
plane and in the East-West vertical plane,
measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of the apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Whxa

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Whxo

See Note 1 under Whx

See Note 2 under Whx

The rate of the true wind in the horizontal
plane and in the North-South vertical plane,
measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Whya

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Whyo

See ote 1 under Why

See Note 2 under Why

RESTRICTED
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See Note 2 under W

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Wo

The rate of the true wind along the line of
fire, measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wra

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wro

3. To express the same rate with respect to the
LOS; modifier s is added, and symbol is Wrs

See Note 1 under Wr

ote: 1. Previously called WrR
2. To express the same rate with respect to the

LOS, modifier s is added, and symbol is Wras

See Note 2 under Wra

The rate of the true wind in the deck plane
and in the normal plane through the line of
fire, measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier.a is added, and symbol is Wrda

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wrdo

3. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier s is added, and symbol is Wrds

See Wba

RESTRICTED

Wr

Wra

Wras

Wrd

WrD
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Wrda

Wrdas

Wrdo

Wrdos

Wrds

WrE

Wrh

See Note 1 under Wrd

ote: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier a is added, and symbol is
Wrdaa

See Note 1 under Wrda

See Note 2 under Wrd

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier a is added, and symbol is
Wrdoa

See Note 2 under Wrdo

See Note "3 under Wrd

See Wea

The rate of the true wind in the horizontal
plane and in the vertical plane through the
line of fire measured with respect to the earth.

Note: 1. Previously called Ywg

2. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wrha

3. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wrho

4. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS, modifier a is added and symbol is Wrha

t
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See Note 2 under Wrh

Note: 1. Previously caned Ywgr
2. To express the same rate with respect to

LOS, modifier 8 is added and symbol is
Wrha8

See Note 2 under Wrha

Note: 1. Previously called Ywr

See' Note 3 under Wrh

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to LOS,
modifier 8 is added and symhol ill Wrho8

See Note 1 under Wrho

See Note 4 under Wrh

Note: 1. Previously called Yw

See Note·2 under Wr

Note: 1. To express the same rate with respect to
LOS,. modifier 8 is added, and symbol is
Wro8

See Note 1 under Wro

See Wra

RESTRICTED

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSm
Wrha

Wrhas

Wrho

Wrhos

Wrhs

Wro

Wros

WrR
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Wrs

Ws

WSG

WSG

Wv

Wv'

218

See Note 3 under Wr

The total rate of the true wind perpendicular
to the line of sight, measured with respect to
the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind.
modifier a is added and symbol is Wsa

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wso

See Note 1 under Ws

See ote 2 under Ws

Vertical rate of the true wind in the vertical
plane through the line of fire, measured with
respect to the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, und symhol is Wva

2. To express the f>ame rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wvo

Normal rate of the true wind in the normal
plane through the line of fire measured with
respect to the earth.

ote: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wva'

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wvo'

RESTRICTED
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See Note 1 under Wv

See Note 1 under Wv'

See Note 2 under Wv

See Note 2 under Wv'

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Wva

Wva'

Wvo

Wvo'

The rate of the true wind in the East-West
vertical plane, measured with respect to the
earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind.
modifier a is added and symbol is Wxa

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind,
modifier 0 is added, and symbol is Wxo

See Note 1 under Wx

See Note 2 under Wx

RESTRICTED

Wx

Wxa

Wxo
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Wy

Wya

Wyo

220

The rate of the true wind in the North
South vertical plane measured with respect to
the earth.

Note: 1. To express the same rate of apparent wind,
modifier a is added, and symbol is Wlfa

2. To express the same rate of own ship wind
modifier 0 is added, and symbol i~ Wlfo

See Note 1 under W,

See Note 2 under W,
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See Mbo

See Mbt

See Wb,

See Wb

See Wba,

RESTRICTED
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DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS II
Xo

Xt

Xw

Xwg

Xwr
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Yo

Yt

Yw

Ywg

Ywgr

Ywr

222

See Mrho

See Mrht

See WrhB

See Wrh

See Wrha

See WrhaB
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Cross Level
Angle between the vertical plane through the

line of sight, and the normal plane through the
intersection of the vertical plane through the
line of sight and the horizontal plane, measured
about the axis which is the intersection of the
vertical plane through the line of sight and the
horizontal plane. Positive direction is clock
wise when viewed along axis inward from target.

Note: 1. Previously called Zh

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLSII
Z

..

Cross Level

Angle between the normal plane through the
line of sight, and the vertical plane through
the intersection of the normal plane through
the line of sight and the horizontal plane,
measured about the axis which is the intersec
tion of the normal plane through the line of
sight and the horizontal plane. Positive
direction is clockwise when viewed along axis
inward from target.

Note: 1. Previously called Z'h

Cross Level
See Z

Cross Level
See Z'

Cross Level

Angle between the vertical plane through
the line of sight, and the normal plane through
the intersection of the vertical plane through
the line of sigh t and the deck plane, measured
about the axis which is the intersection of the
vertical plane through the line of sight and
the deck plane. Positive direction is clock
wise when viewed along axis inward from target.

RESTRICTED

Z'

Zh

l'h

Zd
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Zd' 

Z'd 

Zcls' 

Zs 

224 

Cross Level 
Angle between the normal plane through the 

line of sight, and the vertical plane through the 
interse<'tion of the normal plane through the 
line of sight and the deck plane, measured 
about the axis which is the intersection of the 
normal plane through the line of sight and the 
dock plane. Positive direction is clockwise 
when viewed along axis inward from target. 

Note: 1. Previously called Z'd 

Cross Level 
See Zd' 

Trunnion Tilt Angle 
Angle between the normal plane through the 

line of fire, and the vertical plane through the 
intersection of the normal plane through the 
line of fire and the deck plane, measured about 
the axis which is the intersection of the normal 
plane through the line of fire and the deck plane. 
Positive direction is clockwise when viewed 
along axis inward from target. 

Angle bPtween the vertical plane through the 
line of fire and the normal plane through the 
line of fire, measured about the line of fire as 
the axis. Positive direction is clockwise when 
viewed along axis inward from target. 

RESTRICTED 
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Roll 
Angl(' between the vertical plane through 

own sbjp centerline, and the normal plane 
through the intersection o( the vertical plane 
through own ship C'enterline and the deck plane, 
measured about the axis which is the intersec
tion of the vertical plane through own ship 
centerline and the deck plane. Positive direc
tion is clockwise when viewed inward from own 
ship bow. 

Note: I. Previously called M 

Angle between th(' vertical plane through 
the line of sight and the normal plane through 
the line of sight, measured about the line of 
sight as the axis. Positive direction is clock
wise when viewed along axis inward from 
target. 

See Za 
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Zo 

Zs 

Z's 
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APPENDIX A
BASIC SYMBOLS

Symbol

A

B

c

D
E

Name

Angular movement In

elevation.

Bearing _

Course _

Rate oL _

Elevation _

Meanin~ when used alone

The difference in elevation from the horizontal plane between
the present line of sight and the line to the future target
position, mea,sured upward to the line to the future target
position in a vertical plane.

The relative bearing of the target measured from the vertical
plane through own ship centerline to the vertical plane
through the line of sight in the horizontal plane clockwise
from own ship centerline.

The course of the target from the north-south vertical plane to
the vertical plane through the relative target speed vector. in
the frame used by the fire control system, measured in the
horizontal plane clockwise from north.

The differentiating operator d/dt.

The elevation of the target above the horizontal plane measured
upward from the horizontal plane in the vertical plane
t,hrough the line of sight.

... Ei Level_ ______________ The angle between the horizontal plane and the deck plane,
measured downward from the horizontal plane (on the target
side of own ship) in the vertical plane throu~h the line of
sight.

F

G
H
I Angle of inclination_ Only useful as a rate. D1 expresses the rate of rotation of own

ship with respect to the earth frame.

J Jump deviation _

K
L Sight deflection __

RESTRICTED
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T%:.otallead angle between the line of sight nnd the line Of.
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Modifier I Name Used to indicate

S Line of sightu _u _u _ Quantities measured from, to, or about line of sight or director.

t Target u _u _u __ u u Quantities measured from, to, or about target centerline, and
quantities expressing target rates.

u

v Vertical_ ____________ Quantities in vertical direction.

W Wind _u u u u ______ Quantities related to wind.

X East-west- __________ Quantities measured in east-west direction.

y North-south_u_uu_ Quantities measured from north or in north-south direction.

Z Oross leveL __ u u u __ Quantities related to cross roll.

Prime (before quan- Measurement from a normal plane.
tity).

Prime (after quan- Measurement to or in a normal plane.

tity) .

"

"

I

I

3

4

5

230

Double prime (before Measurement from a plane normal to the slant plane.

quantity).

Double prime (after Measurement to or in a plane normal to the slant plane.

quantity).

Present position_ _____ Quantities measured with respect to present target position.

Future posit.ion ______ Quantities measured with respect to future t.arget position.

Advance position. ____ Quantities measured with respect to advance position.

Aiming 'position_ _____ Quantities measured with respect to aiming position.

Fuzed u _u _u u u __ Quantities used in fuze computations.
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APPENDIX C

QUANTITY MODIFIERS
These modifiers are used before or after parentheses

Modifier I Name Before the parentheses After the parentheses

a Advance uu The portion of the quantity No meaning.
measured to the advance posi-
tion.

Ballistics u u The portion of the quantity ac- The quantity corrected for the
counting for superelevation or effect of superelevation or
drift. drift.

c Computed or gen
erated.

The value of a quantity as com- No meaning.
puted or generated in the
mechanism.

d Designated u The designated value of the No meaning.
quantity.

e

f

9

h

Estimated or
error.

Function _

Dead time _

The estimated value of the quan
tity or the error in that quan
tity (error meaning used only
with initial velocity).

A function of the quantity - _

The correction to the quantity
due to dead time.

No meaning.

No meaning.

The quantity corrected for the
effect of dead time.

•
I IncremenL_u_u Anincrementofthequantity_u No meaning.

•I Computational ad- A computational addition to the A partial value of the quantity.
clition or partial. quantity.

Ie Earth_uu · No meaning __ u __ u The quantity referred to the
earth frame.

I InitiaL u The initial value of the quan- No meaning.
tity.
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Modifier I Name Before the parentheses . I After the parentheses

m Relative motion_ _ The portion of that quantity The quantity corrected for the
accounting for relative motion effect of relative motion be-
between own ship and target. tween own ship and target.

n

o Observed or meas- The observed or measured value Referred to a frame rigidly at-
ured. of the quantity. tached to own ship.

p Gun parallaxn __ _ The portion of the quantity ac- The quantity corrected for the
counting for gun parallax. effect of gun parallax.

ps Director parallax_ The portion of the quantity ac- The quantity corrected for the
counting for director parallax. effect of director parallax.

q Corrective input or A corrective input or spot to the No meaning.
spot. quantity.

r Rate controL ____ The rate control correction to a The quantity including the rate
quantity. control correction.

S Selected_ ________ A selected value of the quantity _ Referred to the inertial frame.

u

y

Initial
loss.

velocity The portion of the quantity ac
counting for change in initial
velocity.

The change corrected for change
in initial velocity.

w

x

y

232

Wind _ The portion of the quantity ac
counting for the effect of the
wind.

The quantity corrected for the
effect of the wind.
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APPENDIX D

LISTING OF RELATED QUANTITIES
FOR ANTIAIRCRAFT FIRE CONTROL

Figure

1 Target Position in Spherical Coordinates.
2 Target Position in Cylindrical Coordinates.
3 Target Position in Cartesian Coordinates.
4 Angular Target Coordinates and Deck

Inclination.

5 Target Ranges and Target Heights.
6 N-8 and E-W Director Parallax Displace

ments.
7 Director Parallax Displacements.
8 Director Parallax Corrections to Stable

Coordinates.
9 Director Parallax Corrections to Unstable

Coordinates.
10 Target Motion about Line of Sight m

Stable Coordinates.
11 Target Motion about Line of Sight ill

Unstable Coordinates.
12 N-8 and E-W Projections of Target

Motion in Stable Coordinates.
13 N-S and E-W Projections of Target

Motion in Unstable Coordinates.
14 Traverse and Elevation Angular Displace

ments.

15 Total Angular Rate and Traverse Angular
Rates of the Line of Sight.

16 Elevation Angular Rates and Horizontal
and Deck Angular Rates of the Line of
Sight.

17 Courses, Headings, and Target Angles.
18 Wind Bearings and Wind Courses.

19 Wind Rates about Line of Fire in Stable
Coordinates.

20 Wind Rates about Line of Fire in Un
stable Coordinates.

21 N-S and E-W Projections of Wind Rates
in Stable Coordinates.

Associated
Tables Page

4A Target Bearing_________________ 18

4B Target Elevation _______________ 18
4C Cross-Level (Angle Between Verti-

cal and Normal Planes) __ n ____ 18
4D Level (Angle Between Horizontal

and Deck Planes) __ u u u u ___ 19
5 Target Range and Target Height- _ 21
6 Director Parallax DisplacemenL __ 24

7 Director Parallax Displacement~__ 24

10 Linear Displacements about LOS_ 32

11 Linear Displacements about LOS_ 33

12 Projection of Displacements (M)
and (Mh) in Vertical Planes_u 36

13 Projection of Displacement (Md)
in Normal Planes_____________ 36

14 Elevation, Traverse, Horizontal
and Deck Angular Displace-
ments_______________________ 40

15 Angular Rate of the Line of SighL _ 44

16 Angular Rate of the Line of Sight
and Own Ship Speed Vectorn __ 45

18A Wind Bearingu _u u __ u ___ __ __ 56
18B Wind Coursen _u _u u u u __ 56
19 Wind Ratesu u __ u u u u ___ 60

20 Wind Ratesu _u u __ u u u ___ __ 61

21 Projection of Rates (W) and (Wh)
in Vertical Planesu u ___ 62

233
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Figure

22 N-S and E-W Projections of Wind Rates
in Unstable Co!>rdinates.

23 Offsets to Future, Advance, and Aiming
Positions and Range Predictions.

24 Sight Deflection and Sight Angle for a
Stabilized Director (Elevation Axis Sup
porting Traverse Axis).

25 Sight Deflection and Sight Angle for a
Stabilized Director (Traverse Axis Sup
porting Elevation Axis).

26 Sight Deflections and Sight Angles (Eleva
tion Axis Supporting Traverse Axis).

27 Sight Deflections and Sight Angles (Trav
erse Axis Supporting Elevation Axis).

28 Angular Coordinates of Future and Ad
vance Positions.

29 Ranges and Heights of Future and Advance
Positions.

30 Angular Coordinates of Aiming Position.

31 Ranges and Heights of Aiming Position.

32 N-S and E-W Gun Parallax Displace
ments.

33 Gun Parallax Displacements.

234

Associated
Tables Page

22 Projection of Rate (Wd) in Normal
Pl~nes ~__________ 62

26 Total Sight Angle, Total Sight
Deflection, and Horizontal and
Deck Deflection u _u _____ 70

27 Total Sight Angle, Total Sight
Deflection, Horizontal and Deck
Deflection_ n u u u __ u ____ 72

28A Bearing m Horizontal and Deck
Planes_______________________ 77

28B Elevation from Horizontal and
Deck Planes_________________ 77

29 Range and Height u u __ u __ 79

30A Gun Train in Horizontal and Deck
Planes_______________________ 85

30B Gun Elevation from Horizontal
and Deck Planesn _u u _______ 85

30C Level Angle between Horizontal
and Deck Planes_ n u _u u 89

31 Aiming Range and Height of Aim-
ing Positionu u u u u u u __ u 86

32 Gun Parallax Displacement __ u u 88-

33 Gun Parallax Displacement ______ 88
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